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ABSTRACT 
This report documents the effort by ArvinlCalspan Corporation to formulate a 
revision of MIL-H-85OLA in terms of Mission-Otiented Flying Qualities Requirements 
for Military Rotorcraft. Emphasis is placed on development of a specification structure 
which wiU permit addressing Operational Missions and Flight Phases, Flight Regions, 
Classification of Rcquirtd Operational Capability, Categorization of Flight Phases, and 
Levels of Flying Qualities. A number of definitions are established to permit addressing 
the rotorcraft state, flight envelopes, environments, and the conditions under which 
degraded flying qualities are permitted. 1 entative requirements are drafted for Required 
Operational Capabiity Class I. Also included is a Background Infor6ation and Users 
Guide for the draft specifitation structure proposed for the MIL-H-8501A revision. The 
repart also contains a discussion of aticial data gaps and attempts to prioritize these 
data gaps and to suggest experiments that should be performed to generate data needed 
to support formulation of qantitative design criteria for ?he additional Operational 
capability Classes II, Ifl, and fV. 
:r~cC.csnING PAGE B L A m  NOT mMED 
FOREWORD 
Thb report was prepared for the US. Government by Awin Calspan Corporation, 
Buffalo, New York, in partial fulfillment of Contract NAS2-11303. The report describes 
the results of a study performed under contract with the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Amts Research Center, Moffett Field, Califomla which was funded 
by the US. Anny and tht US. Navy. 
T k  report documents the results of Phase I of a planned two phase study to 
develop mission oriented flying qualities requirements for military rotorcraft. The 
effort was directed by the Army Aviation Research and Development Canmand 
(AVRADCOM). Technical responsibility for the study was shared by the Aeromechanics 
Laboratory (M) (Research and Technology Laboratories), Ames Research Center and 
the Directorate for Development and Qualification (D&Q) at  St. Louis. The Naval Air 
Development Center (Warminster, Pa$ contributed to the program funding. 
Thc program was monitored by Mr. Dean Carico and Mr. Chris Blanken of the 
Aeromechania Laboratory (RTL). Overall direction and progress review was provided 
by a Government Technical committee which was co-chaired by Mr. David L. Key 
(Aeromechanics Lab. R n )  and Mr. William F. White, Jr. (AVRADCOM). The following 
individuals and organizations were members of the Technical Committee. 
Mr. G. Heacock, AVRADCOM (DRDAV-DA) 
Mr. C. Blanken, Aeromechanics Lab, RTL 
Mr. 3. Hayden, AEFA, Edwards AFB 
LTC S. Ballard, ATZQ-D-M, Ft. Rucker 
MAJ T. Edwards, DAMA-WSA, Wash., DC 
Mr. C. Mazza, NADC, Warminster, PA 
Mr. R. Nave, NADC, Warminster, PA 
Mr. T. Lawrence, Nav Air Sys Comd 
Mr. G. Smith, Nav Air Sys Comd 
Mr. R. Bowes, NATC, Patuxent River 
Dr. R. Chen, NASA-Ames 
Mr. R. Gerdes, NASA-Ames 
Mr. 8. Woodcock, AFWAL-FICC, WP AFB 
Mr. 3. Honaker, FAA, Ft. Worth 
Mr. D. SimonIMAJ R. Tarr, ATL, Ft. Eustis 
Dir., Structures Laboratory (RTL) 
The program was performed by the Flight Research Department of the Research 
Division, Arvin Calspan Corporation. Mr. Charles R. Chalk was the Principal Investigator 
and Mr. Robert C. Radford was the Project Engineer. 
Arvin Calspan Corporation was assisted in  the Phase I study through subcontracted 
efforts by the following companies 
Bell Helicopter, Ft. Worth, TL 
Boeing Vertol, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Sikorsky Aircraft Division, Stratford, Conn. 
Dynasyst, Inc, Princeton, N.J. 
This report documents the results of the Phase I effort  by A ~ i n  Calspan 
Corporation. The report content is tentative and has not been accepted or approved 
by the Government for off icial use. 
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The official government specifications for  helicopter handling qualities is MIL-  
H-8501A. This document was initially adopted by the  U.S. Army and Navy in 1952, 
and has not been updated since 1961. Study ef for t s  by Kidwell in 1968 and by Green 
and Richards in 1973 (Ref. 2) proposed revision t o  MIL-H-85OIA but they were never 
officially adopted by the  Government. For major procurements such as *he Advanced 
Attack Helicopter (AAH) and the  Utility Tact ical  Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS), 
the Army has developed Ad Hoc specifications termed Prime Item Development 
Specifications (PIDS) and has not directly applied MIL-H-8501A. 
In 1982, The Army Aviation Research and Development Command initiated a 
two-phase contracted program to develop mission-oriented handling qualities 
requirements for Military rotorcraft.  Contracts  for Phase 1 of the  program were 
awarded t o  Arvin Calspan Corporation and t o  S y s e m s  Technology, Inc. Following 
completion of the  Phase I efforts,  one of the  two contractors will be selected t o  
perform the  Phase I1 contracted effort.  
The Phase 1 study had three  p r i ~ ~ c i p a l  objectives 
Develop a New Specification Format 
Incorporate Existing Cri ter ia  and Data Base 
e Definition of C r i t ~ c a l  Gaps 
This report documents the  results produced by Calspan under the  Phase I sfudy 
effort.  
W i o n  2 
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW SPECIFICATION STRUCTURE 
A primary objective of the Phase I study was t o  develop a specification structure 
that would permmit systematic treatment of significant factors such as the  following: 
Rotoraa f t  types and roles 
Flight Phases 
Flight at hover and flight at high forward speed 
Mission requirements for capability t o  operate at night or in adverse 
weather. 
Recognition of varied tasks t o  be performed. 
Treatment of environmental conditions 
Rotorcraft configuration and loading 
Rotorcraft failure states 
Levels of flying qualities 
e Controllers 
Information displays 
Vision aids 
e Stability and control augmentation 
The specification structure evolved by Calspan during the Phase I study is 
contained in Appendix A of this report. The philosophy and reasoning which led t o  
this specification structure is discussed i n  Appendix B which is the start of a 'Background 
Information and Users CuideI9 for the new mission-oriented flying qualities specification 
for military rotorcraft. 
The specification structure was developed by Calspan through an interactive 
process which included review of existing specification documents, comultation with 
government and industry personnel followed by preparation of a series of drait documents 
which were reviewed by government and industry engineers. References 2-9 were 
reviewed and consultations were held with members of the Government Technical 
Committee (see Foreward), with engineers at helicopter r.ianuf act uring companies, and 
with Mr. Theodore Dukes of Dynasyst, Inc. The organizations which Cabpan visited 
for consultatim during the Phase 1 study are listed below. The asterisk identifies 
subcontractors 
*Bell Helicopter 
+Baing Vertol 
*Sikorsky Aircraft 
*Dynasyst 
FAA Southwest Region 
Ft. Rucker 
Army Aviation Test Activity 
Aeromechania Laboratory 
AVRADCOM St. Louis 
NASC Washington, D.C. 
NADC Patuxent River 
NATC Patuxent River 
N T H  Patuxent River 
HM-12, 14, 16 MCM Squadrons 
With this background, Calspan drafted tentative versions of the specification structure 
which were distributed to  members of the Technical Committee and to  the Subcontractors 
for review. In March 1983, a tentative specification structure was presented to the 
Technical Committee mem bers during the interim program review meeting which was 
held at Ames Research Center. Review comments from the government and industry 
sources (which included design, test, research, procurement, certification and training 
disciplines) contributed to the evolution of the specification structure presented in 
Appendix A. 
The structure proposed for the mission-oriented flying qualities specification for 
military rotoraaft is broadly similar to the structures of Ma-F-8785C and MIL-F-8330, 
however, there are signif ican: differences in  the classifications, categorizations and 
definitions which will better facilitate achieving the goal of developing mission-oriented 
flying qualities requirements. 
The specification structure requires that  the  ~pe~ra t iona l  missiono f w  which the  
rotorcraft is t o  be designed must be divided into segments which are identified as 
Flight Phases. Each Flight Phase is assigned to one of eight Flight Phase Categories 
on the basis of required maneuver capability, precision of space position control and 
whether a not target tracking is required. The Flight phases a re  also assigned t o  
Operatioral Capability Classes on the  basis of the visual conditions under which the  
Flight phase is required t o  be performed and t h e  number of crew mambers. In addition, 
the  Flight Phases are  assigned t o  Fli* Regions on the  basis of speed, acceleration, 
power and ground contact. 
Initially, t h e  flying qualities requirements will be separately stated for each of 
the  Operational Capability Classes. After the  entire specification document has been 
drafted, the  requirements for each Operational Capability Class will be reviewed t o  
determine whether the separate sets of requirements can be combined t o  reduce the  
volumc of t h e  specifioetion document. Within each Operational Capability Class, the 
requirements are separately stated f a  each Flight region. The Levels concept is used 
in the  requirement statements and the  ind:,vidual requirements are  applied to Flight 
Phase Categories or groups of Flight Phase Categories as appropriate for each 
requirement. 
There a re  no classification categories based on mission, size, weight or 
configuration factors. It is believed that the flying qualities requirements should be 
independent of configuration factors and that the  adopted structure permits adequate 
accommodation of size, weight and mission factors. 
Deiinitions of Rotorcraft States a re  introduced along with definitions of Flight 
Envelopes and Operating Environments. The combinations of these factors for wnich 
degraded flying qualities will be permitted a re  defined in the  specification structure. 
In Appendix 0, each element of the  specification structure is introduced, amplified 
and discussed. 
Section 3 
IYCORPORATWU OF EXISTING CRITERIA AND DATA BASE 
3.1 FLYING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY CLASS I 
The existing data b e  and the  criteria in Refs. 4-6 are m i d w e d  t o  apply 
primarily t o  only one of fo i r  Operational Capability Classes defined in t h e  specification 
structure of Appendix A. Flying qualities requirements for Operational Cqab i l i ty  Class 
I were drafted by Calspan using the termimlogy defined in k t i o n s  1 and 2 of Appendix 
A. These requirements are  presented in Section 3 of Appendix A. 
The requirements are  drawn primarily from t h e  Prime Item Development 
Specifications (PIDS) for the UTTAS, AAH and AKIP Progr: ms. Other sources were 
MIL-H-8501A, MIL-F-83300 and the technical literature. An attempt was ma& t o  
remedy a number of objectional characteristics of the  format of the  PIDS documents. 
It is very difficult to  find specific requirements in the  PIDS documents because the  
paragraphs are not titled and many requirements are buried within single paragraphs. 
In addition, the requirement statements of different paragraphs are repetitious in the  
wording of conditions. When &afting the  requirements in Section 3 of Appendix A, 
Calspan applied the following guidelines. Each requirement paragraph is numbered and 
titled, each paragraph states a single type of requirement, and the volume of the  
specification has Seen minimized by wording certain paragraphs s3 that similar 
requirements for several axes are  stated in a single paragraph with appropriate numbers 
for each axis listed in Tables. 
3.2 ENVIROI ,MENTAL CONDITIONS 
In the proposed structure, the procuring activity is charged with responsibility 
for ,defining the  environmental conditions to  be used by the  contractor t o  design and 
eva1ua:e the ro to raa f t .  Consideration of the envircnment is incorporated in the 
specificaiim structure in a manner that is intended t o  permit the  procuring activity 
to specifically define environmental conditions for each procurement. This approach 
permits tailoring the design environmental conditions t o  be consistent with the intended 
operational missions of the ro to raa f t .  In Section 3.9 of the proposed specification, 
Calspan has d e f i ~ e d  models of various environmental components which may be used 
at the discretion of the  procurrng activity. The wording used in Section 3.9 is such 
that the  environment models defined by Calspan must be used by the  cuntractor if the  
procuring activity does not otherwise define the  environments for a specif;. procurement. 
The envircnment models defined by Calspan are  presented in Section 3.9 of A~pendix A. 
3.3 FLYING QUALITIES REQUIRFMENTS FOR ADDITIONAL OPERATIONAL 
CAPABILITY CLASSES 
The structure of the  specification permits stating requirements separately for 
each of several Operational Capabiiity Classes. Calspan has drafted requirements for 
Class I and the  intent is t o  separately draft requirements for  each of the  other Classes. 
These requirements will then be d e s c e d  where possible t o  reduce the  volume of t h e  
specification m m e n t  . 
Operational Capability Class II applies t o  situations where the  pilot cannot obtain 
position and velocity cues from the  external view with his unaided eyes. This 
Classification applies t o  Flight phases such as mine sweeping, sea search or navigation 
above a cloud layer. In these situation, equipment (avionic) is required t o  determine 
position and direction of flight and horizontal situation displays or fiight director displays 
are required for the  pilot. Stability and control augmentation requirements for search 
and navigation Flight Phases are  not expected t o  be increased beyond what is necessary 
for Class I but the dynamic requirements for mine countermeasures may be cmsiderably 
increased because of :he complexity of the  Task. The pilot must control the  rotorcraft 
to stay within many task constraints such as boom angle, cable tension, sled speed 
relative t o  the  water and sled track. To accomplish this, t h e  rotorcraft may have t o  
fly at unusual attitudes, a a b  angles, slideslip angles, airspeed and power settings. The 
workload can be quite high unless information displays and augmentation a re  provided. 
Operational Capability Class In applies to  situations where the pilot cannot obtain 
horizontal and vertical orientation cues from the  external view with his unaided eyes. 
This Classification spplies t o  Flight Phases requiring fiight near obstacles in poor 
visibility such as shipboard landing with reduced visibility and high sea s t a te  where 
there i, no horizon visible and the ocean surface and ship deck are in constant motion. 
In this situation, equipmen? to  measure rotorcraft angular orientation and rotational 
rates may k requied fx use in vertical situation displays and stability augmentation 
systems. Integrated electronic head-up displays or helmet mounted displays may be 
required f a  certain Flight Phases. Increased ra te  damping and attitude stabilization 
may be reguired for L w e l  1 flying qualities. Command-hold modes of the  flight control 
system may be necessary for Level I flying qualities in single pilot situations. 
Operational Capability Class IV applies to  situatiorrs where the  pilot camnot 
obtain any information from the  external view with h b  unaided eye. This classification 
applies t o  Fli* Phases that must be performed in fog, darkness, d d  or with windows 
shuttered for protection from extreme Light flashes ~r laser beams. In this situation, 
equipment is required t o  sense angular orientation, horizontal and vertical position, 
rates and a c d u a t i o m  for horizontal and vertical situation displays and far e a b i b t y  
and control augmentation. Flight near obstacles may require vision aids. Command- 
hold modes and automatic coupled-guidance-flght-Mrol modes may be necessary for 
Level I flying qualities. Single pilot operation inav require automated f u n a i m s  with 
the  pilot sav ing  as system manager and monitor of performance. The Army LHX 
prograni is an example of Class Ns. 
Flight Phases that  belong in Class IV or N s  range from pint t o  point navigation 
in doud to blind terrain following, nap of the earth flight at night and blind landing on 
a small ship in high sea state. The sensors, computers, displays, vision aids, flight 
control modes and the  degree of automation of functions required t o  maintain an 
acceptable work load in operational capability Class IV  or IVs is a strong function of 
the operational mission, the particular flight phase, the  operating environment and t h e  
exposure t o  enemy threats. N-vigation in douds can be accomplished with only an 
automatic direction finder (ADF) or with an ADF and a directional gyro (DG) but blind 
terrain following will require considerably more equipment such as specialized radar, 
computers, displays and directors or an automatic flight control system coupled to the 
terrain following radar and command com puter . 
Operational Capability Ciass IV can involve complex tasks which may be 
accomplished by a variety of design solutions and equipment confi@rations. A firm 
guideline for preparing specifications is that  the military specifications must not inhibit 
viable desi~yl solutions or become locked t o  any stage of technology develcpment. This 
guideline discourages w r i t i b  specitication requirements which dictate any p~r t icular  
flight control system concept or configuration. The c'lallenge is t o  find a way to  
specify desireable flying qualities and t o  prohibit intolerable flying qualities degradations 
without dictating the system design, but, at the same t ime to  provide design guidance. 
One approach for accomp!ishrng these goa:s is to hypothesize several feasible flight 
control concepts and to  write specifications limiting the  range of dynamic parameters 
for  each concept. The designer would be allowed the freedom to se lec t  the concept  t o  
be used in a particular program based on the complexity of auxiliary tasks, the number 
of crewmen and the degree to which information displays and vision aids a r e  to be 
inclue-4 in the overall design. 
The Army LHX program is being conceived as an application of advanced 
technology tor control, sensors, information processing, displays, vision aids, 
communications, navigation and weapons. Figures 1 and 2 list LHX Functions and 
Flight Control features under consideration. The technology avai lat le  will permit design 
of the LHX rotorcraft  so as t o  opSmize: the response t o  pilot commands, stabilization 
relative to desired references, rejection of external  disturbances, and suppression of 
undesired coupling. Response t o  pilot commands c s n  be tailored thorugh feedforward 
design whereas stabilization and disturbance rejec t i m  design can be tailored thorugh 
feedback control methods. Suppression of undesireable coupling can  be x c o m  plished 
ay using both feedfotward and feedback techniques. Specification reqw~irements could 
be written for  a number of control concepts which have been shown through research 
and experience t o  be capable of providing good tlying qualities and for stabilization 
concepts t ha t  have been shown t o  im?rove task capability and accuracy. Under this 
approach, the LHX designer would be l e f t  the freedom to  select the particular flight 
control system concept  tha t  best complements his overall system &sign objectives. 
An a l te rna te  approach for s p e c i f y ~ t ~ g  flying qualities objectives and performance 
goals will be considered for specific flight pilases which involve complex tasks. In this 
approach, task performance goals a r e  s ta ted  along with limiting values of pilot ratings 
for the augmented system and for failure modes. This approach was successfully used 
during the U.S. Army Heavy Lift Helicopter (HLH) program. The cri ter ia  and 
requirements used for  the HLH program are summarized in Figure 3. In response tc 
this specification, the contractor performed analysid, simulation and prototype flight 
tests  in the process of drveloping the HLH vehicle design. Although the actual  HLH 
was not built o r  evaluated in the operational mission and environment, a prototype 
testbed was built and flight evaluation indicated the design was successful. 
Calspan proposes t o  pursue development of both of the apprcaches outiined above 
during Phase 11 of the program t o  develop mission oriented flying qualities for military 
rotorcraft. Regardless of which approach is chosen for s tat ing the requirements in the 
specification document available data will be reviewed, studied and utilized to tentatively 
define the dynamic characteristics of promising flight control concepts. This information 
will be documented in the background information and users guide. 
During the IPR-2 c e e t i n g  in St. Louis, Systems Technology Inc. representatives 
presented a classification scheme which e m  bodied the hypothesis that incteased Flight 
Control augmentation could be traded for  lack of outside visual cues. I t  is Calspan's 
opinion that this hypothesis i s  not generally valid. In particular, the hypothesis is not 
valid for Flight Phases requiring maneuvering flight, at other  than very low speed, near  
obstacles. The speed at which NOE flight can be performed will be limited by the  
visua! cues available regardless of how highly the flight control system is augmented. 
A primary factor  limiting the  speed will be the  visual ra-rge available which will l imit 
the time available to generate and execute obstacle avoidance maneuvers. This sitiration 
is analogous t o  driving an automobile in fog. Improving the steering response will not 
be very effect ive in increasing the maximum safe speed when the fog limits visual 
range to  say 50 feet. In situations such as these, improvements in task performance 
capability can be realized through use of vision aids but cannot be achieved through 
increased control system augmentation wit i~out  the vision aids. The hypothesized t rade  
of increased augmentation for  degraded visual cues is, therefore, not generally valid. 
Figure I 
CANDIDATE LIST OF LHX COCKPITIARCHITECTURE FUNCTIONS 
AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
LHX Functions Avionics Functions Required 
Reconnaissance 
Command Attack Team 
Target Acquisition and Attack 
Target Acquisition and Hand-off 
Threat Oe tection and Counterrneasures 
Suppress Enemy Air Defense 
Adjust Indirect Fire 
Attack Targets of Opportunity 
Navigation - absolute 
Flight control 
Target acquisition 
.: 
Data management 
Communication 
Navigation - relative 
Data management 
Communication 
lvavigation - absolute and relative 
Flight control 
Target detection, track, and classification 
Fire control calculations 
Weapons management 
Navigation - absolute 
Flight control 
Target detection, track, and c1ass;fication 
Data management 
Communication 
Threat detection and identification 
Counterrneasures management 
Data management 
Communication 
Target detection, track, and classification 
Navigation - relative 
Flight control 
Fire control calculations 
Weapon management 
Target detection, track, and classification 
Indirect fire impact point estimation 
Data management 
Communication 
Navigation - abso!ute 
Flight control 
Target detection, track, and classification 
Navigation - relative 
Flight control 
Fire control calculations 
Weapon management 
Figure 2 
CANDIDATE LIST OF LHX COCKPITIARCHITECTURE FUNCTIONS 
AND tWUNCl'IONAL REQUIREMENTS - FLIGHT CONTROL 
Flight Control Features: 
a Automatic flight path control t o  t he  degree required t o  
allow the  pilot t o  perform the c r i w  tasks. 
The fIOE flying qualities provided by the  primary flight 
control system shall be consistent with survival in t h e  
hostile air defense environment. 
Extremely dependable primary stabilization system 
Considerable automatic  mode switching without 
si gniiicant transients 
a Highly coupled modes with navigation and target  
acquisition subsystems. 
Modes (Coals): 
Primary stability 
Contour flight modes 
- Heading, mixed barolradar altitude, airspeed hold 
- True course, mixed baro/radar altitude, airspeed hold 
a Transition/letdown - climbout modes 
- Deceleration transition by vertical velocity; airspeed 
reduction contour contralled as dependent variable 
- Computed flightpath letdown t o  low hover 
- Computed flight path climbout t o  contour flight 
condition 
- Deceleration letdown on landing guidance path 
- Climbout on guidance path 
a Hover modes 
- Normal hover - heading, radar altitude, zero ground- 
speed hold, including controlled bobup and down 
- Weapon delivery hover - pitch and roll stabilized, 
heading driven by fire control computer 
NOE modes 
- Heading, radar altitude, groundspeed hold with 
airspeed limits 
- True course, radar altitude, groundspeed hold with 
airspeed limits 
- Waypoint steering, radar altitude, groundspeed hold 
with airspeed limits 
- NOE weapon delivery 
Automatic Return t o  Cover - Flight path from marked 
point will be memorized and aircraft will fly at 
maximum performance back t o  the marked poiat when 
given appropriate command. 
F i e  3 
US. ARMY HEAVY LET HELICOPTER CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS 
Comprehensive aiter1.1 were  established for  design of t h e  HLH Automatic Flight 
Control System early in the ATC Program. The or igna l  ATC Statement of Work 
contained a set of "design objectives11 for  t h e  AFCS, and the Prime Item Description 
Document (PIDD), delineated both objectives and requirements. The SOW design 
objectives are divided roughly into two groups with about half pertaining t o  handling 
qualities improvement and t h e  remainder t o  specif ic  "performancew type  goals for  t h e  
augmented aircraft.  Handling qualities objectives inc lude  
Simplification of t he  piloting task. 
Optimization of vehicle handling qualities. 
Minimization of pilot switching modes of omrat ion  between flight regimes, 
and elimination of transients introduced as a result of mode switching or 
transfer of control between pilots. 
Perf ormance-oriented goals for  t h e  augmented a i rcraf t  are somewiat  more 
specific in nature as indicated b) requirements to provide: 
Capaoility for t h e  pilot t o  position t h e  helicopter and/or load (without 
visual ground reference) t o  a prescribed heading, at any height above t h e  
terrain up t o  100 fee t ,  and within 4 inches of a ground reference point. 
The design should permit accomplishment of t h e  positioning task  within 2 
minutes, starting from a point 200 f e e t  above ground level and 300 f e e t  
horizontally from t h e  reference point, under gusty wind conditions, with 
steady winds of up t o  43 knots from any azimuth. 
e Capability for hands-off hovering (with or without suspended load) within 
+4 inches vertically, +4 inches horizontally, and within 2 degrees of a 
- 
given heading, under fie wind conditions prescribed above. 
Capability for automatic  positioning of the  helicopter vertically over a 
load once cables are at tached and under tension. 
Capability for automatic  load stabilization to  eliminate dangerously 
unstable moments, thereby permitting t h e  helicopter t o  be flown in IFR 
conditions without stabilization inputs by the  pilot. 
Requirements defined in the  PIDO, V o l ~ m e  I, re la te  handling qualities t o  mission 
accomplishmnet. This document states that  t he  HLH flying and ground handlicg 
maneuverability and stability, with or without external  payload, at all  usable weights, 
CGs, airspeeds, and altitudes within the  normal flight envelope, llshall be adequate t o  
perform the  design mission(s) in both IFR or VFR flight conditions". Included in t h e  
normal fiight envelope a r e  airspeeds t o  45 knots in any direction star t ing from hover 
in still air. 
The PIDD also stipulates that  the  MIL-H-8501A specification, with approved 
Army deviations for autorotational descent nnd landing, should be adhered t o  in 
determining aircraft handling qualities for both augmented and unaugmented flight or 
ground operation. 
In addition t o  the  PIDD Volume I requirements mentioned above, PIDD Volume 
ll lists additional "stability and controlw objectives for use as guidelines in design and 
verification of the  AFCS. These relate to  subjective pilot evnluations of handling 
qualities thorugh use of the  Cooper-Harper rating system. For tile augmented vehicle 
(with AFCS operating normally) ratings of 2.0 or better a re  desired. With the  neutrally 
stable unaugmemed aircraft, ratings of no worse than 5.0 are  desired. Cooper-Harper 
rating techniques were utilized extensively throughout the  various piloted AFCS 
s;mulatiom and flight demonstratiom t o  gauge progress in developing the  superior 
handling qualities required for the HLH mission. 
3.3.1 Characterization of PilotlRotorcraft Dynamic Systems 
During t h e  last decade, t h e  fixed wing ccmmunity has devoted considerable effort  
t o  developing flying qualities and flight control design a i t e r i a  for conventional aircraft .  
These ef for t s  have been motivated, in part, by t h e  introduction of fly-bv-wire flight 
contrcl systems using powerful digital computers. Aircraft with such systems typically 
exhibit dynamics of considerably higher order than an unaugmented vehicle. As a 
result, flight control design a i t e r i a  which are expressed in te rms of engineering 
parameters such as individual stability and control derivatives or t he  modal parameters 
of a "classical" six degree of freedom aircraft dynamic model a re  either unapplicable 
or a t  least difficult t o  interpret for these modern control systems. Furthermore, digital 
logic has also facilitated t h e  use of non-linear system e1eri;onts such as mode switching 
and gain tailoring t o  optimize stability and control and flying qualities. As a consequence 
of these developments, much of t he  a i t e r i a  development effort  has been focussed on 
methods which are  independent of t he  order and, in some cases, the  linearity of t he  
aircraft and flight control system. Since typical rotorcraft ,  even without augmentation 
systems, will exhibit both higher order and non-linear dynamics, it is logical t o  make 
ma ximum use of fixed wing a i t  e r ia  development efforts.  
A survey of such criteria was made in order t o  identify promising methods and 
to  assess their applicability and shortcomings for rotorcrsf t  application. In general, 
the  criteria a r e  input-output oriented in tha t  t h e  flying qualities a re  characterized in 
terms of state responses t o  specific c m t r o l  inputs. Both t ime domain and frequency 
domain measures have been developed and each has specific advantages for rotorcraft.  
Time domain criteria a re  a t t rac t ive  because the  system dynamics can be characterized 
in terms of parameters which can be readily measured from either flight tes t  or 
analytically generated t ime histories. Further, t ime  domain cri ter ia  can be applied t o  
both linear and non-linear systems, an at tr ibute which is particularly a t t rac t ive  for 
r o t o r a a f t .  A potential disadvantage is that  certain dynamic modes which may have 
small residues in the response t o  idealized s tep  and doublet control commands may 
exhibit large and potentially troublesome response t o  periodic type inputs. In this 
respect frequency domain criteria methods can be advantageous. 
In the following paragraphs, several of the  more well known longitudinal dynamics 
criteria for fixed wing aircraft will be described and discussed, The point of the 
discuss~on is not t o  debate or argue the  merits of each cri ter ia  or their relative 
superiority but rather t o  highlight t h e  assumptions impl ic~t  in their use and t o  assess 
their potential applicability t o  rotorcraft.  
An example of a widely used criterion for longitudinal dynamics is Neal-Smith 
(Reference IS). This criterion was developed in t h e  course of analyzing t h e  results of 
an in-flight experiment to investigate the ef fec ts  of higher order dynamics on up-and- 
away fighter maneuvering tasks. The criterion assumes that  the essence o t  t h e  fighter 
tracking task is a t t i tude  control in a compensatory tracking sense as illustrated in 
Figure 4. Application of the  criterion involves adjusting the  parameters of a "pilot" 
model (comprised of lead, lag, delay and gain element:) t o  achieve a desired closed 
loop bandwidth while minimizing resonance and mid or low frequency droop. The desired 
closed loop characteristics a r e  illustrated in Figme 5. The flying qualities characteristics 
for at t i tude tracking can then be inferred from the  closed loop resonance magnitude 
and the  pilot model lead or lag compensation as shown in Figure 6. 
This criterion has been applied in a variety of aircraft  development and experiment 
correlations with considerable success. One of i ts  primary at t ract ions is tha t  i t  a t t empt s  
t o  t rea t  both t h e  performance (closed loop bandwidth, resonance and droop) and workload 
(leadllag compensation) in an integrated fashion. Application of the  criterion requires 
t he  a priori specification of bandwidth which is, in e f fec t ,  a measure of the aggressiveness 
required in the  a t t i t ud t  c o ~ t r o l  task. Early a t tempts  t o  apply the  criterion to  landing 
approach tasks were unsuccessful because it was mistakenly assumed that  compared t o  
fighter tracking, t h e  landing task was low bandwidth. 
A recent criterion method, which at tempts t o  apply existing classical model 
cr i ter ia  t o  systems with higher order dynamics is the equivalent systems technique. 
This method is included both in t he  flying qualities specification MIL-F-8785C a r d  in 
the  proposed MIL standard for MIL-F-8785C. As illustrated in Figure 7, t he  method 
involves the determination, over d specified frequency range, of a lower order "best 
fit" or equivalent model of t he  higher order system. The lower order model also 
includes an equivalent t ime delay te rm to account for additional phase shift associated 
with the higher order flight control system. 
The flying qualities of the  higher order system can then be determined from 
existing criteria for short period frequency (+) and nz / a  = V/g ( 1 1 ~ ~ )  together with 
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additional l imits imposed on allowable equivdc-nt t i m e  delay. T h e r e  a r e  s t i l l  many 
unresolved . J S I J ~  with  respect t o  this  criterion among which are: 
t h e  uniqueness of t h e  equivalent system model 
t h e  frequency range  over  which t f e  equivalent mode: must be de te rmined  
how to interpret  a la rge  mismatch between the high order  and equivalent  
system 
whether  must Se fixed a t  i t s  a c t u a l  value or should be calculated for  
L .  
a best f i t  
With respect  to t h e  last  point, Figure 8 i l lus t ra tes  t h e  variation of t h e  location 
of t h e  lower order model In t h e  3, versus nZ/& paramete r  plane depending on whether  
is fixed a allowed to float.  
The bandwidth method is  another  frequency domain cr i ter ion which has been 
included in t h e  proposed h;IL Standard for  MIL-F-8785C. In contras t  t o  Neal-Smith, 
which requires a priori knowledge of bandwidth, th is  method is based on t h e  m t i o n  
t h a t  the higher t h e  bandwidth, t h e  be t te r  t h e  flying qualities. Application of t h e  
a i t e r i o n  requires t h e  determinat ion of t h e  a t t i t u d e  response h n d w i d t h  (defined in  t e r m s  
of gain or phase margin) and a phase delay as defined in Figure  9. T h e  level of flying 
qualit ies can then be inferred f rom bounds on t h e  bandwidth frequency and t h e  phase 
delay parameter  as shcwn in Figure  10. 
Although each  of these  u i t e r , a  methods differ in detai ls ,  they a r e  a l l  similar in 
t ; w  sense t h a t  they assume t h a t  pit& a t t i tude  requla.~on is t h e  dominant longitudinal 
control :ask. Furthermore,  t h e  c r i t e r i a  t end  t o  exclude both high frequency and :ow 
frequency response character is t ics  from consideration because they a r e  a l l  based on 
t h e  a t t i tude  r e s p n s e  dynamics over a limited f requency range in t h e  neighborhood of 
~ c s s o v e r  or bandwidth frequency. 
Cer ta in  ~f t h e  results from a recen t  TIFS flight exper iment  (Refe rence  16) 
indcr. ' .? tha t  a t  leas t  for t h e  f l a re  and touchdown phase of t h e  landing apprcach,  
s ign~f ican t  changes in flying qualit ies can be realized by modifying e i the r  t h e  low 
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frequency or high frequency dynamics wtlile maintairung effectively constant mid 
frequency characteristics. A series of evaluations of so-called superaugmented 
configuratiom were evaluated with a variety of command prefilters. The baseline 
configuration for this series was a transport type aircraft  with a s t a t i c  longitudinal 
instability. The longitudinal augmentation system consisted of r a t e  feedbadc wit11 
foreward loop integral/proportional compensation. A characteris t ic  of this t ype  of 
augmentation is that  a pole of t he  characteris t ic  equation tends to be driven into, and 
nearly cancels the  pitch a t t i tude  numerator zero at S = -11 Tey 
This pitch al t i tude zero is replaced, in effect ,  by t h e  zero of foreward loop 
integral proportional compensation. If rhis new zero i s  larger than 1/T and close t o  9 2  
the  augmented short term natural frequency, the  pitch r >-?e overshoot normally associated 
with LITO2 for a conventional, statically stable aircraft  will be suppressed. It is 
possible t o  restore the conventional pitch ra te  overshoot by adding a lead-lag prefilter 
configured so that its pole cancels t he  zero of t h e  forward loop integral-proportiom! 
network and i ts  zero  is approximately equal to l/Te This augmentation configuratlan 2' 
is illustrated in Figure 11. As can be seen from t h e  pitch r a t e  frequency respnses 
of Figures 12 and 13 for configurat~ons 4-3-7 and 8-3-5, t he  characteristics reser8,ble 
those of a m v e n t i 3 n a l  aircraft  from the mid frequency range on. The phugoid mode, 
however, has l i t t le  residue in the  r a t e  response ~ n d  the steady s t a t e  response t o  a 
pitch c o m m ~ n d  is finitewhile for a conventional aircraft t he  steady state r a t e  response 
is zero. 
The pilot ratings for these configurations were: 
Configuration 4-f-7 PR = 7 
Configuration 8-3-5 PR = 7, 8 
These ratings were heavily influenced by the  characteristics exhibited during the  
f l s e  and touchdown as opposed t o  the  approach portion of t he  task. The deficiencies 
cited were a tendency to float and requirement t o  push forward on the  stick to  e f fec t  
the landing. By inserting a washout prefilter with a t ime constant of 5 seconds a 
signficant improvement in flying qualities was realized. 
Configuration 4-3-7- 1 PR = 4 
Configura:ian 8-3-5-1 PR = 3,3 
Figure 11. SUPERAUGMENTED CONTXOL IMPLEMENTATION 
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F i g u r e  13.  T I F S  PITCH RATE PROCRAM-EFFECl OF C O E W D  WASHOUT ON RATE RESPONSE 
The effect of the prefilter on the pitch rate frequency response can be observed 
in Figures I2 and 13. In effect, the prefilter has restored a conventional aircraft 
characteristic to the iow frequency rate response. The washout effect can also be 
observed in the time histories of Figures 14 through 17. Without the prefilter, the 
response to a step command is a constant pitch rate. The angle of attack transfer 
functions exhibits a pole at the origin which produces a tendency for angle of attack 
to ramp in response to a step command(~i~ura I4 and 16). With the prefilter, the 
rate response is closer to a conven.;:nal aircraft, that is, the long term rate response 
tends to wash out. The prefilter also cancels the pole at the origin in the angle of 
attack transfer function so that the system resembles a conventional aircraft angle of 
attack command response. 
The lesson learned from these data is that care must be exercised in applying 
criteria drteloped for particular tasks and flight regimes to other situations. Current 
CTOL longitudinal dynamics aiteria are directed toward short term attitude response 
to control because the data base upon which they were developed was generated in 
the context of up and away fighter compensatorv tracking tasks. The flare and 
touchdown is a discrete maneuver involving relatively large chang - attitude, angle 
of attack, flight path angle and possibly airspeed. The dominant 1 1  closures utilized 
by the pilot in this maneuver are not well understood, a fact which is evidenced by 
the difficulty of simulating this maneuver in ground based simulators. 
From a missionltask standpoint, two aspects of the rotorcraft's dynamics are of 
importance, the resporse to control and the response to external disturbances. The 
response to control determines the suitability of the vehicle for situations when the 
pilot is ac:ively controlling the rotorcraft's speed and trajectory. The nature of the 
response to control can be tailored both by feedback and by command path prefilters. 
The response to external disf ~rbances, on the other hand, is a measure of the vehicles' 
ability to suppress the effects of gusts and tubulenee without active pilot intervention. 
For a given configuration, this aspect of the dynamics can be changed only through 
feedback (stabilization). 
The importance of considering both response to control and stabilization in criteria 
development can be observed in ?he results of recent simulations, conducted at Boeing- 
Vertol in support of the ADOCS program (Reference 17). In these simulations a model 
following scheme was utilized to simulate a variety of pitch and roll stabilization and 
CONF l CURAT ION 4- 3- 7 
Figure 15.  T l r S  P I T C I I  HATE PROGRAM - CCONFIGUHATION 5-3-7-1 CHPR=4 
Figure PITCH kATE PROGRAM CONFI GURAT I ON 
Figure 17. T l F S  P I T C H  R A T f  PROGRAM - CONFIGURATION 8-3-5-1 CHPRz3.  3 
control response configurations. This control implementation allowed independent 
variations in both the response to control and the stabilization to be made for a variety 
of scout attack mission tasks. As can be seen from the examples of Figure 18, angular 
rate and altitude nsponzs to control command can be realized with both attitude and 
linear velocity stabilization. T he pilot rating results indicate that the flying qualities 
are a function of both the stabilization and the response to control. Consider, for 
example, thc pilot ratings for the IMC bobup task with the (3+lk controller (Figure 
19). The configuration RA/AT received an average rating of approximately 7 while 
changing the stabilization to linear velocity with the same rate response to control 
(RAILV) improved the rating to 5. Similarly, changing the control response from angular 
rate to attitude with linear velocity stabilization (i.e. RA/LV to AT/LV) further improved 
the pilot rating from 5 tt approximately 3. The specific sensitivity of flying qualities 
to stabilizatilrn and control response is highly task and environment dependent. 
To illustrate the possib~r. relationship between the generic control/response/sta- 
bilization characterization and task and environment factors, consider the heirarchical 
matrix of Figure 20. A portion of the marrix has been cross-hatched to designate 
undesirable cmbin&tions of control/stabilization. This restriction should be viewed as 
tentative and is based on results from the Reference 17 experiment which indicate 
that w t m  the stabilization is more than one integration romoved from the generic 
command type, anomalously poor flying qualities result. See, for example the pilot 
rating results for the RAILV configurations presented in Figure 21. 
Considering, f~rs? the response to control aspects of the matrix, it is likely that 
tasks rewiring rapid maneuvering involving gross changes in airspeed and flight path 
or position will tend to be best satisfied by angular acceleration or rate type responses 
to control command. Thes. control responses would usually be preferred for such 
maneuvering to avoid the design compromises between control sensitivity for small 
corrections and control a~thor i ty  req~ired for gross changes which would be required 
with higher level responses such as position or velocity. In relation to the proposed 
Flight Phase Categorization Scheme, these generic control response types would likely 
be associated with the maneuverins designation M = 1 as indicated on the vertical 
axes. The P and T designations have been lef t  open although it is unlikely that precision 
manual control of position/velocity (in the context of NOE operations) could be achieved 
with such response types. Precision tracking, however, could be achievable via 
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Figure 2 1 EXAMPLES OF ANOMOLOUS PI LOT RATINGS FOR RAJLV SCAS CONFIGURATIONS 
independently slewable devices such as swiveling guns or helmet mounted designators 
or trackers. 
Tasks requiring precise position or velocity control (P=l)  can likely best be 
accomplished with velocity or position command control systems. Note that with 
position or velocity command response types, precision tracking and precise space 
position c07tmI can only be a&ieved with either independent X-Y force control or 
with independently controllable tracking devices. For vehicles which must tilt to  
translate, pitch and roll attitudes are functions of the  commanded velocity or position 
and cannot be independently regulated. 
Stabilization requirements will be influenced both by task and environmental 
factors. Unaugmented (acceleration) or ra te  augmented systems may be suitable for 
flight phases involving little or no turbulence, minimal requirements for precision control 
of position and velocity, and multiple crew (at most small periods of unattended operation 
and few, if any, secondary piloting task) .  As the  wind and turbulence environment 
degrades or the pilot task loadiirg increases (as for example with single pilot operation) 
it would be anticipated that  the level of augmentation required would progressively 
increase through attitude t o  velocity and finally t o  position stabilization. 
It is currently envisioned that  the  approach to  developing flight control criteria 
for the more demanding Operational Capability Classes (i.e. 11, 111, IV and Us, Ins, IVs) 
will be first to  at tempt t o  define "minimal" augmentation systems in terms of the 
generic response t o  control and stabilization required for each Flight Phase. Likely, 
tradeoffs between control response and stabilization will be possible so there will be 
no unique or optimum design solution. The critical issue from a design standpoint is 
likely the minimum level af stabilization required since this aspect dictates the sensor 
complement. In some cases, this decision will be determined by the information displays 
necessary for the  required Operational Capability Class. - For example, the helicopter 
mine sweeping task requires inertial position sensors to  display position with respect 
to the desired track in the mine fieid. The designer could, therefore, choose t o  utilize 
these signals in the flight control system and couple the  rotorcraft to the guidance 
sensor information. In this case, the decision t o  utilize this sensor data in the stability 
and control augmentation system may be made on the basis of flight control system 
reliability and redundancy considerations rather than flying qualities. 
It is proposed t o  utilize time domain measures as the  basis for static and dynamic 
stability and control requirements. In general, at least two sets of t ime history responses 
will be rewired to characterize a configuration, one t o  determine the response t o  
control and the  second to determine the  stabilization (i.e. response t o  a disturbance). 
At least two sets of rctponses a re  required because with model following control 
implementations, the  vehicle response t o  a cockpit control command will not reflect 
the type of stabilization employed. The required test procedure, therefore, would be 
first t o  generate responses t o  each cockpit controller followed by responses t o  simulated 
distubances. This lat ter  step would require the  injection of commands into the flight 
control system at a point which bypasses all flight control system paths associated with 
cockpit control inputs (for example the control surface servos). Figure 22 illustrates 
the command input points for control and stabilization determination using the  ADOCS 
demonstrator flight control system block diagram as representative of an advanced 
control system mechanization. 
3.3.2 Sources of Information and Data 
Potential sources of information and data for use in developing requirements for  
the  additional Operational Capability Classes are as follows. 
Applicable new simulation results 
The programs listrd in Appendix D are examples of programs which will 
result in new information sources during the  time-frame of the  Phase I1 
effort. 
Flight test experience 
Reports documenting in-flight experiments, flight test of prototype vehicles 
and testbed installations will be used. Results of many research programs 
are  listed in t h e  bibliography, Appendix E, together with test reports on 
programs such as TAGS and HLH. Flight test repwts on current programs 
such as the AH-IS, AH-64, XH-59 and XV-15 a re  available and reports 
on ADOCS and AHIP are  anticipated. 
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Figure 22 ILLUSTRATION OF INPUTS REQUIRED FOR DETERMINATION OF RESPONSE 
TO CONTROL AND STABILIZATION WITH ADOCS MODEL FOLLOWING CONTROL 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Review of IFR certified civil helicopters. 
A number of civil helicopters have been cert i f icated for single pilot IFR 
operation in the  Forward Flight Region. Examples a re  t he  Bell 222 and 
Longranger U, t h e  Sikwsky S-76, t h e  Boeing Model 234, and t h e  Aerospatiale 
Dauphin. 
Caispan plans to review these civil helicopter certifications with t h e  
helicopter manufacturers, t he  flight control and avionics suppliers and t h e  
FAA to establish operating restrictions, avionic equipment used and flying 
qualities characteristics of t he  he!icopters during IFR operation. This civil 
experience will be applicable t o  cer ta in  Flight Phase Categories for military 
rotorcraft.  
Contact  with military and government agencies 
Continued contact will be maintained with military operational and test 
units and with t h e  government agencies represented on the  technical 
committee. In particular, e f for t s  will be made t o  learn about current and 
developing operational applications of rotorcraft;  e.g. air-air combat, night 
NOE, shipboard operations in poor environmental conditions, slung load 
operations, sled towing, threa t  avoidance, weapon delivery, etc. 
C o n t a c t w i t h i n d u s t r y  
During Phase I, Calspan let  subcontracts t o  four companies for assistance 
in  developing mission oriented flying qualities requirements for  military 
rotorcraft.  In Phase I1 it is planned t o  subcontract with heliccpter 
manufacturers for additional assistance in developing requirements for  
Classes Il, 111 and N. 
Section 4 
CRITICAL GAPS 
The statement of work for Phase I of the program t o  develop nission oriented 
flying qualities requirements for military rotorcraft requires Calspac to: 
Define and prioritize topics not adequately covered by the  existing data 
base. 
Identify available facilities and evaluate their pot,ential for extending the 
data base required t o  support criteria. 
Outline experiments t o  generate new data t o  address carefully selected 
critical issues. 
Calspan's views on these issues a re  contained in the  follcwing subsections (4.1, 4.2 and 
4.3). 
4.1 IDENTIFICATION AND PRIORITIZATION OF CRITICAL GAPS 
Flying qualities data applicable t o  Operational Capability Class IV and IVs is the 
most critical gap for U.S. Army operations. The fact that  the Army has initiated the  
ARTI program and is funding preliminary design and concept formulation studies for 
the LHX is considered t o  be verification of this gap in the data base. The critical 
Flight Phases for Gperational Capability Classes IV and IVs are  those requiring operation 
at very low altitude in close proximity t o  obstacles and subject to  enemy threats. 
Of particular concern is the workload that may be imposed on the  pilot in 
Operational Capability Class IV - The functional requirements for the  LHX pilot are 
listed in Figure 1. In addition t o  flight control, the  pilot must be concerned with the 
following function. 
Navigation, both absolute and relative 
Target detection, track and classification 
a Indirect fire impact point estimation 
Data management 
a Communications 
Threat detection and identification 
a Countetmeasu~s management 
Rotorcraf. systems management 
The lack of data to guide the design of the interface between the pilot and 
these many avionic systems is a major gap in the data base. The time and attention 
required of a single crewman to manage and interface with the avionic systems will 
likely be a !arge enough fraction of his total capability that it will be necessary to 
augment the stability of the rotorcraft and to automate much of the flight control 
activity. Figure 2 contains a tentative list of flight control features and modes of 
operations that the Army has suggested might be appropriate for a single pilot LHX 
with Class IVs Operational Capability. Considerable emphasis is placed on automatic 
hold modes, and switching from one mode to another without significant transients. It 
is likeif inat the stabilization and hold modes will be designed to permit pilot fly- 
through capability i.e. a capability to fly the rotorcraft using the primary cockpit 
controllers while the stabilization modes are active. There are no requirements in the 
existing flying qualities specifications that address design of command-hold modes 
suitable for low altitude operation near obstacles. This is a critical data gap and is 
considered to be of high priority. 
Detection and tracking of targets and flying at low altitude near obstacles in 
Operational Capability Class 1V and IVs will require special sensors, displays, vision 
aids, and display media. For the purose of spec;fications, the vast area of displays can 
be divided into two families: Vision aids or EAACE DISPLJYS serve to replace the 
pilot's lacking view of the outside world. The source of informatio~i for such displays 
may be an optical, infra-red, radar, laser sensor, or even a computer-derived image 
from a digital map. The common fea ture  of image displays is reflected in the  name: 
an image resembling a direct view. Information i s  implicit in an  image display and 
requires interpretation by the  pilot. SYMBOL DISPLAYS serve t o  provide informatisn 
about specific variables. The source of information for such displays may be an air  
sensor, gyroscope, accelerometer, navigational equipment, a ccmputer, or other. The 
common fea ture  of symbol displays is that  one or more man-made symbols are used 
t o  represent one or more distint? measured variables or commands. The information 
in symbol displays i s  more explicit and requires less interpretation by the  pilot. In 
this context,  symbol displays range from a simple dial instrument to an  integrated HUD. 
The distinction be?ween these two families of displays i s  made because the  
specifications for them a r e  inherently different. Nevertheless, a combination of t h e  
two types of displays, t he  superposition of symbology on an image display, i s  quite 
common in modern aircraft.  For such COMBINED DISPLAYS a set of specifications 
is needed in  addition t o  t h e  specifications for t h e  image and symbol display constituents. 
Display specifications can be classified irl t h ree  groups: information CONTENT, 
display FORMAT and CONTROLS of t h e  display. The l a t t e r  two groups a r e  t o  define, 
for example, minimum and maximum symbol size, some definition of t h e  clut ter ,  
brightness and contrast controls, mode switching, etc. The specifications of information 
content concern not -nly the  variables and/or t he  image t o  be displayed, but al.: 
resolutions and ranges where applicable. For an  image display, t he  "range" is manifested 
in t he  field of view; the  resolution within a given FOV leads t o  the minification fac tor  
and t o  the  required physical resolution of t h e  display medium. For a symbol display, 
t he  resolution can be defined in terms of the  smallest change in a variable that  is t o  
be perceptible; the "range" is then defined by t h e  resollution requirement and the  s ize 
of the  display. If, for example, t he  resolution requirement is given in terms of percent 
of displayed value rather than in absolute terms,  a non-linear scale allows a wider 
range within the  same scale length. For combined displays in which conformity is 
required, t h e  accuracy of conformity must be specified in addition t o  t he  resolution 
and range specifications of t he  constituent image and symbol displays. 
The elements of disp!~y specifications ci ted above a r e  certainly not all-inclusive 
but serve t o  illustrate the  proposed "sub-struct ure" of display-related flying qualities 
specifications. The subject of requirements concerning the  information content of 
displays is discussed briefly below. 
It hat been established by experiments and theory that the  informatior, content 
needed on a display depends on both the task and the control system. In order t o  
achieve a certain path accuracy with a rotorcraft, feedback of a number of variables 
is mandatory! for example, for precision hovering translational ra te  must be available, 
whether derived from the outside view or from a symbol display by the pilot, or whether 
provided through an autopilot. The implication is that  the  display information content 
should k geared t o  the information needs of the pilot which, in tm, depend on the  
control system. Considering the  set of Level definitions as the  common denominator 
of the  flyirlg qualities recpirements, the  specifications should allow, within limits, for 
a trade-off between autopilot feedback and display-oilnt feedback of a variable needed 
f a  satisfactory control. This kind of trade-off may be useful in satisfying Level 
requirements for fai laxe modes. 
There a re  three important roles that  a display system must perform. (1) For a 
given control system the  displays are  t o  provide the pilot information needed to attain 
Level I handling qualities; (3) in failure modes (other than display failures) the displays 
are to play an important role in mission completion with increased work load or in the 
safe termination of the flight; (3) in the cast of primary display failure a backup 
display system must assure at least safe termination of the flight. The essence of 
these points is that  from the point of view of flying qualities requirements the  display 
system must be considered an inherent part of the i o t o r a a f t ,  treated on equal footing 
with the  control system, partiwlar ly under degraded visual conditions. 
it can be assumed safely that future military rotorcraft will be equipped with 
relatively large multi-mode integrated displays. Minimum size and resolution, ranges 
of brighness and contrast, display modes arid their controls, information contents, back- 
up displays should be subjects of specifications. Some of these features, such as ranges 
of bright- and contrast and back-up  display^, can be determined in general flying 
qualities specifications. Other features depend more on a specific procurement; for 
such features the  flying qualities requirements car1 only provide a framework for detailed 
specifications. 
The following Table indicates how :!ispiay features should be included in flying 
qualities specifications. The Table is not all-inclusive, it is only meant to  suggest a 
systematic approach t o  the  problem. 
SYMBOL DISPLAYS IMAGE DISPLAYS COMBINED DISPLAYS 
Ranges Field of view 
Resolutions Resolution 
Symbology (size, shapes) Shades of g a y  
Min. information content Minification factor 
Clutter limitations 
Acc~rracy of conformity 
Symbol-image contrast 
Clutter limitations 
Common features t o  all displays are: 
Display modes and mode switch~ng 
Back-up displays 
Brightness range and control 
Contrast control 
The information that  must be displayed and the  format in which i t  should be 
displayed are subjects that  are under research and development study by many 
organizations using ground simulators, in-flight simulators, and flight test of prototype 
equipment. Calspan has been participating in this research effort through in-flight 
experiments performed in the X122A, NT-33A, and NC-131H (TIFS) a i r a a f t .  All of 
these airplanes have been equipped with electronic head-up displays used t o  display 
information in an integrated format, A recent program performed by Cabpan under 
Navy sponsorship used the  TIFS and a prototype wide angle head-up display (HUD) t o  
present the pilot with a pictorial commanded flight path. The display format is shown 
in Figure 23. The pilot fir:, the airplane t o  follow the "roadway in the sky" and the 
lead airplane presented on the HUD. Pilot response was favorable and indications were 
that the pilot workioad could be reduced and task performance could be improved by 
pictorial display of trajectory and speed commands. 
The symbols used to  display approach guidance information on the NT-33A HUD 
are shown in Figure 24. This display also reduces pilot workload and contributes to 
improve task performance. The two displays illustrated in Figures 23 and 24 illustrate 
the gross difference in display format that  might be proposed. The task of developing 
flying qualities criteria so as to  account for the  effects of information displays is 
viewed by Calspan as a critical gap frw which so lu t io~s  have not been developed in 
past specification documents. 
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Figure 24 APPROACH BUD FORMAT USED IN NT-33A 
1. Horrzontal line with 2 deg. heading marks (overhys real horizon). 
2. Waterline symbol. 
3. Tra& marker. 
4. Air mass flight path marker. 
5. Selected flight path marker (depressed below horizon line at glide path angle). 
6. Potential flight path marker (airspeed increasing. Airspeed increase will stop if 
thrust i s  reduced t o  lower potential flight path marker t o  a!ign with flight path 
marker, or if flight path marker is raised t o  align with potential flight path 
marker ). 
7. Angle of a t t ack  triangle. (Angle of a t t ack  less than command. Command angle 
of atta& is achieved when apex of triangle is touching :he i l ight path n u k e r ? .  
8. Limit angle of attack. (Limit angle of at tack is hchieved when limit symbol I s  
aligned with flight path markeri. 
3. Selected flight path angle (angle between horizon line and s e l x t e d  fiight path 
qdker  3 glide path angle). 
10. Svnthetic runway (threshold a t  glide path intercept position). 
11. :<tended runway cente:line. 
Criteria for Most Severe Environments 
There is a lack of flying qualities data for flight in severe environments. Data 
t o  permit specifying the  f!ying qualities parameter valves required for Level 3 in t h e  
Most Severe Environment (Level 2 for Landing) relative t o  the  parameter values required 
for Level 1 and Level 2 in the  Operational Environment is not available. Data is 
required for specific Flight Phases (e.g. Shipboard landing, Precision load placement, 
mine sweeping, etc.) and specific Environments (e.g. wind profiles a& twbulence in 
wakes from ships, buildings, trees etc.). Although air motions a re  a primary concern, 
other environmental conditions such as rain, snow, smoke, haze and dust are  also 
important environmental factors because they effect  visibility and the  function of 
sensors, vision aids, and radar. 
Rotorcraft Operation from Small Ships 
Extension of the  capability of the  Navy and Marines t o  operate ro to raa f t  from 
small ships was a goal of the Navy Vertical Takeoff and Landing (NAVTOLAND) program 
desaibed in Reference 12. The ultimate goal of the  program was t o  demonstrate 
automatic landis  capabilit) on small non-aviation ships in Sea Sta te  5. An interim 
goal was to  demonstrate a capability t o  recover rotorcraft in conditions as severe as 
Sea Sta te  5 with visibility conditions as poor as 700 ft. range with zero ceiling, i.e, 
operation in fog that obscures the  horizon and limits visibility in any direction t o  700 
ft. In terms of the Operational Capability Classification scheme p r o p o d  by Calspan, 
the NAVTOLAND interim goal would be assigned to  Class 111. 
Although NAVTOLAND is no longer a formal Navy Advanced Development Project, 
the  interim goal of the program provides a focus for research t o  improve the  operational 
capability of rotorcraft for the  Navy and Marines. Reference 12 contains task work 
statements for each of the  following elements 
Flight Controls and Displays 
Guidance Sensor System 
Visual Landing Aids 
Ship Motion Forecasting 
Air Wake Forecasting 
Aircraft Ha~Idown/securing 
a Pilot Techniques 
Simulation 
a Flight test 
These task  work statements  identify critical gaps in tile information and da t a  required 
to achieve t h e  NAVTOLAND interim goal. The  priority of this research depends on 
the  need by the  Navy and Marines for t he  operational capability expressed in t h e  
NAVTOLAND interim p a l .  
Criteria t o  Limit C o u p i a  
There is a lack of pilot evaluaton da ta  t ha t  could be used t o  formulate cr i ter ia  
to limit ccupling phenomena. There a r e  many sources of coupling, esprcially in t he  
case of single rotor helicopters. Coupling can result from control derivatives such as 
Z 6 , X 6 ., N 6 , L 6 ,, M 6 e, N 8 c; angular ra tes  derivatives such as Mp, Lq, Lr, Np; 
linear velocities derivatives such as &, Zu, Mu and Lv. In hover, M, and Nv can 
be considered t o  be contributors t o  coupling. Combinations of t h e  coupling terms can 
be involved in determining the  magnitude and phase of t h e  dynamic modes appearing 
in the  coupled responses resulting from control commands or external disturbances. 
The degree to which flying qualities are degraded by coupling phenomena is 
dependent on the  tasks and environment associated with a given Flight Phase. The 
flying qualities for tasks requiring aggressive maneuvering a r e  likely t o  be degraded 
most by coupling. The degradation caused by winds and turbulence can be exacerbated 
by large values of "coupling" derivatives and may limit performance in precision control 
tasks. Flying qualities data available a r e  inadequate t o  permit formulation of 
quantitative cr i ter ia  t o  limit coupling phenomena. 
Thrust Response and Rotor RPM Control 
Because a conventional helicopter produces thrust through modulation of blade 
pitch angle, the  response t o  thrust commands is, in e f fec t ,  instantaneous. Thrust 
transients can occur a f te r  t h e  initial response w h ~ c h  are associated with lags in t he  
governing system loop as it modulates engine power t o  maintain the  rotor speed. 
Since existing criteria for height control are based on the thrust response 
characteristics of jet lift VTOL's, which can exhibit significant lags and time delays in 
the initial thrust response, the applicabilitiy of these criteria to  helicopters is 
questionable. Several piloted simulation programs have been conducted by NASA Ames 
to provide a data base for height control criteria specific to helicopters (References 
18 and 19). Parameter variations included the bandwidth of the enginelgovernor system, 
rotor stored energy (inertia), vertical velocity damping and sustained thrust to  weight 
ratio. Task loading associated with pilot monitoring and control of RPM was also 
examimd by removing aural and displayed RPM cues for selected configurations. The 
dominant paramete. was found t o  be the engine/governor bandwidth which, if too low, 
resulted in sluggish vertical velocity response and excessive RPM transients in response 
t o  collective commands. Since the pilot rating degradation was considerably higher 
with RPM cueing than without, i t  can be concluded that concern and/or difficulty with 
the regulation of RPM transients is possibly a more significant or more noticeable 
effect  of low bandwidth governing than is the degraded height control characteristics. 
At the point where the RPM transients become so large that  pilot intervention is 
required, there will also be a pilot induced degradation in height control characteristics 
because the pilot can only correct an overspeed or underspeed transient by reversing 
his collective control command. 
From a criteria standpoint, i t  appears that, in addition to  limits on vertical 
control sensitivity and damping, additional limits are required on the allowable RPM 
transients during maneuvering flight. The results of Reference 19 suggest that  the 
pilot's sensitivity to RPM transients is related to both the transient magnitude and the 
rate of RPM recovery. That is, relatively large transients are tolerable if the recovery 
is sufficiently rapid. The data of References 18 and 19 should be surveyed to formulate 
allowable RPM transient limits. 
In light of the fact  that the tilt-prop rotor configuration is under consideration 
for Army and Marine missions, i.e. LHX and JVX, a parallel analytical and simulation 
program should be conducted to examine the thrust and RPM ul,.;mic response 
characteristics which may be exhibited by these vehicles in hover and low speed flight. 
The RPM governor for a tilt rotor aircraft must accommodate both helicopter and 
conventional airplane modes of operation. In high s p e d  flight, with the flow directed 
axially through the rotor disc, the sensitivity of thrust to blade pitch is so high that 
a helicopter type collective pitch thrust control with power RPM governing is not 
practicable. A solution is to  employ an airplane propellat speed governing scheme as 
indicated in Figure 25. This was the approach employed both for the Bell XV-I5 and 
for the X-22A. As part of a study of the suitability of the XV-I5 aircraft for flight 
research applications, Cabpan conducted linear analyses of such a govanot system 
(Ref erenee 20). The f o l l w i q  data a n  based on the results of that study. In contrast 
t o  the hel iapter  governor, a propellor speed governor functions by using blade collective 
pitch modulation t o  regulate RPM as opposed t o  e@ne power. Neglecting, for the 
moment, the effect of cockpit coiiective t o  blade pitch feedforward, the response of 
thrust t o  a command is as follows. A cockpit collective input commands engine power 
output which, in turn, accelerates the rotor speed. The governor senses the speed 
error and modulates the blade pitch to  absorb the change in engine power (torque). If 
the governor uses integral as well as proportional compensation on RPM error, the 
blade pitch will change until the error is nulled. Thus, increased power output will be 
accompanied by increased blade pitch and thrust and v i a  versa. Dynamically, the 
thrust will tend to  follow the e q i n e  power output and will be largely determined by 
the engine powa response and the g o v e r n  blade pitch loop dynamics. Figure 26 
illustrates the thrust, powa and RPM response for the situation of a restrained rotor. 
The thrust response dynamics are  similar t o  those of a jet lift VTOL. While this is a 
satisfactory solution for cruise flight, in hover and low speed missions such as NOE, 
the trust response lag could serioudy degrade flying qualities. A remedy for this 
sluggish thrust response, which is iaaxporated in the XV-15 governor, is to utilize a 
collective pitch feed forward path which provides instantaneous blade pitch and thrust 
response in advance of that commanded through the governor feedback path. With this 
compensation, the thrust response dynamics are  a function of relative magnitude of 
the power and collective feedforward gains as well as the engine powa and governor 
loop dynamics. The thrust and RPM transiects tend to  be minimized for relative gains 
suctr the power commanded by cockpit collective is equal to  the rotor power required 
increase due t o  the feedforward of blade collective pitch. Even with this fli&aln gain 
condition, some excitation of governor activity and thrust and RPM transients cakes 
place because of differences in the dynamics of the collective feedforward and governor 
feedback paths. These trends are illustrated in Figures 27 t o  29. Selection of 
feedforward gains t o  minimize thrust transients will require identification of the change 
in power required with collective pitch together with flight control system gain scheduling 
since this coefficient wili vary significantly with flight condition. Naticc also from 
Figure 27 that for feedforward gairs less than the "idealw gain the maximum RPM 
transient is opposite in sense t o  that observed for a helicopter powa governing scheme. 
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That is, increased collective p .dvccs  overspeed transients and vice verse. However, 
for feedforward gains greater than "ideal", the  opposite is true. Increased collective 
produces droop transients as with a power governing scheme. This trend suggests that  
manual recovery from excessive RPM transients may be extremely difficult with this 
type of governing scheme since the  pilot has no precognitive sense of which way t o  
move collective t o  correct the  overspeed or droop in RPM. 
The proposed simulation program should have ;u its goal the  generation of data 
for the  development of criteria for height control of rotorcraft with blade collective 
pit& govt. ning. The simulation tasks should be based on the  NO€ maneuvering u t i l i z d  
in the previous NASA studies. Parameter variations should include: 
1. Engine power respo;lse dynamics 
2. Governor loop compensation 
3. Relative magnitudes of cockpit collective to blade pitch and t o  power gains 
Specification of Dynamic Response Characteristics 
The use of powered controls and high authority series servos in flight control 
systems creates the  possibility t o  augment the stabiliiy and control characteristics of 
the rotorcraft through f eedf orward, crossf eed and feedback of measured control and 
response parameters. The available technology permits augmenting or suppressing the  
normal aerodynamically generated moments and t o  some extent the  aerodynamic forces. 
This capability permits augmenting and tailoring the natural modes of motion and 
response ta controls so as t o  improve the flying qualities. Through use of inertial 
sensors, guidance signals and rotor state measurements i t  is possible t o  suppress responses 
t o  disturbances and coupling and t o  create ncw dynamic modes of cesponse to control. 
The development of flight control technologv in recent years has tended t o  out pact  
the development of flyirrg qualities d d g n  criteria. Currently, there is a lack of 
substantiated criteria applicable to design of control systems using inputs such as inertial 
sensors, guidance signals, logic functions or sensor blending a. a function of frequency. 
Current flight control technology, to a large extent, permits independent design of the  
response t o  control and the stabilization i.e. which states tend to be maintained when 
the control commands arc zero and t o  what extent external disturbances a re  regulated. 
Historically the stability and control and flying qualities disciplines were treated separate 
from guidance and control or automatic control, The current flight control technology 
and design practice tends to  remove this separation of the technical disciplines and 
also blurts distinction between piloted control and automatic control since both can be 
active at the same time. There are many choices available to  the flight control system 
designer and there are many factors such as Level 1 flying qualities, degradation of 
flying qualities assodated with failures, reliability, cost, maintainability etc. which must 
b~ considered in selecting a design concept. When control laws are implemented which 
use non aerodynamic sensors there is the risk of exceeding aerodynamic and structural 
limits of the rotoraaft duriclg operation. To prevent dangerous conditions, it may be 
necessary to incorporate aerodynamic o? oir data sensors and logic or limiters in the 
control system. There is a gap in the flying qualities data base which inhibits formulation 
of design criteria for highly augmented rotoraaft. Generation of data for this technical 
area should be given high priority. 
Inner Loop and Higher Derivative Limits 
When signals such as space position, irlertial velocity, orientation ar.gles, guidance 
errors etc. are used in control laws it is often necessary to incorporate limits or to 
choose system gains so as to limit inner loop parameters or higher derivative responses 
at particular locatiom in the vehicle. The fcllowing examples illustrate the need for 
system limits. If roll damping is made too high, the angular and linear acceleration at 
t h e  pilot station can muse the pilot to couple with the response and a phenomena 
referred to as roll ratchet occurs. P2ch and roll attitude excursions of unacceptable 
abruptness and magnitude can o c c v  during transients following pilot commands to 
trswlational rate comntand systeins when loop gains are high. Commands for large 
position changes, initial conditions at engagement of a position hold mode or failure 
of position sensors a computers can result in large commands to the flight control 
system which could result in extreme angular responses unless the design indudes some 
form of signal limiting or logic which gives priority to inner loop responses and higher 
deriv~tAve responses. Some of these inner loop limits can probably be chosen on the 
basis of engineering judgement but others are more subtle and depend on the pilot's 
capabilities and tolerana to motiom not directly commanded. There is a gap in the 
data relating to the pilot's sensitivity to acceleration cues at the pilot station and his 
tolerance for inner loop or higher derivative motions not directly commanded by his 
control actions. It is thought that valid &:a in this area can best be derived from 
flight test and in-flight simulators. The need for data in this area is primarily t o  
prevent over design of the response dynamics and t o  prevent omission of needed limits 
though oversight. 
&linear Command Gradients 
Past specifications have generally encouraged linearity between rotor craft  
response and the command from the  cockpit controller. There may be circumstances, 
however, where a nonlinear command-response gradient with amplitude is more 
appropriate. Examples are roll ra te  response t o  lateral cyclic commands and translational 
velocity repsonse t o  cyclic commands. In the  U.S. Army Heavy Lift Helicopter program, 
the load controlling crewman commanded the  translational velocity response with a 
small finger held control s t i d  thorugh a nonlinear command-res,pnse gradient. For 
small inputs the commanded velocity vs coMrollw deflection gradient was IW but for 
large inputs the commanded velocity vs controller deflection gradient was nigh. This 
configuretion permitted commanding reasonably high velocity for air taxi but also 
provided a lower gradient for small stick deflections which was necessary for precision 
control of the  external load position relative to the ground. Although there are examples 
of cases were nonlinear gradients were found beneficial in specific programs, there is 
no general theory f u r  determining when a nonlinear command-response gradient is 
appropriate and there a re  no design guides for establishing the  shape of the  nonlinearity 
that w d d  be appropriate for a specific application. This data gap should be addressed 
at the  same t ime data is developed t o  define the  dynamic criteria for highly augmented 
rotoraaf t .  
Environment Models 
The draft specification document prepared by Calspan, Appendix A, contains 
definitions and mathematical models of a number of environmental condit io~s,  These 
maoh models arc based on available data which in some cases was taken from wind 
tunnel tests on small scale models of ships or t ree  configuratiom. These mcdels should 
be extended t o  define the air wake for more classes of ships and for lateral wind 
variations between trees and buildings toget her with t w  bulence magnitudes in these 
wakes. To the  extent feasible, these models should be verified or validated with full 
scale mzasured data. 
rr 
Most experimental tcbulence experiments have concentrated on single point 
measurements of the three orthogonal components of turbulent airspeed in order to 
quantify the parameters of ow-dimensional spectral models such as the Dryden or Von 
Karrnen forms. These models ere satisfactory at high altitudes when the assumptions 
of isotropy and homageniety apply. These spectral mo&b have also been applied to 
intermediate ar,d low altitudes (i.e. within the surface boundary layer) when the fiow 
is neither homogeneous nor isotr~pic. Experiments have indicated, however, that the 
on? dimensional of the spectral density fmctions are expressed as function2 of altitude. 
I f  'Jle tinat of passage of the aircraft through the turbulence field is short, the turbulence 
car. be considered constant and gust spacial gradients can also be determined from 
time derivatives of the orthogonal gust velocity components. The gust gradients, 
therefore, are correlated with the y s t  components at a pcint and, in general, produce 
significant forces and moments only at very high speed. 
In wake turbulence the flow characteristics are not statistically well behaved 
and the assumptions of isotropy and homogeneity certainly wiU not apply. 7k variations 
in the orthogonal velocity components as well as the spacial gradients about each point 
in the wake will be strong functions of the obstacle shapes and spacings. Fvrthermore, 
i t  i s  unlikely that the first and high order gust gradients will be correiated with the 
uniform components. Although the Navy has sponsored wind tunnel measuremeclts and 
wake turbulence nodel development for the small ship environment, these models are 
expressed in terms of the statistics for the three components of the mean and random 
wind comporients as functions of position in the wake. There is no explicit representatia:: 
of the gust spacial variations. 
To illustratb- the significance of gust gradients, Figure 30 compares the frequency 
response at zero airspeed of lateral tippath-plane tilt to a unit longitudinal gust and to 
a laterai gust gradient. The magnitude of the gradient input has been normalized by 
rotor radius such that the gust velocity at the tip is 1 ftlsec. It can be seen that 
the steady stare and low frequency amplitude response to the  st gradient is 13 db 
or about 4.5 times higher than the response to the uniform gust Since the thrust 
vector tilts with the tippath-plane, it can be inferred that omission of the aerodynamic 
fol-cing due to the time variation of t"e gradient tenn would result in significant 
underes bimation of the moment disturbance due to turbulence. 
Figure 30 LONGITUDINAL FLAPPING FREQUENCY RESPONSES TO LONGITUDINAL 
GUST AND LATERAL GRADIENT OF VERTICAL GUST 
A proper assessment of the significance of gust gradients requires a comprehensive 
examination first of the relative magnitudes of the force and moment disturbances due 
to time varyiq uniform and fist and higher order gusts and the sensitivity of the 
rotorcraft to these disturbances. The latter question could be addressed analytically 
u s i q  dynamic rotor models such as the tip-path-plane model described in Reference 
21. Using the results of these analysis as guidelines, wind tunnel tests could be designed, 
using multiple multiprabe sensors t o  measure the time variation jf both the three 
velocity components and the gust gradients as functions of position in the wake of 
various simulated obstacles. 
Although the Operational Capability Classes in the proposed specification treat 
outside visual cues as either being available or not being avoifalc, there is a need to 
define atmospheric conditions which affect visibility and the operation of vision aid 
devices. The density of precipitation in the form of rain, snow and fog or the density 
of partialates such as sea spray, dust, haze and smoke are examples of factors which 
limit visibility both for human eyes and for vision aid dwices. The Operational and 
Most Swere Environments should be defined for the factors affecting visibility. 
The character'stia of terrain contour, vegetation and constructed objects can 
be of significance t o  nap of the earth flight, terrain avoidance flight, masking from 
enemy forces and navigation tasks. Definition or designation of terrain characteristics 
should be included in the environment desaiptions. One approach is to identify actual 
geographic areas as the terrain model to  be used in the design, development and 
evaluation process. 
4.2 REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF FACILITIES 
Research facilities identified by Caltpan whi& hzve potential for rotorcraft 
flying qualities research or development of related technologies are listed in Ta3ie 1. 
The facilities have been listed in f o u  categories. 
Ground Simulators 
In-Flight Simulators 
Wind Tunnels 
Rotor craft Mathematical Models 
Table 1 
FACILHlES FOR DATA GENERATION 
GROUND SIMULATORS 
I. Vertical Motion Simulator (S.08) 
2. FlightSimulatwk~rAdvanadP.iraaft(S.10) 
3. Six DOF Motion S~nulator (S.01) 
4. Fixed Base Rotorcraft Simulator (S.19) 
5. Fixed-Base Chair 't3H -06) 
6. Martin Marietta Sirnulatar 
7. Boeing-Vertol Small Amplitude S i m u l a t ~  
8. Sikorsky Simulation Facility 
IN-FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
I. NRC Be11 205 
2. Ames CH-47 
f X-22A 
4. 80 105-S3 Fly by Wire and Variable Stability 
5. UH-1 VjStoland 
6- AOOCS UH-60 
7. Sikonky AR'II Test Bed 
8. Boeing Vertol ART1 Test Bed 
9. Rotor Systems Resear& Aircraft 
LO. Navy Test Pilot School CH-46 
WtND TUNNELS 
1. Boeing-Vertol 
2. University of Colorado 
3. Calspan 
ROTORCRAFT MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
I. AirfrarneCompanies 
2. Second Generation Helicopter Program 
3. ARMCOP 
Organizations and individuals responsible - generating flying qualities data for 
ro to raa f t  a re  faced with a dilemma. Simulation of low altitude maneuvering flight 
taxes the capabilities of ground simulators and questions relating t o  time delays in both 
the visual scene and the  motion system, limited field of view of visual scenes, fidelity 
of outside scenes, and limited capacity of motion systems combine to leave a considerable 
uncertainty concerning the validty of t h e  results of experiments performed on ground 
simulators. The data presented in Figure 31 from Ref. 10 permit a m p a r i m  of data 
from an in-flight experiment (LATHOS) performed in the NT-33A variable stability 
airplane with data from a replication of that experiment (McLATHOS) performed by 
McDonnell Airaaf t  Company in a ground simulator. The two sets of data exhibit gross 
differences in definition of the combinations of control sensitivity and roll damping 
which correspond to Level 1 flying qualities. Results of this nature cause doubt 
concerning the  general validity of ground simulator results for flying qualities. 
The alternative t o  the  use of ground simulators for flying qualities research is 
to use in-flight simulators or variable stability aircraft. The dilemma arises because 
existing in-f l ie t  simulators are single string design.. and there is  a flight safety risk 
involved in using these flight simulators for aggressive maneuvering at low altitude and 
near obstacles su& as trees or structures. Performing evaluations of new control 
concepts or failure modes of proposed designs using in-flight simulators carries an  
element of risk even if the  in-flight simulator is assumed to be f a i l v e  free. This is 
because the flying qualities of the  configuntion being evaluated may be Level 3 or 
worse and there may be a risk that the  evaluation pilot will lose control. This situation 
is normally handled by the safety pilot who disengages the test configuration and 
assumes active control using an independent control system. This operating procedure 
has been used successfully in many in-flight simulators and testbeds but when the  
evaluation task requires aggressive maneuvering in very close proximity t o  obstacles, 
the margin of safety is diminished. When using an in-flight simulator, the experimenter 
has less control over environmental conditions and testing in the  more severe 
environments can raise furt;ier concerns for flight safety. 
Ground Siubtor 
0  ow OU 
Figure 31 COMPARISON OF XcLATHOS AYD LXTHOS 
BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS 
The challenge to operaA t s  of ground simulators is whether or not the  experimental 
results they produce are  valid for establishing flying qualities specifications. The data 
in Figure 31 would indicate that there are  cases where the  answer is negative. Ground 
simulator cueing technology is under intensive research and development, however, and 
there is always anticipation that  the  next generation of hardware will achieve the  
elusive goal of providing satisfactory fidelity. There is a continued need for critical 
examination and validat. an of ground simulator flving qualities results and it must be 
recognized that specifications based only or. ground simulator data may be misleading. 
The maior data gaps are in operational capability Classes 1V and IVs. Simulation 
and experimentation for these Operational capability classes requires equipment for 
navigation, guidance, displays, vision aids, sensors, weapon systems, communications, 
data management, controllers, pilot -system interfaces, etc. The unavailability of 
operati% hardware suitable for use in flight test or in in-flight simulator experiments 
can be a problem that inhibits data generation. As was noted above, simulation of 
flight phases such as nap-of-the-earth maneuvering, air combat, air-ground weapon 
delivery, ship board landing etc. in ground based facilities requires equipment for motion 
cueing, visual scene generation-display , and vision-aid image simulation and display. To 
date, the cueing iidelity obtainable with this equipment has left doubt concerning the  
validity of flying qualities data generated in experiments performed on ground simulator 
facilities. 
Cockpit procedures, equ ipme~t  arrangement, design of pilot-equipment interface 
controls and automation of functions are  examples of technical areas that can be 
developed successfully by using ground based simulators. The acceptability of control 
laws, primary controllers and information displays for pilot-in-the-loop control during 
critical Flight Phases should be determined from in-flight simulation and/or flight test. 
Flight testing may be performed in surrogate aircraft,  i.e. test bed or prototype aircraft 
which are used for concept demonstration. An example is the  W i n g  Model 347 testbed 
which was used to  develop and demonstrate the  general arrangement, f li ght control 
system, controller, and the  load controlling aewman's crew station planned for the  
Heavy Lift Helicopter Program. 
Ground Simulators 
Curen t ly  the  ground simulator with the  highest potential for generating flying 
qualities data for military rotorcraft is the  Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) S.08 facilitiy 
located k NASA Ames Research Center. This facility is currently being modified for 
the  US. Army to  indude a special motion generator and advanced c3bivisual system. 
The Army is acquiring a computer generated image system for the VMS for use in 
NOE simulation. The VMS facility is illustrated in Figure 32. 
Boeing Vertol has developed a ground simulator which includes a small amplitude 
"nudge" motion system and a multi window television display system. The image is 
derived from a terrain model board through a special optical probe which permits 
display of the  view through multiple windows. Results from this simulator have compared 
favorably with results from the  VMS for simulations performed during t h e  Advanced 
Digital Optical Control System Program (ADOCS). 
In-Flight Simulators 
A total  of ten  flight vehicles are l ined in Table 1 which have some capability 
for flying qualities research. Of this group, the  NRC 205 and the  X-22A variable 
stability aircraft a re  the most mature and readily available for flying qualities research. 
A detail description of the  X-22A facility is contained in Appendix C. The Ames CH-47 
is currently being outfitted with a variable feel system and a model following system 
which will provide in-flight simulation capability. The Federal Republic of Germany 
is developing a fly by wire 8 0  105-53 which will be equipped with a model following 
system in the  near future. The Army VSTOL.9ND UH-I helicopter has variable stability 
and variable display capability but is not equipped with a variable feel system. The 
US .  Navy Test Pilot school operates a CH-46 which has limited capability to vary 
augmentatio~i and control system dynamics. 
There are four vehicles included in the  list which are mt exactly varifAle stability 
or in-flight simulators but they will exhibit capability for in-flight t-ing and research. 
These are the  Arm;. UH-60 ADOCS testbed, the  rotor systems research aircraft and 
two testbeds that are  planned by Sikorsky and Boeing Vertol as part of their Research 
and Development efforts in support of the ART1 and LHX programs. Sikorsky is 
modifying an S-76 helicopter t o  include a separate evaluaticn cockpit built onto the 
ar.craft ahead fo  the existing cockpits. Boeing Vertol is also planning to  develop a 

testbed, probably using a BO-105 or an Augusta A-109 helicopter. The Sikorsky and 
Boeing test k J s  will likely be used t o  test and develop ideas and hardware for single 
pilot LHX missions. This will likely include vision aids, f tight control concepts, coupled 
modes and the  cockpit hardware with which the pilot must interface. The objective 
will be t o  determine the  feasibility of a single pilot design for LHX. 
Wind Tunnels 
Extensicn and improvement of modeis to  desa ibe  airwakes behind ships, trees, 
building, etc. may require additional dzta obtained from tests  of models in wind tunnels. 
The low speed facilities located at Boeing Vertol, University of Colorado and at Calspan 
Corporation in Buffalo, New York are considered t o  be well suited for this purpose. 
Rotorcraft Mathematical Models 
Rotoraa f t  mathematical models will continue t o  play an  important role in ground 
simulation, parameter identification of flight tes t  data and stability and control analysis 
and flight control system design. Since ro to raa f t  dynamic models tend t o  be high 
order and non-linear, it is usually necessary to  make many simplifyi?g, assumptions in 
the  development of mathematical models, particularly for real t ime simulation 
applications. Hansen of NASA Ames (References 22 and 23) has examined this issue 
from the  standpoint of the significance of rotor flapping degrees of freedom t o  the  
linearized six degree of freedom t o  the linearized six degree of freedom rigid body 
motions of a helicopter. The same rotorcraft models were employed by Calspan in 
this program t o  examine the  pitch-roll coupling question. Tl-ese efforts su&gest that  
rotor flap dynamics have a strong influence both on the commanded responses and on 
the cross-axis coupled responses. For the  primary commanded responses, the dominant 
afiect appears t o  bc an effective time delay, which is a function of the natural 
frequency of the flap regressive mode of the rotor (Figure 33). The effect on t t?  
coupled responses is more complex in that the shape of the responses are  considerably 
different for times of the order of one second as indicated in Figure 34. 
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Other studies (References 18, 19 and 24) have indicated that coupling of rotor 
angular degrees of freedom with the vertical and iateral-directional degrees of freedom 
can also modify the dynamics which would be pi-edict4 by six degree of freedom models. 
There is a need to continue the development validation of lower order rotoraaft 
mathematical models for simulation and analysis. These efforts will require correlation 
of airframe company dynamic modeis such as C-81, Genhel etc., with lower order 
models (e.g. ARMCOP) 3nd flight test data. 
4.3 OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTS TO GENERATE N E W  DATA 
4.3.1 AGARD FMP Subcommittee 04 
That there are gaps in the knowledge required for the definition of satisfactory 
flying qualities for future military aircraft has been recognized by the AGARD Flight 
Mechanics Panel. The panel concluded, in 1982, that the research ~teeded to develop 
the missing information is extensive and would strain the resources of any one nation. 
!n the fall of 1982, the  FMP established Subcommittee 04 for t h e  purpose of accelerating 
the process of production and dissemination of the required data through a deliberate 
program of encouraging cooperative research and information sharinb among the 
participating AGARD countries. 
Subcommittee 04 prepared questionnaires which were distributed to potential 
participants to determine information in the following categories. 
Flying qualities research comp!eted but not yet published 
Flying qualities researd in progress 
Flying qualities research needs 
The responses to these questionnaires were assembled in Reference 11 which was 
distributed to each participating organization. 
4.3.2 Calspan Recommendations 
This section contains sirggestions for flying qualities experiments, technology 
developments and facility improvements which Calspan recommends the government 
consider when planning future research and development activities. 
Broadly stated, the recommendation is to use the  facilities !,dentified in Section 
4.2 to  attack the  critical gaps identified in Section 4.1, 
In general, ground simulators a re  considered most valid for developing cockpit 
procedures, equipment arrangements, design of pilot-equipment interface controls, for 
evaluation of and automation of functions including higher level of augmentation such 
as attitude stabilization and automatic b l d  modes. In-flight simulators are considered 
most valid for evaluating the  acceptability of control !aws, primary controllers, 
information displays and vision aids for pilot-in-the-loop control during c r i t ca l  Flight 
Phases. Flight test in testbed or prototype aircraft is app~opria te  for demonstrating 
an operational capability. Testbeds arc particularly applicabbte when subsystems are  
being integrated and performance of the  integrated system in tke operational environment 
is of concerri. 
Existing in-flight simulators were developed with et,  asis is on variable stability 
and variable feel capability. The evaluation pilot's station has usually been an adaptation 
of one station of the existing dual cockpit. The capability for altering the  cockpit 
arratigement is somewhat limited in each vehicle and installation of electronic 
information displays and vision aids must be done within space and location constraints 
of the existing cockpit in ead-i case. From certain aspects. in-flight simulators are 
not simulators but rather they are test vehicles with programmable or variable 
characteristics. For example, :he X-22A has an operational head-updisplay, microwave 
guidance system, prototype precision distance measuring equipment, radar altimeter, 
low range airspeed system and other sensor hardware. In the ideal application of an 
in-flight simulatoi, the evaluation pilot would perform the opetatioml tasks associate 
with the Fli* Phase under consideration. Practical considerations, however, may 
prohibit a c t d U y  pkforming the  operational tasks and i t  is necessary to  base evaluation 
comments and ratings on surrogate evaluation tasks. For example, a recent program, 
Ref. 13, used the  X-22A t o  evaluate the suitability of several augmentation concepts 
for shipboad lahdihg. ikau* it w a j  not practical to t ake  the X-22A to an actual ship, 
a surrogate tf k was devised u s i ~  the head-up-display. The surrogate task was believed 
to include the significant or essential e l d e n t s  involved in maneuvering to lbrd on a 
small l a d %  platform clrrith t ime limited opportunities for performing the task. 
Simulator ~al i&tion 
Expekimmdl results both from ground simulators and in-flight simulators can be 
stibject to qu&tion b i s e  of cue fidelity or task fidelity; thetefoh,  there is a 
ccmtinui~ ne&l i o  ptriokh m i m c n t s  whidt $&&kt compwisan of reSults. Hopkfully, 
in the long rm it @ill bi! pdssiblii te &fit# when a @m sitndator can W u W  with 
confiaerlce in ihie valshty of t h e  results. The A&XS mrn presents an upputtunity 
to iakk m b r i s o h s  of rksesdts from LakiauJ grouhd slindators, in-flight simulator3 and 
w e d t h l l y  ttom the testbed UH-60 khcopkr. The grorkrd simuzation tests have been 
performed in both the Baeirg nw& simQat& and In the ldsgeamplitude-Mien NASA 
VMS simulator. It is r'ec6mmeilded that  a number of the control system, contraller 
and display configurations from the  A.~C?CS program be included in in-flight simulator 
programs using one or mare in-fligtrt simulator i.e. the  NRC 205, NASA CH-47, or Navy 
X-22A. The in-fiight simula'tors will each require addi t iob of equipment to  permit 
replicating the AD&S e?.aluatim configurations andfor tasks. For example, the  CH- 
07 and X-22A wouid require instailation of a fo t r  axis s &ti& controller. The CH- 
47 md NRC 205 wobld &quire installation oi #lead up disp!ays and all aircraft would 
require installation of equipment for simulating night vision aids. The X-2% has the 
capability t o  hesure space position, mierrtation and the  inertial velocity components 
with high precision which would f a a r t a r e  &play ef target location and provide signals 
for use in control system augmentation and stabilization modes. 
Effort should be devoted to the development of detail dynamic models of a number of 
ro to raa f t  with different rotor configuratiois and hub deugns. These models should be 
checked for engineering fidelity through comparison with flight measured responses and 
then used in real t ime piloted simulations t o  compare pilot evaluation results obtained 
from the simulator with flight test results. In performing such comparisons it will be 
necessary t o  tightly define evaluation tasks, performance standards and environr.lenta1 
conditions. Quantitative measures of task performance, pilot control actions and control 
strategy should be taken in the  simulator and in the  flight vehicle. Assuming adequate 
eqgineering fidelity can be achieved, this type of piloted simulator and flight test 
comparison would provide a background of data t o  permit estimation of simulator bias 
and possibly identify changes in pilot control strategy indwed by the  simulator cue 
distortions. 
Dynamic Response t o  Control and Stabilization -
This area of research is potentially very large because there a re  many Flight 
Ph ses to  consider and many flight control concepts and mechanization choices available 
to  the designer. It is recommended that emphasis be placed on the  more demanding 
Flight Phases associated with the  Hover and Low Speed Flight Region a m  the lower 
speed portion of the  Forward Flight Region. Flight phases associated with the  projected 
LHX mission (Figure I), air-air combat, shipboard landing, slung load handling, mine 
countermeasures, etc. should be given priority. High fidelity simulation of some of 
these Flight pbases may be beyond the capabilities of existins simulator facilities and 
it rnay be necessary t o  cither extend the  capabilities of the facility or t o  perform 
evaluatiorrs c;sing surrogate tasks that are  within the simulator capability. 
The g e ~ e r a l  approach used in the  ADOCS research pragram for identifying 
candidate control/stat!ilization concepts for each Flight Phase is recommended, however, 
a range of dynamic parameters for each concept should be evaluated in ordt; t o  permit 
writing specification rewirements. 
It should k w t e d  that several of the  Flight Phases identified above involve 
complex dynamic systems and the  piloting task requires simultar.eous control of many 
degrees of freedom wthin constraints that are system specific. As was noted in Section 
3.3, mine ~ i . > ? i n g  is a.1 example ,f a complex task which involves many constraints 
imposed by the sle ' ' 1~~-qaynamic  characteristics, boom angle limits and by the i a s ~  
performance st ,ndaru. It does not appear feasible to derive valid flying qualitv design 
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criteria for this Flight Phase through generic control system research. It is likely that 
a focused design effort would be necessary which accounted for the  specific task 
performance standard and the  various operational constraints and performance limits 
of the sled and the  helicopter. 
High fidelity simulation, it. P,; in-flight simulator, of the  mine counter measures 
Flight Phase would require a 6 degree-of-freedom model following simulator with 
capabii'y t o  trim with a nose down attitude independent of forward speed. Currently 
there is no rotor craft in-flight simulator with these capabilities. 
Recent interest in using rotorcrait for air combat has presented new challenges 
t o  the authors of flying qualities specificatiom, the simulation community and t o  the  
military units responsible for development of tactics and training. Efforts by all of 
these disciplines should be encouraged t o  develop and validate math models for 
maneuvering ro to raa f t ,  t o  deve!op simulator tec~~nology which will permit air  combat 
simulation between helicoptes at low altitude and t o  develop operational rules of 
engagement for helicopters. The experience and data being accumulated at NATC 
through flying combat engagements between various helicopter - ypes should be  reviewed 
and extended if the initial results a re  encouraging. 
Research efforts to  improve capabi:ity t o  operate rotor craft f ;om small non- 
aviation ships under adverse weather conditions should be continued. The research 
program planned under t h e  NPVTOLAND project to achieve the interim goal of a 
capability to  operate ~ r .  sea s ta te  5 with visibility limited t o  700 f t  and t o  operate 
into small advanced bases should be pursued using the VMS and the unique capabilities 
of t h e  Navy X-22A in-flight simulator. 
Single Pilot LHX 
Developmer~t of the single pilot LHX concept for the  Army will be a major focus 
of the helicopter industry and the supporting avionic and flight control special is;^ for 
several years. Of primary concern is the apabil i ty of a single pilot t o  handle the 
workload associated wirh the functional requirements listed in Figure 1 of Sectior! 3.3. 
Cockpit mock ups and ground simulators snould be used t o  develop the equipment 
arrangement ar:3 interface between the  pilot and the controls and displays for the 
avionic equipment. Ground simulators should be used tc explore the  pilot's capability 
t o  perform the  LHX mission scenario. In-flight simulation of high wwl<load mission 
segments should be performed to introduce the additional stress associated with actual 
flight situations. The Navy X-22A in-flight simulator has many capabilities well suited 
for use in this application but would require installation of additional equipment and 
simdated equipment. Examples are  night vision aids and simulated threat warning 
equipment. 
Many subsydems must be integrated t o  achieve the  operational capability being 
specified for the  LHX. It is highly recornmended that  testbed flight vehicles be utilized 
t o  develop this capability and t o  demonstrate that a viable design has been achieved. 
The candidate list of LHX flight control functions contairled in Figure 2 indicates 
that tbe  Army planners are  assuming that the rotorcraft will have t o  be highly augmented 
including numerous hold modes and modes where the  flight control system is coupled 
t o  navigation, guidance, target acquisition and weapon subsystems. If the candid;te 
list of functiom in Figure 2 is accepted as a valid list of requirements, then there is 
a w e d  for research and simulation t o  determine t \e  appropriate dynamic characteristic; 
for each mode a d  to  develop an interface through which the  pilot can easily call up 
and/or recognize a given mode and transfer lrom one mode t o  another without worry 
crer initial conditions or transient resnonses. Because the LHX will bz required t o  
operate at low altitude near obstacles it will be necessary t o  define limits for transient 
motions !re!ated to  mode switching and fa i lure)  more in terms of vehicle displacements 
rather than in terrr s of accelerations, rates or attitude excursions. 
One could challenge the need for the  degree of augmentation and automation 
that the Army has suggested in Figure 2. In this c s e ?  there would be a requirement 
for research and simulation t o  identify what level of augmentation and automation that 
the pilot acttally requires. I t  should be noted that many sell ?rs will be required t o  
permit performing tk functional requirements of LHX and use of these sensors in the  
flight control system may 'at have a lorge effect on the vehicle total cost. The 
primary cost increase would probably be in computer capacity and software development 
although use of sensors in the  flight contro: system may r e q ~ i r e  redundancy in tt,at 
sensor system over and above what woulC be acceptable for functional capability. The 
point is that since the sensors are going t o  be avai!~s!e anyway, the flight control 
designer should make full use of them t o  achieve t h e  maximum capability and workload 
relief rather  than searching for a trade off between increased workload and decreased 
augmentation and automation. This argument assunles that  t h e  systems management 
workload does not increase unduiy when the  numerous hold and coupled modes are 
introduced. 
Methods for evaluating and measuring workload and t h e  susceptibility t o  error  
should be developed for application in the  systematic  design of t h e  single pilot LHX 
cockpit. 
Development of Cri ter ia  t o  Limit Couplinq 
Calspan has proposed requirements in t h e  Drat t  Specification, Paragraph 3.8.9 
of Appendix A, which are intended to limit angular r a t e  coupling in response t o  cyclic 
commands. The quantitative limits specified in this requirement are based on ground 
simulator data, from Ref. 14, which exhibits much scatter and lack of agreement 
between the  evaluation pilots involved in the  experiment. It is recommended tha t  
further experiments be performed using in-flight simulators and evaluation tasks which 
require both rapid maneuvering ar.d precise flight path control and/or t a r ze t  tracking. 
Criteria for Most Severe Environments 
The discussion in Section 2.4 of Appendix B recognizes that  achieving Level 3 
flying qualities (Level 2 for Landing) in t he  most severe environment may require h!_ r 
levels of augmentation than is necessary t o  achieve Level I flying qualities in t h e  
Operational Environment. Flying qualities research should be performed involving Most 
Severe Environmental conditions t o  develop t h e  da ta  needed t o  s~lppot t  quantitative 
requirements f a  Level 3 (Level 2 for Landing). Of primary interest are wind, turbulence, 
wind shears and air wakes. This is a difficult technical a rea  because simulation requires 
accurate modelling of the  environment, a valid caoability t o  colnpute rotorcraft responses 
t o  the  air disturbance and a simulator which provides valid cues t o  t h e  evaluation pilot. 
Current capabilities in  al l  of these areas  leave some doubt concerning the  validity of 
ground simulator results. In-flight simulators a r e  also limited in their capability t o  
simulate t he  ef fec ts  of air disturbances. If a model following method is used in the  
in-flight simulator, then the  same concerns over modelling the  disturbance and the  
rotoraaf t  responses will exist as in the case of the ground simulator. Accurate 
simulation 01 computed model motions would require a 6 DOF simulation capability 
which is not currently available in any ro to raa f t  in-flight simulator. Test of in-flight 
simulators or other flight vehicles in actual Severe Environments is a possibility, however, 
there is usually tittle control over such environments. In addition, the  response t o  the  
air distwbance may be influenced by the  aerodynamic characteristics of the  in-flight 
simulator host-airfrdme which may bias the  results. For example, the  X-22A has a 
fairly large value of sideforce due t o  side velocity which biases the a o s s  wind behavior 
of the X-22A. 
Improved capability t o  model air distvrbances and their effects on rotorcrft 
motions and their effects on sensors used in augmentation systems is needed. Improved 
capability to simulate rotorcraft responses to  severe air disturbances is also necessary 
both for ground simulators and in-flight simulators. In the  meantime, tentative results 
should be generated using existing simulation facilities, flight test and operational 
experience. 
Inner - Loop and Higher Derivative Limits 
Identification of limits of this type should be part of research efforts t o  define 
dynamic response t o  control. Care should be taken t o  properly represent the linear 
accere.ation at the crew stations hhen performing experiments, especially for large 
vehicles. Proper simulation of the  accelerations at the crew station can place high 
demands on motion systems for ground simulators and require independent force controls 
for in-flight stmulatcrs. 
Vision Aids and Information Displays 
Research and development of imaging sensors, sisnal processing and imaging 
displays should be ericouraged and sponsored. Research to determine the  content and 
f o ~  mat of information displays for specific flight phases should be continued using 
ground simulators. in-flight simulators and test vehicles such as the  AHIP prototype. 
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I SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATIONS 
1.1 APPLICABILITY 
This specification contains the requirements for the flying and ground 
handlirg qualities of U.S. military rotorcraft. 
OPERATIONAL M:SSIONS AND FLIGHT PHASES 
The procuring activity will sperif y the operational missions to be considered 
by the contractor in designiq the rotorcraft to  meet the requirements of this 
specification. The operational missions considered should include the entire spectrum 
of intended operational usage. The contractor shall divide each operational mission 
into segments which will be identified as Flight Phases. Each Flight Phase shall be 
assigned to the appropriate Flight Region of 1.3. Operational Capability Classification 
of 1.4 and Flight Phase Cztegory of 1.5. 
FLIGHT REGIONS 
The flying and ground handling requirements of this specification are 
separately stated for each of the  following Flight Regions. 
1.3.1 Hover and Low Speed 
Flight in hover or at speeds less than the  speed for minimum power 
required. Includes forward, rearward, and sideward flight relative t o  the  air mass. 
1.3.2 Forward Flight 
Forward flight at true airspeed greater than the speed for minimum power 
required. 
1.3.3 Accelerating and Decelerating Transition 
Accelerating or decelerating transitions between Hover and Low Speed and 
Forward Flight. 
1.3.4 Autorotation 
--
Flight with engine at Flight Idle or failed. 
Takeoff and Landing 
Takeoff from the landing surface and return t o  the  landing surface. 
Operation of the  rotorcraft whi!e on the ground, water or other landing 
surf ace. 
CLASSIFICATION OF REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 
The procuring act ivi ty will designate t he  conditions of external visibility 
in which each Flight Phase defined in 1.2 must be performed. The procuring activity 
will assign each Flight Phase to one of the  four cells of t h e  following matr ix based 
on whether mission requirement is for  operation In the  Flight Phase only when external  
visual cues are available to the  unaided eye or whether t h e  mission requirement is for 
operation in t h e  Flight Phase even when external visual cues are not available t o  the  
unaided eye. 
REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 
Class Is, IIs, 1115, IVs designates tha t  t h e  rotorcraft must be designed for 
operation in the  Fligtrt Phase by one crewman. 
External Visual 
Conditions in 
Which Operational 
Capability is 
Required 
Only when 
Angular Orientation 
Cues are Available 
Even when 
Angular Orientation 
Cues are Not Available 
Only When 
Position and 
Velocity Cues 
Are Available 
Class I 
Class 111 
I 
Even When 
Position ard 
Veiocit y Cues 
are Not Available 
Class I1 
Class IV 
1.5 CATEGORIZATION OF FLIGHT PHASES 
The Flight Phases of 1.2 shall be characterized and categorized by the 
contractor subject to the approaval of the procuring activity. The contractor shall 
characterize each Flight Phase using the following characteristics and characterizations. 
Flight Phase Categories are defined as the following combinations 
of the characterizations of the characteristics. 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Maneuvering Required 
M 
Precise* Fliaht Path 
or Space Position 
Control Required P 
Target Tracking 
Required T 
M P T Examples 
Ground Attack 
Terrain Avoidance, NOE 
Air-Air Combat With Missiles 
Missile Avoidance 
Hover Bob-Up & Tar get Acquisition 
External Load Placement 
Missile Launch 
Loiter 
" 
CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Quantitative definitions of precise flight path or space 
position control must be made by the procuring activity for 
certain Flight Phases in specific procurements. Examples are 
Rapid 
1 
Yes 
1 
Yes 
1 
External load positioning accuracy required. 
Minimum visual range and minimum descent altitude 
required for approach to  landing operations. 
Gradual I O I 
I 
No I 
0 1 
No 
0 
4 
Quantitative definitions of the precision or accuracy required 
in specific Flight Phases will determine t h e  accuracy of 
sensors and guidance systems and may influence the need for 
stabilization and/or gust alleviation. 
LEVELS OF FLYING QUALITIES 
Three Levels of flying qualities are defined as follows: 
Level I: Flying qualities clearly satisfactory for the mission Flight 
Phase. 
Level 2: Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission Flight 
Phase, but some increase i n  pilot workload or degradation in 
mission effectiveness, or both, exists. 
Level 3: Flying qualities such that the rotorcraft can be controlled 
safely, in the mission Flight Phase, but pilot workload is 
excessive or mission effectiveness is inadequate, or both. 
Where possible, the requirements of Section 3 have been stated in terms 
of three values of flying qualities parameters. Each value specified is a minimum 
condition to meet one of the defined levels of flying qualities. Ideally, values of the 
flying qualities parameters required for each level should be stated for each Flig+t 
Phase and Flight Environment for which the rotorcraft is to be designed. Available 
data does not permit this degree of specification. Some of the requirements, therefore, 
are qualitative or define a required operational capability. In these requirements, flying 
qualities pdrameters are not defined. It must be noted that while any ilying qualities 
requirement or group of requirements may be necessary conditions for good flying 
qualities, meeting all the specified requirements may not be sufficient to ensure that 
the desired Level of flying qualities is achieved. The final decision as to whether or 
not the rotorcraft is approved will therefore depend on assessment of the overall 
characteristics. 
DEFlNITIONS AND APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
DEFINITIONS OF THE ROTORCRAFT 
The contractor shall define the  envelopes of center  of gravity and 
corresponding weights tha t  will exist for each Flight Phase. These envelopes shall 
include the  most forward and aft center-of-gravity positions as defined in MIL-W-25140. 
In addition, t he  contractor shall determine t h e  maximum center-of-gravity excursions 
attainable through failures in systems or components, such as fuel sequencing, hung 
stores, etc., for each Flight Phase t o  be considered in t h e  Failure S ta tes  of 2.1.4.2. 
Within these envelopes, plus a growth margin t o  be specified by t h e  procuring activity, 
and for t h e  excursions ci ted above, this specification shall apply. 
2.1.2 Moments of Inertia and Products of Inertia 
The contractor shall define t h e  moments of inertia and products of inert ia  
associated with all  loadings of 2.1.1. The requirements of this specification shall apply 
for all moments of inertia and products of inertia so defined. 
2.1.3 External Stores 
The requirements of this specification shall apply for al l  ccmbinations of 
external stores and all methods of at tachment of external stores required by t h e  
operational r,>issions. The eff eas of external stores on t h e  weight, moments of inertia,  
center-of-gravity position, and aerodynamic characteristics sf the  combined r o t o r a a f t  
md  external s tores shall be considered for each mission Flight Phase. When the  s tores 
contain expendable loads, t he  requirements of this specification apply throughout t h e  
range of s tore loadings. The external s tores and s tore  combinations t o  be considered 
fclr flying qualities design will be specified by t h e  procuring activity. In tJtablislling 
external s tore  combinations t o  be investigated, consideration shall be given t o  asymmetric  
as well as to symmetric  combinations, and t o  variations in mass distribution within 
external stores. 
Configurations 
The requirements of this spec i f ica t~on shall apply for all  configurations 
required w encountered in t h e  applicable Flight Phases of 1.2. A (crew-) selected 
configuration i s  defined by t h e  positions and adjustments of t he  various selectors and 
controls available t o  t h e  crew (except for t h e  primary longitudirral, lateral,  yaw, thrust 
magnitude, and t r im controls), for example, flap setting, R.P.M. setting, thrust vector 
setting, stability-augmentation-system (SAS)-selector setting, etc. The selected 
configurations t o  be examined must consist of those required for performance and 
mission accomplishment. Additional configurations t o  be investigated may be defined 
by the  procuring activity. 
2.1 S S t a t e  of t he  Rotorcraft  
The S t a t e  of t h e  r o t o r a a f t  is defined by t h e  selected configuration together 
with t h e  functional s tatus of each  of t he  aircraft  components or systems, thrust 
magnitude, weight, moments of inertia,  center-of-gravit y position, and external s tore 
complement. The tr im setting and t h e  positions of t h e  longitudinal, lateral,  and yaw 
controls are not included in t h e  definition of R o t o r a a f t  S ta te  since they a r e  often 
specified in t he  requirements. The position of t he  thrust magnitude control shall not 
be considered a n  element of t h e  Rotorcraft S t a t e  when the  thrust magnitude is specified 
in a requirement. 
2.1.5.1 R o t o r a a f t  Normal S ta tes  
The contractor shall define and tabulate all pertinent i tems t o  describe 
the  Aircraft Normal (no component or system failure) State(s) associated with each of 
t he  applicable Flight Phases. Certain items, such as weight, moments of inertia,  center- 
of-gravity position, thrust magnitude and thrust angle control settings, may vary 
continuously over a range of values during a Flight Phase. The contractor shall replace 
this continuous variation by a lim.ted number of values of t he  parameter i r ~  question 
which will be t rea ted  as specific States, and which include the  most critical values 
and the  es'rremes encountered during the  Flight Phase in question. 
Rotorcraft Failure States 
The contractor shall define and tabulate all Rotorcraft Failure States, 
which consist of Rotorcraft Normal States modified by one or more malfunctions in 
rotorcraft components or systems; for example, a discrepancy between a selected 
configuration and an a a u a l  configuration. Those malfunctions that result in center- 
of-gravity positions outside the center-of-gravit y envelope defined in 2.1.1 shall be 
included. Each mode of failure shall be considered. Failures occurring in any Flight 
Phase shall be considered in all subsequent Flight Phases. 
2.1.5.3 Rotorcraft Specific Failure States 
Requirements a re  included which limit the  effects of specific failures. 
These requ~rements shall be met on the  basis that the  Specific Failure has occurred, 
regardless of its probability of occurence. Consideration of a failure as a Specific 
Failure does not exempt that same failure from consideration on a probability basis 
according t o  2.3.3. 
2.1.5.4 Rotorcraft Special Failure States 
Certain components, systems, or combinaticns thereof may have extremely 
remote probability of failure during a given flight. These failure probabilities may, in 
turn, be very difficult t o  predict with any degree of accuracy. Special Failure States 
of this type need not be considered in complying with the requirements of Section 3. 
DEFINITION OF FLIGHT ENVELOPES 
Operational Flight Envelopes 
Tlre Operational Flight Envelopes define t h e  boundaries in te rms of speed, 
altitude, and load fac tor  within which t h e  r o t o r a a f t  must be capable of operating in  
order to accomplish t h e  operational missions for which i t  is being procured. Additional 
er.velopes in te rms of parameters such as r a t e  of descent, flight-path angle, stress in  
a i t i c a l  components. and side velocity may also be specified. Envelopes for each 
applicable Flight Phase shall be established with the  guidance and approval of t h e  
procuring activity. 
2.2.2 Service Flight Envelopes 
For each  R o t o r u a f t  Normal S t a t e  (but with thrust varying as required), 
the  contractor shall establish, subject t o  t he  approval of t he  procuring activity, Service 
Flight Envelopes showing combinations of speed, altitude, and load factor  derived from 
rotorcraft limits as distinguished from mission requirements. Additional envelopes in 
terms of parameters such as r a t e  of descent, flight-path angle, and side velocity may 
also be specified. A certain set or range of Rotorcraft h'srmal States  generally will 
be employed in the  conduct of a Flight Phase. The Service Flight Er~velope for these 
States, taken together, shall at least cover t h e  Operational Flight Envelope for t he  
pertinent Flight Phase. 
2.2.3 Opera t im  Limitations 
The Operating Limitations shall en  pass all regions in which operation 
of the rotorcraft is allowable. These a r e  the boundaries of flight conditions which t h e  
r o t o r a a f t  is capable of safely encountering. Transient load factors, power settings, 
rotor speed, and emergency thrust settings may be representative of such conditions. 
DEFINITIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
The environments in which the mission Flight Phases must be accomplished 
are defined in paragraphs 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Detail features and mathematical models of 
the environment are defined in the paragraphs of 3.9. 
2.3.1 Operatiom1 Environments 
Operational Environments define the sets of environmental conditions (in 
terms of atmospheric conditions, ambierit light dnd terrain characteritics), in  which the 
rotorcraft must be capable cC. operating in order to accomplish the operational missions 
for whidr it is b e i q  procured. Operational Environments for each of the following 
Flight Regions: Hover and Low Speed 
Forward Flight 
Takeoff and Landing 
Ground Handling 
shall be established by the procuring activity. In the absence of specific guidance, the 
contractar shall use the representative conditions of paragraph 3.9 for the applicable 
Flight Regions. 
Most Severe Environments 
The Most Severe Environmental conditions define the sets 3f environmental 
conditions (in terms of atmospheric conditions, ambient light and terrain characteristics) 
in whidr the ro~orcraft must be capable of safe operation. The Most Swere 
Environmental Conditions for each of the following Flight Regions: 
Hover and Low Speed 
Forward Flight 
Takeoff and Landing 
Ground Handling 
shall be established by the procuring activity. In the absence of specific guidance, the 
contractor shall use the severe environment conditions of paragraph 3.9 for the applicable 
Flight Regions. 
2.4 DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS FOR 'IHICH DEGRADED FLYING 
QUALITIES ARE PERMITTED 
2.4.1 Ap~liczt!orrs of Levels 
Levels of ityizg qualities as indicated in 1.6 a r e  employed in realization 
of the  possibility t ha t  t he  rotorcraft may be required t o  operate under abnormal 
conditions. Such abnormalities tha t  may occur as a result of either flight outside t h e  
Operational Flight Enve lop ,  t he  failure of rotorcraft  components, or flight in a severe 
environment arc permitted t o  comply with t h e  degraded Level of flying qualities as 
specified in 2.4.2 through 2.4.3. 
2.4.2 Requirements for Rotorcraft Normal States  
The minimum required flying qualities for Rotorcraft Normal States  
(2.1.5.1) a r e  as shown in Table I. 
Table I 
LeVets FOR ROTORCRAFT NORMAL STATES 
Operational 
Environmental 
Most Severe 
Environment 
Within 
Operational Flight 
Envelope 
Level I 
Landing Flight Phase 
Level 2 
All Other Flight Phases 
Level 3 
3 
Within 
Service Flight 
Envelope 
Level 2 
Capability 
Not Required 
Requirements for Rotorcraft Failure States 
When Rotorcraft Failure States exist, a degradation in flying qualities is 
permitted only if the probability of encountering a lowe: Level than specified in 2.4.2 
is sufficiently small. At intervals during the design process, the de31gner shall determine, 
based on the most accurate available data, the probability of occurrence of each 
Rotorcraft Failure State per flight and the effect of that Failure State on the  flying 
qualities within the  Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. These determinations 
shall be made under the following assumptions: (a) all ro to raa f t  components and 
systems are  assumed t o  be operating for a t ime period, per flight, equal t o  the  longest 
operational rllission time t o  be considered by the designer in designing the rotoruaf t ,  
and (b) each specific failure is assumed t o  be present at whichever point in the  Flight 
Envelope b e i q  considered is most critical (in the  flying qualities sense). From these 
Failure State probabilities and effects, the  designer shall determine the overall 
probability, per flight, that one or more flying qualities are  degraded t o  Level 2 becsuse 
of one or more failures. The designer shall also determine the  probability that  one or 
more flying qualities are degraded t o  Level 3. These probabilities shall be less than 
the values shown in Table 11. 
Table II 
LEVELS FOR ROTORC RAFT FAILURE STATES 
In no case shall a Failure State (except an approved Special Failure State) degrade any 
flying quality outside the Level 3 limit. 
. 
Within Service 
Flight Envelope 
lu--? per flight 
h 
Probability of 
Encountering 
1 eve1 2 after failrne 
Level 3 after  faiiure 
Within Operational 
Flight Envelope 
lo-* per flight 
per flight 
2.4.4 Explanatory Notes Concerning Application of Levels -
2.4.4.1 Conceptual Diagrams of Design Evaluation Process 
The design e\aluation process is illustrated by t h e  conceptual diagrams 
shown in Figures I and 2. 
2.4.4.2 Theoretical Compliance 
Part  of t he  intent of 2.4.3 is t o  ensure that  t he  probability of encountering 
significantly degraded flying qualities because of component or subsystem failures is 
small. 
To determine theoretical corn pliance with t h e  requirements of 2.4.3, the  tollowing steps 
must be performed: 
a )  Identify those Rotorcraft Failure States  which have a significant 
e f f ec t  on flying qualities (2.1.5.2). 
b) Define the longest flight duration t o  be encountered during 
operatonal missions. 
c)  Determine tb.e probability rC  encountering various Rotorcraft Failure 
States, per flight, based on the  above flight duration (2.4.3). 
d)  Determine the  degree of flying qualities degradation associated with 
each Rotorcraft Failure S ta t e  in te rms of Levels as defined in the  
specific requirements. 
e )  Determine the  most critical Rotorcraft Failure States  (assuming :he 
failures a re  present at whichever point in t he  Flight Envelope being 
considered is most critical in a f!ying qualities sense), and compute 
the total  probability of encountering Level 2 flying qualities in t he  
Operational Flight Envelope, etc .  
f )  Compare the  computed values above with t h e  
requirements in 2.4.3. An example which illustrates 
an approximate es t imate  of the probabilities of 
encounter follows: if t h e  failures are al l  statistically 
independent, d e t e r m l w  t h e  shin of t h e  probabilities of 
encountering al l  Rotorcraft  Failure States  which 
degrade flying qualities t o  Level 2 in  t h e  Operational 
Envelope. This sum must be  less than 10- 2 per flight. 
If t h e  requirements are not met ,  t he  desigcer must consider al ternate 
courses su* as: 
a) Improve t h e  rotorcraft flying qualities associated with t h e  more 
probable Failure States, or 
b) Reduce the . robability of enc~un te r ing  the  more probable Failure 
S ta tes  througt equipment redesign, redundancy, etc. 
Regardless of t h e  probability of encountering any given Rotorcraft Failure 
S ta tes  (with t h e  exception of Special Failure States)  t h e  flying qualities shall not 
degrade below Level 3. 
2.4.4.3 Definitions of Level Regions 
T o  determine t h e  degradation in flying qualities parsmeters  for a given 
Rotorcraft Failure S ta te  t he  following definitions a r e  provided: 
a) Level 1 region is bet ter  than,  or equal to t h e  Level i boundary, or 
number, given in t h e  design a i t e r i a .  
b) Level 2 region is worse than Level 1, but no worsf than t h e  Level 
2 boundary, or number. 
c )  Level 3 region is worse than Levei 2, but no worse than t h e  L w e l  
3 boundary, or number. 
EVALUATION t N  
I 
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
FLYING OUALlTlES CLEARLY 
AMOUATE FOR THE LEVEL 1 
MISSION FLIGHT PHASE 
FLYING OUALITIES ADEQUATE 
TO ACCOMPLISH rnc MISSION 
FLIGHT PHASE. BUT SOME --C LEVEL 2 
INCREASE I N  PILOT WORKLOAD 
OR DEGRADATION I N  UlSSlON 
EFFECTlVENES,OR BOTH. EXISTS VES 
NO 
REJECT REJECT 
SERVICE 
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NO I REJECT 1 
OESIGII EVALUATION 
FAILURE 
REJECT 
lNO 
REJECT 
TAP'. LATE PROBABIt 
06 tNCOUNTERING 
LCVEL 2 I N  
ow RATIONAL 
F LIGHT ENVELOPE 
TABULATE PROBABILITY OF~ENCOUNTER~NG - 
LEVEL 3 I N  SERVICE 
FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
CONOltIONS UNCEA WHICH L f  VEL 2 A N 0  3 WILI  
BE PERMITTED I N  OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
TABULATE PR38ABILlTV 
OF ENCOUNTERING 
LEVEL 3 I N  OPERATIONAL 
FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
Figure 1 DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH LEVEI, 2 AND LEVEL 3 FLYING QUALITIES 
WILL BE PERMITTED IN THE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
EVALUATION I N  MOST 
SEVERE ENVIRONMENT 
C I 
DESIGN EVALUATION 
? 
h) 
W 
FLYING OUALlTlES SUCH THAT 
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
FOR NORMAL STATES ASSOCIATED 
WlTH FLIGHT PHASES OTHER 
DESIRABLE, BUT 
CAPABlLlT Y IS NOT 
FLYING QUALITIES CLEARLY I 
REQUlRED CAPABILITY I N  THE 
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
FOR FAILURE STATES ASSOCIATED 
WlTH LANDING FLIGHT PHASES T- 
- 
THE ROTORCRAFT CAN BE CONTROLLED 
SAFELY I N  THE MISSION FLIGHT 
PHASE, BUT PILOT WORK LOAD IS + 
EXCESSIVE OR MISSION EFFECTIVENESS 
TABULATE PROBABILITY I REJECT OF ENCOUNTERING I LEVEL 3 I N  OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
i i  -: 
- ADEQUATE FOR THE + 
MISSiON FLIGHT PHASE 
IS INADEQUATE, OR BOTH 
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NO 
REJECT 
LEVEL3 
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YES 
LEVEL 1 
Figure 2 DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH LEVEL 2 AND LEVEL 3 FLYING QUALITIES 
WlLL BE PERMITTED IN THE MOST SEVERE ENVIRONMENT 
A REQUIREMENT 
TO ACCOMPLISH THE MISSION I FLIGHT PHASE. BUT SOME -+ LEVEL2 m INCREASE I N  PILOT WORKLOAD 
+ 
- I OR DEGRADATION I N  MISSION EFFECTIVENESS. OR BOTH. EXISTS YES 
REQUIRED CAPABILITY I N  THE 
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
FOR NORMAL STATES ASSOCIATED 
WITH LANDING FLIGHT PHASES 
When a given boundary, or number, is identified as Level 1 and Level 2, 
this  means tha t  flying qualities outside t h e  boundary conditions shown, or  worse than 
the  number given, a r e  at best Level 3 flying qualities. 4 1 ~ 0 ,  since Level 1 and Level 
2 requirements are the  same, flying qualities must be within this common boundary, 
or number, in both t h e  Operational and Service flight Envelopes for Rotorcraft  Normal 
S ta tes  (2.4.2). R o t o r a a f t  Fa i lwe Sta tes  tha t  do not degrade flying qualities beyond 
this common boundary are not considered in meeting the  requirements of 2.4.3. 
R o t o r a a f t  F a i l u e  Sta tes  that  represent degradations t o  Level 3 must, however, be 
included in the  computation of t he  probability of encountering Level 3 degradations in 
both t h e  Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. Again degradation beyond the  Level 
3 boundary is not permitted regardless of component failures. 
2.4.4.4 Computational Assumptions 
Assumptions a )  and b) of 2.4.3 a re  somewhat conservative, but they 
simplify the  r e v i r e d  computations in 2.4.3 and provide a set of workable p o u n d  rules 
for theoretical predictions. The reasons for these assumptions are: 
a )  "...components and systems a re  ... operating for a t ime period per 
flight equal t o  t h e  longest operational mission t i m e  ...". Since most 
component failure data a r e  in terms of failures per flight hour, 
even though continclous operation may not be typical (e.g., yaw 
damper ON during hovering flight only), failure probabilities must 
be predicted on a per flight basis using a "typical" total  flight time. 
The "longest operational mission time" as "typical" is a natural 
result. If acceptance cycles-to-failure reliability data are available, 
these data may be used for  prediction purposes based on maximum 
cycles per operational mission. In any event, compliance with the  
requirements of 2.4.2 is based on the  probability of encounter per 
flight. 
b) "...failure i s  assumed to  be present a t  whichever point .., is most 
critical ...". This assumption is in keeping with t h e  requirements 
of 2.1.5.2 regarding Flight Phases subsequent t o  the actual  failure 
in question. In cases that  a r e  unrealistic from the  operational 
standpoint, the specific Rotorcraft Failure States  might fall  in t he  
Rotorcraft Special Failure S ta te  classification (2.1.5.3). 
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
3 FLYING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS I 
3.1 HOVER AND LOW SPEED 
3.1.1 Equilibrium control gradients with airspeed 
The requirements in Table 3.1-1 shall be satisfied a t  all forward trim 
speeds, backward tr im speeds, and sideward trim speeds both t o  t he  left and t o  the  
right, up t o  t he  limits of t he  Service Flight Envt?lope. This requirement shall aplly 
for airspeed perturbations of at least 10 Knots in both directions about t he  trim airspeed 
except that  t he  r o t o r a a f t  need not exceed the limits of t he  service flight envelope. 
The configuration selectors and cockpit trim controller setting may be different at  
each trim condition, but they must remain fixed while establ~shing the  control gradients. 
Table 3.1-1 
CONTROL GRADIENTS WITH AIRSPEED 
Flight Phase Gradient with 
Category Airspeed of: 1 2 3 
Force Stable or Zero Stable or Zero AF< 1.0 Ib. 
XIX 
Position Stable or Zero Stable or Zero A S <  0.5 inch 
* 1 XYX Force Stable or Zero AFd !.O Ib. A F <  1.0 Ib. 
Position Stable or Zero 3 4 0.5 inch. A6 c0.5 inch 
& .. 
Stable longitudinal control gradient meam that  incremental pull force and a f t  
displacement of the longitudinal cyclic controller a r e  required t o  maintain slower or 
more rearward airspeed and the  opposite t o  mainthin faster  or more forward airspeed. 
Stable directional control gradients mean that  incremental right force and right 
displacement of the  directional controller a re  required t o  maintain lef t  translations or 
le f t  jide slips and the  opposite t o  maintain right translations or right sideslips. 
Stable lateral control gradients mean that  incremental right force and right 
displacement of the lateral controller a r e  required t o  maintain right translations or 
right sideslips and the  opposite t o  maintain left translations a t  left sideslips. 
A-26 
The variation of airspeed with control force  and control position shall b e  smooth 
and essentially linear with no abrupt changes in gradient within the  specified speed 
range.The term gradient does not include that  portion of the  control force  or control 
position versus airspeed c v v e  within the  preloaded breakout force or friction band. A 
moderately unstable local gradient is permitted for  Levels 2 and 3 in Table 3.1-1 but 
the  magnitude of t he  change in control force (AF) or control position (Ah) in t h e  
unstable direction, within t h e  specified speed range, is limited as indicated in Table 3.1-1. 
3.1.2 Dynamic Stability Requirements 
The requirements in Tables 3.1-2, 3.1-3 shall apply t o  the  dynamic responses of 
the r o t o r a a f t  with the  cockpit controls f r ee  and with them fixed following an external 
disturbance or an abrupt cyclic, dirercitonal or collective doubled, pulse or s tep  control 
input in e i t h a  directiort. The requirements apply for responses of any magnitude tha t  
might be experienced in operational use. If oscillations a r e  nonlinear with amplitude, 
the oscillatory requirements shall apply t o  each cycle of t h e  oscillation. 
Table 3.1-2 
APERIODIC DIVERGENCE 
Table 3.1-3 
OSCILLATORY MODES 
f 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
Level 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
* 
1 
Stable 
Stable 
, 
L w e l  
2 
Stable 
t 2  ) 12 sec  
I 
A 
B 
3 
t 2  > 5 sec 
t 2  > 5 sec 
2 
B 
C 
3 - 
D 
D 
A P C 1.25 sec c 1 / 2 <  2 > .055 
1.25 sec  < P < 5.7 s ec  Cl!2 < .35 > .30 
P > 5.7 s ec  C112 C "O 3 > O  
8 P C 1.25 sec c 1 / 2 <  2 ! > .055 
1.25 sec C P < 6 sec c 1 / 2  < w7 f > . I5  
6 sect P < 12 sec c 1 / 2  < aO W O  
P 1 12 sec C2 7 I c > -.I 
C P < 1.25 sec  C1/2 < 2 > .055 
1.25 secc  P < 7.5 sec C ~ / 2  < "O C ' O  
P > 7.5 sec t 2  , 12 sec lan > -.Or8 
D P < 1.25 sec C1/2 '/ 3' 1 .05S 
1.25 sec < P < 5 sec c 1 / 2  < " b o  
P > 5 sec t 2  > 5 s e c  3, > -.I1 
3.1.2.1 Effec t ive  t ime delay in angular r a t e  and r a t e  of climb. The effect ive 
t ime  delay in t he  pitch iroil] (yaw) angular r a t e  a n d i r a t e  of climb\response t o  a s tep  
force  command t o  t he  pitch Lroll) (yaw){collective)cockpit controller shall be less than 
the magnitude specified in Table 3.1-4 and 3.1-5. The effect ive time delay shall be 
measured by the  maximum slope intercept  method. Time zero, to, is defined as t h e  
t ime a t  which the  force s tep  passes through 50% of the  s tep  magnitude. Tirne t 1 is 
the  t ime at which a straight line, drawn tangent t o  t he  response r a t e  t ime  history a t  
the maximum slope, intersects  the  initial magnitude of t he  r a t e  response, usually zero  
rate. 
Table 3.1-4 
EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY IN ANGULAR RATE (SECOND) 
Table 3.1-5 
EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY IN RATE OF CLIMB (SECOND) 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
3.1.2.2 Angular rate response time. The respcinse time of pitch [roll] (yaw) angular 
rate to  the input of 3.1.2.1 shall be less tban the magnitudes specified i n  Table 3.1-6. 
Response time is defined as the difference between t63.2 and tl. Rotorcraft 
Level 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
demonstrated to be non responsive directionally to  side gusts and ground effects, may, 
1 
0.10 
0.15 
at the discretion of the procuring activity, be granted a deviation from the yaw rate 
Le;.cl 
damping requirement. 
2 
0.15 
0.20 
1 
0.25 
0.70 
Table 3.1-6 
ANGULAR RATE RESPONSE TIME (SECONDS) 
t~ = '63.2 - tl 
3 
0.25 
0.25 
2 
0.70 
0.70 
3 
0.76 
0.70 
A 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
i 
Level 
I 
0.5 
1.0 
2 
1.0 
1.5 
3 
- 
- 
3.1.2.3 R a t e  of climb response t ime. T h e  response t i m e  of r a t e  of climb or r a t e  
of descent t o  t h e  input of 3.1.2.1 shall b e  less than  t h e  magnitudes specified in  Table 
3.1-7. Repsonse t i m e  is defined as in 3.1.2.2. 
Table  3.1-7 
RATE O F  CLIMBIDESCENT RESPONSE TIME (SECONDS) 
3.1.2.4 Vertical oscillations. There  shall  b e  no object ionable  ver t ical  osciliations 
resulting from lag  in  governor response, col lect ive  control  dynamics, load suspension 
dynamics and pilot e f fo r t  to control a l t i t u d e  and ver t ical  velocity. 
Flight Phase 
Ca tegory  
XIX 
XOX 
3.1.2.5 Rotor RPM Variation. The engine, transmission, dr ive shaf ts ,  rotor  and 
engine governor shall be designed such t h a t  rotor  RPM remains  within allowable l imits 
re la t ive  to t h e  RPM se lec ted  by t h e  pilot, during al l  t ransient  and s teady  s t a t e  maneuvers 
required by t h e  operational mission Flight Phases. Rotor RPM oscillations t h a t  a r e  
large enough in ampli tude and ;ow enough in  f requency t o  cause  noticeable variations 
in rotor  thrust  s n d  ro to rc ra f t  r a t e  of c l imb following abrupt col lect ive  commands a r e  
i 
Level 
unacceptable. 
3.1.3 Precision Load Placement  
3 
- 
- 
I 
2 
4 
When precision load placement is a mission requirement ,  Flight Phase 
Ca tegory  XIX, t h e  dynamics of t h e  ro to rc ra f t  and the load handling sys tem must be 
integrated t o  achieve t h e  mission objectives. Load placement to le rance  and mean  t i m e  
for  load t ransport  and placement  may be sui table  for specifying system performance. 
2 
4 
6 
3.1.4 Tarnet Tracking 
When target  tracking is a mission requirement, Flight Phase Categories 
XXI, the dynamics of the rotorcraft ,  the target tracking system and the weapon system 
must be integrated t o  achieve the mission objectives. Appropriate considerations must 
be given to target  acquisition and target tracking. 
3.1.5 Control for Trim 
The capability to obtain steady flight throughout the Service Flight 
Envelope associated with each Flight Phase in the Hover and Low Speed Flight Region 
shall not be limited by the  pitch [roll] (yaw) control power available. 
3.1.6 Control Power 
There shall be  sufficient control power avhilable, over tha t  required for 
trim, t o  counter variations in winds and t i rbulence and to  perform t h e  maneuvers 
associated with each Flight Phase in t he  Hover and Low Speed Flight Region. The 
control power margin available t o  the  pilot shall be such that  when the  available pitch 
[roll] (yaw) control is rapidly applied, t he  change in pitch (yaw) a t t i tude  withrn 
one second shall be equal t o  or greater  than the  magnitudes specified in T lb l e  3.1-8. 
Table 3.1-8 
ATTITUDE CHANGE WITHIh ONE SECJND (DEGREES) 
Flight Phase 
Category 
1 XX 
OXX 
A- 
.- 
L Level 
1 
Pitch 
- +4.5 
- + 3 
2 3 
Roll 
- +6 
- +4 
Yaw 
24.5 
2 3  
Pitch 
22 
- +1 
Pitch 
- + 3  
- +2 
Yaw 
- +9 
- +6 
Roll 
- 5 
- +2.5 
Roll 
- + 2 
- + 2 
Yaw 
- + 2 
- A 2 
3.1.6.1 Alternate Requirements. In the  conditions defined in 3.1.6, the control 
power margin available to  the pllot shall be such that when the available pitch [roll] 
(yaw) control is rapidly applied, the change in pitch [roll] (yaw) angular ra te  occurring 
within 1.5 seconds shall be equal to  or greater than the magnitudes specified in Table 
3.1-9. 
Table 3.1-9 
ANGULAR RATE CHANGE WITHIN 1.5 SECONDS 
3.1.6.2 He;= Control Power. The steady s ta te  thrust-weight ratio in zero 
airspeed hover f ree  of ground effect shali be equal t o  or greater .han the magnitude 
specified in Table 3.1- 10. 
Flight Phase 
Category 
I XX 
OXX 
Table 3.1-10 
THRUST TO WEIGHT RATIO IN HOVER 
Lwel  
3.1.7 Control-Response Sensitivity 
I 
- + 15O/sec 
- + 10°/sec 
Flight Phase 
Category 
1 XX 
OXX 
i 
The ratio of the maximum pitch Go~i] (yaw) attitude change, occurring 
within the first second following an abrupt command from the pitch toll] (yaw) cockpit 
controller, t o  the  magnitude of the controller command shall lie within the bounds of 
Table 3.1-11. There shall be no objectionable nonlinearities in the response of the 
ro to raa f t  to  control commands by the pilot. This requirement applies t o  conventional 
floor-mounted center sticks and rudder pedals. 
2 
- + 10°/sec 
- + 10°/sec 
Level 
3 
- + 7Olsec 
-- + 7O/sec 
3 
1 .O 
1 .O 
1 
1.05 
1.025 
2 
1.025 
1.01 
Table 3.1 - 1 1 
RESPONSE-INPUT RATIOS 
(DEGREES WITHIN ONE SECOND PER INCH) 
3.1.7.1 Collective Control-response ratio. The rat io of t he  maximum ra te  of 
climb, occuring within the  first second following an abrupt comrnsnd from the collective 
con?roller, t o  the  magnitude of t he  collective controller command shall lie within the  
bounds of Table 3.1-12. This requirement applies t o  conventional collective lever designs. 
Table 3.1-12 
RESPONSE-INPUT RATIOS - COLLECTIVE 
(FEET PER MINUTE PER INCH) 
L eve1 
1 
2 
3 
\ 
Yaw 
3.1.8 Trim Variation with Power or Collective 
Min. 
6 
3 
I 
Roll 
Level 
I 
2 
3 
i 
The rotorcraft  shall not exhibit excessive trim changes when engine power 
or wllect ive pitch, or both, arc varied. Specifically, when star t ing from trim a t  any 
combination of power and airspeed within the  Service Flight Envelopes associated with 
the  Hover and Low Speed Flight Region, i t  shall be  possible t o  maintain pitch, roll and 
yaw equilibrium using control displacements and forces smaller than the  magnitudes 
specified in Table 3.1-13 as the  engine power or collective-pitch, or both, are varied 
slowly w rapidly in either direction throughout t h e  available range. 
Ma;. . 
2.3 
45 
50 _I 
Pitch 
Min. 
4 
2.5 
1 
r 
Min. 
3 
2 
1 
Max. 
20 
30 
:f n 
Collective 
Max. 
20 
30 
40 
Min. 
100 
50 
- 
Max 
750 
1200 
2000 
6 
Table 3.1- 13 
TRIM VARIATIONS WITH POWER OR COLLECTIVE 
3.1.9 Translational Flight in  Ground Effect  
Level 
I 
2 
3 
From hover, at a minimum rotor height ?orresponding t o  h/d ratio (main 
rotor height above groundlmain votor diameter) of 0.4, i t  si:?ll be possible t o  stabilize 
at any airspeed up t o  35 KTAS in any direction relative t o  t he  nose of the  aircraft  
without requiring excessive flight, power or thrust control manipulation. 
3.1.10 Response t o  horizontal wind gust. It shall be  possible t o  maintain heading 
and pos~tion relative t o  the  ground within desired tolerance, when hovering at a minimum 
rotor height corresponding t o  an  h/d rat io of 0.4, during horizontal wind gusts of 50 
percent of t h e  maximum translational flight airspeed (applied from any azimuth relative 
t o  t he  nose of the  rotorcraft as a 0.5 second ramp input, a 0.5 second dwation at  
peak velocity, and 0.5 second ramp decrease) without any control contacting the control 
stop. 
Controller 
3.1.11 Longitudinal Contro: force in lateral translational flight. The longitudinal 
trim force change associated with accelerating or decelerating sideward flight shall not 
exceed 5 pounds in t he  pull direction or 2.5 pounds in t he  push direction. 
3.2 FORWARD FLIGHT 
Yaw Pitch 
3.2.1 Longit1;dinal equilibrium control gradients with speed. The requirements 
in Table 3.2-1 shall be satisfied at all forward trim air,peeds from the  speed !x 
Ro!l 
minimum power required tc t h e  maximum forward s p e e l  limit of t h e  service flight 
envelope. This requirement shall apply for airspeed perturbations of 215 knots from 
I 
the  trim airspeed except where limited by the boundaries o~ t h e  Service Flight Envelope. 
Force 
- +5 Ib. 
- +7.5 Ib. 
Force 
+7 Ib. 
- 
- +lo Ib. 
+20 Ib. 
- 
Force 
- +2 Ib. 
- + 3  Ib. 
Displacement 
- +1.0 inch 
~ 1 . 5  inch 
Displacement 
- +.7 inch 
- +I  inch 
+2 inch 
- 
Displacement 
- +.7 inch 
- +I  inch 
- +2 inch - +I5 Ib. - +3 inch . +6 Ib. 
b - 
The configvation selectors and cockpit trim controller setting may be  different at 
each t r im condition but they must remain fixed while establishing t h e  control gradients. 
Table 3.2-1 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL GRADIENTS WITH AIRSPEED 
table or Zero 
Stable a Zero 
Stable longitudinal control gradient means tha t  incremental pull force  and 
a f t  displacement of the longitudinal cyclic controller are required t o  maintain slower 
airspeed and t h e  opposite to maintain faster  airspeed. 
The variation of control force and control position with airspeed shall 
be smooth ar.d essentially linear with no abrupt changes in gradient within the  specified 
speed range. The term gradient does not include i h t  portion of the  control force or 
control position versus airspeed curve within t h e  preloaded breakout force  or friction 
band. A .moderately unstable local gradient i s  permitted for Levels 2 and 3 in Table 3.2- 
1 but the magnitude of the  change in control force  (AF) or control position ( A  6 ) in 
t he  ~v;stable direction, within the  specified airspeed range, is limited as indicated in 
Table 3.2-1. 
3.2.2 Longtitudinal Dynamic Requirements 
3.2.2.1 Longitudinal Dynamic Stability. The reqdirements in tables 3.2-2, 3.2-3 
shall apply to the dynamic response of t h e  r o t w a a f t  with the  longitudinal cyclic 
controller f r ec  and with i t  held fixed. These requirements appiy t o  t he  dynamic 
responses following a d is tvbance  in smooth air,  and following abrupt doublet, pulse or 
step cyclic inputs in each direction, for responses of any magnitude that  might be 
experienced in operational use. If resulting oscillations are nonlinear with amplitude, 
t h e  req~tirements  shall apply to each c y d e  of t h e  oscillations. 
Table 3.2-2 
APERIODIC DIVERGENCE 
Table 3.2-3 
LONGITUDINAL OSCILLATORY MODES 
# 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
A P < 1 sec C l 1 2 <  2 or ( 5 . 0 5 5  
I c P 4 L O  sec. c ~ / ~  c .3 or f 1 - 3 5  
T112 C -69 or !q, 3 1.0 
P b 10 Sec. C l / 2  ( 0 0  or f > O  
Level 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
B P < 1 sec. C 1 j 2  L 2 a 5 4.055 
I L  P h 10 sec. C I / Z  L .54 or C b.20 
1.39 or (un h . 5  T1/2 '- 
P 1 10 sec C ~ / Z L -  a { L O  
I 
Stable 
Stable 
C P C 10 sec C1/2h 2 .055 
P h 10 sec ~2 > I  (>- . I  
, 
Level 
3.2.2.2 Lomitudinal dynamic response. The pitch r a t e  and angle of a t tack  
responses of t h e  r o t o r a a f t  shall satisfy the  requirements specified in Tables 3.2-4, 3.2- 
2 
Stable 
t 2  > I2 sec. 
5, and 3.2-6. The parameters specified in these tables a r e  measured from t ime histories 
3 
t 2  > 6  sec. 
t2  > 6 sec. 
3 
C 
C 
1 
A 
B 
2 
B 
B 
of pitch r a t e  and angle of attack in response t o  a step force command t o  the longitudinal 
cyclic comrdler which is applied for three seconds and then removed (decreasing step) 
and maintained at zero fa an additional three seconds. The rotorcraft shall be in 
steady trimmed flight prior t o  application of the  controller command. 
Table 3.2-4 
PITCH RATE RISE TIME (SECONDS) 
At  = A ' l d j ~ a x .  
where VT is in ftlsec 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
xox 
i 
Table 3.2-5 
PlTCH RATE EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY t l  (SECONDS) 
Level 
Table 3.2-6 
1 
A t  L lI5/Vsr 
A t 4 201/VT 
A = 3 RATIO 
--- 
L 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
2 
A t  < 201/VT 
A t < 503/VT 
3.2.2.3 Target trackim. When target tracking is a mission requirement, Flight 
Phase Categories XXI, the  dynamics of the  ro to raa f t ,  the  target tracking system and 
the  weapon system must be integrated t o  achieve the  mission objectives. Appropriate 
3 
- 
- 
Level 
. . 
1 
.I 
.15 
- 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
2 
.15 
.2 
Level 
3 
.25 
.25 
1 
- 
2 
- 
3 
- 
- 
consideration must be given t o  target acquisition and target trackirg. Generalizations 
of the  performance mcaJues  proposed in Ref. ( ~ n s t o t t )  may be suitable for specifying 
system performance. 
Longitudinal Control in unaccelerated flight. 
The capability t o  obtained steady flight throughout the Service Flight 
Envelope associated with each Flight Phase in the Forward Flight Region shall not be 
limited by the effectiveness of the  longitudinal control a controls. 
3.2.4 L ~ i t u d i n a l  control effectiveness in maneuvering flight 
When the  rotorcraft is trimmed in unaccelerated flight at any speed and 
altitude in the  Operational Flight Envelope, i t  shall be possible by use of t h e  longitudinal 
cyclic and collective pitch controls t o  develop, at the  trim speed, the  limiting angle 
of attack or load factor of the  Operational Flight Envelope. 
3.2.5 Lorwitudinal control gradients in maneuvering flight 
In steady turning :light, in pullups and in pushovers, at constant speed, 
the  variation in locgitudinal cyclic control force and controller position with steady- 
state normal acceleration shaU be approximately linear with increasing pull force and 
a f t  displacement required t o  increase normal acceleration. A departure from linearity 
resulting in a local gradient which differs from the  average gradient for t h e  maneuver 
by more than 50 percent is considered excessive. The local gradients of control force 
with load factor shall be within the  limits specified in Table 3.2-7. 
Table 3.2-7 
STICK FORCE PER g (POUNDS/g) 
The term gradient does not include tha t  portion of t he  fo rce  versus normal-acceleration 
c v v e  within t h e  preloaded breakout force  or friction band. 
3.26 Lomitudinal control forces in dives 
r 
Level 
I 
2 
3 
\ 
With t h e  r o t o r a a f t  trimmed for  level flight at VH, the  longitudinal force 
required for dives to all at tainable airspeeds within t h e  Service Flight Lnve:ope shall 
not exceed t h e  limits specified in Table 3.2-8. 
. 
Max 
20 
20 
30 
Min 
6 
4 
2 
Table 3.2-8 
CONTROL FORCES IN DIVES (POUNDS) 
4 
Lorlgitudinal control in sideslips 
- 
Level 
1 
2 
3 
With the rotorcraft trimmed for straight flight with zero bank angle a t  
any point in the Operational Flight Envelope, the longitudinal control force required to  
maintain constant speed in the sideslips of paragraph 3.2.9 shall not exceed the limits 
specified in Tab:e 3.2-9. The gradient of longitudinal control force with sideslip shall 
be essentially symmetrical about the zero sideslip condition. 
Push 
30 
30 
30 
Pull 
0 
5 
10 
- 
Table  3.2-9 
LONGITUDINAL CONTRGL FORCE IN SIDESLIPS (POUNDS) 
Level 
3 10 10 
3.2.8 Longitudinal control  fo rce  variations due t o  nusts  and collective inputs 
There  shall  be no objectional longitudinal cycl ic  controi  fo rce  variations 
resulting from gust  encounte rs  o r  pilot inputs  t o  the  col lect ive  controller.  
3.2.9 Lateral-directional charac te r i s t i cs  in s teady sideslips 
The requirements  for  3.2.9.1 through 3.2.9.4 a r e  expressed in t e r m s  of 
character is t ics  in rudder pedal induced, steady, zero-yaw-rate sideslips with the  ro tocra f t  
t r immed for zero-bank-angle s t ra ight  flight. Sideslip angles to  be demonstra ted shall 
be the  lesser of the  sideslip l imit of the  Service Flight Envelope, full rudder pedal 
displacement or a rudder pedal force of 125 pounds. 
3.2.9.1 Yawing moments  in s teady sideslips. The variation cf rudder pedal 
displacement and rudder pedal fo rce  with sideslip angle shall  be s table  and essentially 
linear for  sideslip angles between + I 5  and -15 degrees. For  larger  sideslip angles, the  
variation of rudder pedal displacement with sideslip angle shall be s table  and, although 
a reduction in the  slope of the  variation of rudder pedal force with sideslip angle is 
accep tab le  outside this  range, the  following requirements  shall apply: 
Level I: The slope of the  variation of  rudder pedal fo rce  with sideslip 
angle  shall be s tab le  o r  zero. 
Level 2: The slope of the  variation of rudder pedal force with sideslip 
angle is permit ted t o  become unstable but the  rudder pedal 
fo rce  shall not decrease  below t h a t  requried fo r  100 of sideslip 
in the  same direction. 
Level 3: The slope of t h e  variation of rudder pedal force with sideslip 
angle is permitted t o  become unstable but t h e  rudder pedal 
force  shall not decrease t o  zero. 
Stable variation of rudder pedal displacement and rudder pedal force with 
sideslip means increasing lef t  rudder pedal displacement and force  for increasing right 
sideslip and the  opposite for left sideslip. 
3.2.9.2 Bank a l e  in steady sideslips. For t h e  sideslips specified in 3.2.9, z n  
increase in right bank angle shall accompany an increase in right sideslip, and an  
i n c r e a ~ e  in le f t  bank angle shall accompany a n  increase in le f t  sideslip. 
3.2.9.3 Rolling moments in steady sideslips. For t he  sideslips specified in 3.2.9, 
left la teral  controller displacement and force shall be required in left sideslips, and 
right lateral con t ro l l a  displacement and force  shall be  required in right sideslips. The 
variation of lateral  controller displacement and force with sideslip angle shall be 
essentially linear. 
3.2.9.4 Lateral control required in steady sideslips. The lateral  control required 
to maintain equilibrium in t h e  sideslips specified in 3.2.9 shall not exceed t h e  percentages, 
of total lateral control authority available, that  a r e  listed in Table 3.2-10. 
Table 3.2-10 
LATERAL CONTROL LIMITS IN STEADY SIDESLIP (PERCENT) 
3.2.10 Lateral-directional dynamic stability 
r Flight Phase 
Category 
IXX 
OXX 
The requirements in Tables 3.2-1 1 and 32-12 shall apply t o  t he  dynamic 
response of the  rotorcraft with the  lateral  cyclic controller and rudder pedal controller 
f ree  and with them held fixed. These requirements apply t o  the dynamic responses 
Level 
I 
25% 
50% 
2 
50% 
50% 
3 
75% 
75% 
following a distubance in smooth air, and following abrupt doublet, pulse or step cyclic 
or pedal inputs in each direct io~,  for responses of any magnitude that might be 
experienced in operational use. If resulting oscillations are nonlinear with amplitude, 
the requirements shall apply to  each cycle of the oscillation. 
Table 3.2-1 1 
APERIODIC DIVERGENCE 
Table 3.2-12 
OSCILLATORY MODES 
w 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
* -. 
A P < l s e c  C1/2 4 2 or 2 '2 .055  
P > I sec Cl lz  c .6 or > .18 
Flight Phase 
Category 
. 
XIX 
XOX 
B P C 1 sec C1/2 g 2 or 3 >.055 
i 
Level 
1 sec < P < 10 sec C1/2 < 1.37 or 2' >.08 
P > LO sec c1/2 d or $ >O 
Level 
C P < 1 sec CI/Z < 2 or 1 3 . 0 5 5  
1 sec < P < 8 sec C1/2 < w or c 3 . 0  
P 1 8 sec T2 ) 5 sec or Son > -35 
C* , .35 or t 2 - . 3  
3 
t2  . 6 sec 
t 2  > 6 sec 
1 
Stable 
Stable 
I 
A 
8 
2 
t2  > 20 sec 
t 2  > 12 sec 
2 
B 
B 
3 
C 
C 
3.2.10.1 Effective t ime delay and response time. The roll (yaw) angular ra te  
response of the rotorcraft shall satisfy the  requirements specified in tables 3.2-13 and 
3.2.14. The parameters specified in Tables 3.2-13 and 3.2-14 a re  measured from time 
histories of roll (yaw) ra te  in response to  a step force command to  the  lateral cyclic 
(rudder pedal) controller. The parameters are  define in 3.1.2.1. The effective t ime 
delay and response time shall be less than the  magnitudes specified in the tables, 
however, the  roll ra te  respsnse  ti^.-- should not be less than 0.20 sec for Level I. 
Table 3.2-13 
EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY IN ANGULAR RATE (SECONDS) 
Table 3.2.14 
ROLL RATE RESPONSE TIME (SECONPS) 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
3.2.1 1 Target tracking 
Level 
When target tracking and weapon delivery is a mission requirement, Flight 
Phase Category XXI, the dynamics of ttle rotorcraft, the target tracking system and 
the weapon systems must be integrated to achieve the mission objectives. Appropriate 
consideration must be given to  target acquisition and target tracking. 
. 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
1 
Roll 
.I0 
.15 
Level 
2 
Yaw 
.I5 
.20 
1 
.8 
1.0 
Roll 
.I5 
.20 
3 
Yaw 
.20 
.25 
Roll 
.25 
.25 
2 
1 .o 
1.5 
Yaw 
.30 
.30 
3 
- 
- 
3.2.12 Lateral-directional control in unaccelerated flight 
The capability t o  obtain steady flight throughout the  Service Flight 
Envelope associated with each Flight Phase in the  Forward Flight Region shall not be  
limited by t h e  effectiveness of t h e  lateral  or t h e  directional control or controls. 
3.2.13 Lateral control effectiveness in maneuvering flight 
The t ime t o  change bank angle by 30 degrees (t 30) t o  t he  right or lei t  from 
trimmed zero-rcll-rate condition shall not exceed the  value specified in Table 3.2-15. 
The t ime shall be measured from t h e  initiation of roll control force application. Yaw 
control may be used t o  reduce sideslip that  retards roll ra te  (not t o  produce sideslip 
that augments roll rate), provided tha t  yaw control inputs a r e  simple, easily coordinated 
with roll control inputs, and a re  consistent with piloting techniques for the  aircraft  in 
i t s  mission. Roll control shall be sufficiently effective, in combination with other 
normal means of control, t o  balance the  rotorcraft laterally throughout tne Service 
Flight Envelope in the  atmospheric environments of 3.9. 
Table 3.2-15 
LATERAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS 
TIME TO CHANCE BANK ANGLE BY 30 DEGREES (SECONDS) 
Directional control e6fectiveness-steady sideslips 
Flight Phase 
Category 
IXX 
OXX 
The directional control shall be capable of establishing steady sideslip 
angles equal to or  greater  than the magnitudes specified in Table 3.2-16 unless structural 
loads require limiting sideslip to Laser  magnitudes. 
t30 
Level 1 
1.0 
2.5 
Level 2 
1.3 
3.2 
Level 3 
2.0 
4.0 
Table 3.2-16 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS - SIDESLIP 
where VT is forward t rue  airspeed in knots 
k 
Flight Phase 
Category 
IXX 
OXX 
I 
3.2.15 Directional control effectiveness - yaw a t t i iude  c h a n ~ e  
The yaw a t t i tude  change within the first  second following a s tep  command 
from the rudder pedals shall not be less than the magtlitudes specified in Table 3.2-17. 
This requirement applies with all otirer controllers fixed. 
Steady Sideslip (Degrees) 
Table 3.2-17 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS - YAW ATTITUDE 
Level 1 
s i r 1  3 5 / V ~  
s i r 1  151Vy 
3.2.16 Linearity of response t o  lateral-directional controllers 
Level 2 
sinm1 1 5 / V ~  
s i r 1  1 5 / V ~  
b 
Flight Phase 
Category 
IXX 
OXX 
t 
There shall be no objectionable nonlinearitics in the variation of bank 
angle (yaw angle) change in a given time with lateral  (directional) controller displacement 
or force. The magnitudes of the responses to  the lef t  and t~ the right shall be nearly 
equal for  controller commands of the same m,gnitude in ei ther  direction from trim. 
Level 3 6 
s i r 1  IO/VT 
sin-1 1 O/VT 
i 
Yaw Att i tude within 
one Second (degrees) 
Level 1 
6 
3 
Level 2 
3 
3 
Level 3 
1 
1 
3.2.17 - Lateral-directional control forces 
The lateral  cyclic control force required to obtain the rolling performance 
specified in table 3.2-15 and the rudder pedal force required to obtain the steady side 
slip response specified in Table 3.2-15 and the yaw a t t i tude  change specified in Table 
3.2-16 shall lie between the maximums and minimums speciiied in Table 3.2-18. 
Table 3.2.18 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL FORCES (POUNDS) 
3.2.18 La==! control sensitivity 
Maximum 
Minimum 
The response of the rotorcraft t o  commands from the  lateral  ccntroiler 
shall not be so high that  t h e  roll accelerations and lateral  accelerations a t  the  cockpit 
a r e  objectionable or cause a tendency for t he  pi!ot t o  over control or inadvertently 
couple with the rotorcraft response. 
3.2.19 Lateral-directional trim variation with power or collective 
The rotorcraft shall not exhibit excessive Iatera! or  directional trim changes 
when e-ine power or collective pitch, or both, a r e  varied. Specifically, when starting 
from trim a t  any combination of power and airspeed within the  operational flight 
envelope of the rotorcraft,  it shall be possible t o  maintain lateral  and directionai trim 
with control displacements from the  initial trim positions of no more than 2.0 inches 
as the  ergine power or collective-pitch, or both, a r e  varied either slowly or rapidly in 
either direction throughout t he  available range. 
Level 3 Level I Level 2 
Lateral 
25 
0.5 
Lat era1 
15  
3.3 
Lateral 
20 
3.0 
Directionai 
,. 15 
3 
Directional 
70 
20 
Directional 
90 
18 
Directional control with asymmetric loading 
With the  aircraft initially trimmed directionally with any asymmetric 
load ix  specified in the contract a t  any speed in the Operational Flight Envelope, it 
shall be  possible t o  maintain a straight path throughout the Operatiordl Flight Envelope 
with rudder pedal control forces not exceeding the maximums specified in Table 3.2- 
17 without retrimmirg. 
3.2.21 Control of sideslip in rolls 
In the rolling maneuvers described in 3.2. i 3, directional control 
effectiveness shall be adequate t o  mair~tain the initial trim value of sideslip with rudder 
pedal forces not exceeding the maximums in Table 3.2-17. This requirement applies 
t o  rolling maneuvers of magnitude up t o  the required roll performance of 3.2.13. For 
inputs smaller than those required t o  meet the roll prformance requirements of 3.2.13, 
the resultant forces shall be divided by the  ratio of the bank angle obtained at the 
time specified in 3.2.13 t o  the bank angle required, and the  results compared with the  
limits of Tabie 3.2.17 for compliance. 
3.2.22 Tun coordination 
With the rotorcraft trimmed for zero bank angle straight flight, it shall 
be possible t o  maintain steady coordinated turns in either direction using the bank angle 
required far a standard ra te  (3 deglsec) turn witn rudder pedal forces not exceeding 
15 pounds and with lateral cyclic contro! force not exceeding 2 pounds. These 
requirements shall apply for Level 1 and Level 2. 
R u d e r  perk1 induced roll 
F a  Lwelr  1 and 2 the application of right rudder pedal displacement and 
f o r m  shall not result in left roils and the qpplication of left rudder pedal displactment 
and force shall not result in right rolls. . 
3.2.24 Turns without use of rudder pedal 
When trimmed at any speed in the Operational Flight Envelope, it shall 
be possibie to make sustained turns through 360 degree both to the  lef t  and t o  t h e  right 
by use of t he  cyclic controller alone. These turns shall be possible with the  rudder 
pedals held fixed and with t h e  rudder pedals free. 
3.2.25 Bank a m l e  ;nd roll r a t e  oscillations 
] and The values of t he  parameter sets [@OSCI @ 1, ' q5 
(POsC/p1, 9PSTEP) followirg a [lateral cyclic impulse with rudder pedal free] (lateral 
cyclic step with rudder pedal fixed) shall be within the  limits in Figure 3.2-1 for Level 
1 and Level 2. For a l l  levels, t he  change in bank angle shall always be  in t h e  direction 
of t h e  lateral  cyclic command. The lateral  cyclic impuse shail be as abrupt as practical. 
The roll r a t e  oxil lat ion requirement shall apply for lateral  cyclic step inputs up t o  
the magnitude which causes a 40 degree bank angle change in 1.7 Td seconds. These 
requirements shall apply t o  any trim cordition within t h e  Service Flight Envelope. 
3.2.26 Sideslip excursions. The amount of sideslip ( ra te  of change of sideslip) 
following a lateral cyclic cmpulse] (step) command with rudder pedal [free] (fixed) shall 
be within t h e  limits on Figure 3.2-2 for Level I and Level 2. The lateral  cyclic 
impulse shall be as &rl*pt as practical. The requirement shall apply for s tep  lateral 
cyclic  command^ up t o  the  magnitude which causes a 40 degree bank angle change in 
Td seconds. These requirements shall apply t o  any tr im condition within the  Service 
Flight Envelope. 
3.3 ACCELERP TINC AND DECELERATING TRANSITIONS 
3.3.1 Accelerat im and d e c e l e r a t i ~  capability 
With the  rotorcraft trimmed for steady flight in ground ef fec t  at any 
point in any Operational Flight Envelope associated with the  Hover and Low Speed 
Flight Regiqn it shall be  possible t o  accelerate rapidly and safely using maximum 
continuous power t o  any point in any Operational Flight Envelope associated *?:ith t h e  
Forward Flight Region. With the  rotorcraft trimmed for stcz$j iiigtit a t  any point in 
I , LEVEL 2 
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111 100 
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101 00 1 
011 000 
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any Operational Flight Envelope associated with the Forward Flight Region it shall be 
possible to decelerate rapidly and safely to any point in ground effect in any Operational 
Flighs Envelop associated with the Ewer and Low Speed FligM Region. 
3.3.2 Opcratiw restrictions 
It shall be possible to execute t he  maneuvers of 3.3.1 without restriction 
from factors such as lorgitudinal, lateral or directional control power, operation of 
trimmi= devices or sufaces, shaking, vibration, rotor rpm variations, thust repsonse, 
torque limits, control law variations, control system gain schedules etc. All  controls 
required to perform the manewers shall be easily operated by one pilot. 
3.3.3 Flexibility of operation 
A t  any time duing the maneuvers of 3.3.1, it shall be possible for the 
pilot to quickly and safely stop the acceleration and to reverse its direction. 
3.3.4 Control manipulations required for accelerations/decelerations 
The variations in lateral cyclic and rudder pedal control shall be mi~imal 
durirg t h e  maneuvers of 3.3.1. Collective, power, and thrust control manipulations 
shall not result in an objectionable pilot workload. 
3.3.5 Control margins 
The margin of control power remaining at any stage in the 
acceleratirg/decelerati~ manewers of 3.3.1 shall not be less than that specified in 
Table 3.1-8 for speeds within the Hover and Low Speed Flight Region and shall not be 
less than that specified in Tables 3.2-14 and 3.2-16 for speeds within the Forward 
Flight Region. 
3.3.6 Control displacements and forces 
It shall be possible to perform the acceleration/deceleration maneuvers of 
3.3.1 with control displacements and control forces not exceeding those specified in 
Table 3.1-13. Use of trim controllers is permitted. 
3.17 Control force variations 
Control force variations occurring in any five second period during the 
acceleratirrg/deeluatirg manewers of 3.3.1 durirrg which the trim controllers are not 
used shall not exceed the limits specified in Table 3.3-1. 
Table 3.3-1 
CONTROL FORCE VARIATIONS (POUNDS) 
AUTOROTATION 
Autorotation Capability 
Level 3 
30 
15 
75 
30 
7 
Controller 
Longitudinal cyclic 
Lateral cyclic 
Rudder Pedai 
Collective 
Power 
* 
The rotoraaft shall be capable of safely entering into partial power and 
power OFF autorotation at any point in the Service Flight Envelopes associated with 
the  Hover and Low Speed Region and the Forward Flight Region a t  all power settings 
and normal states required by the operational missions and all failure states. I t  shall 
be possible to make the transition from powered flight to autorotation under t h e  
followirg conditions. 
3.4.1. I Multiengine rotoraaft. Multiengine rotoraaft shall be capable of entering 
into power OFF autorotation follaving simultaneous failure of all engines in climbing 
flight at the airspeed for best rate of climb at all power settings and any loading 
required by the  operational missions or resulting from failure states. 
Level I 
10 
5 
25 
10 
2 
3.4.1 .2 Failure of emine developing highest power. The capability exists for 
multiergine rotorcraft to  conduct flight with the ergines mismatched in power output, 
therefore, the following requirements shall apply following failure of the engine 
developirg the highest power. 
Level 2 
20 
10 
50 
20 
5 
3.4.1.3 Pilot reaction delay. For al l  flight conditions except simultaneous failure 
of multiple engines during climb, initiation of t he  necessary manual control motion 
shall be  delayed by either the  ergine failure warning subsystem reaction t ime plus 1.0 
secopd for all controls, or shall be  delayed by 2.0 seconds for collective pitch control 
and 1.0 second for all other controls, whichever occurs first. Following simultaneous 
failwe of multiple engines in climb, initiation of t he  necessary control motions shall 
be p e r n ~ i t t d  with 0.5 second delay time. 
3.4.1 .4 Attitude chankes from initial conditions. Assuming the pilot reaction 
delays specified in 3.4.1.3, engine failures and autorotational flight entry shall not result 
in pitch, roll or  yaw at t i tude changes from the conditions existing at the s ta r t  of the 
engine failure that  a r e  larger than the limits specified in Table 3.4-1. 
Table 3.4-1 
ATTITUDE CHANCES FOLLOWING ENGINE FAILURE (DECREES) 
3.4.1.5 Altitude loss. At speeds between 50 KCAS and the  limit airspeed, t he  
allowable al t i tude loss occurring previous t o  any collective control command by the  
pilot for recovery shall be no more than 50 f ee t  from t h e  extension of t he  initial flight 
path. 
3.4.1.6 Rotor RPM drop. At no t ime during autorotation entry shall the  rotor 
speed fall  below a sa fe  minimum transient autorotat ive value, as distinct from t h e  
minimum power OFF autorotative steady-stat0 RPM. 
Yaw 
> V ~ i n  RID 
5O 
1 oO 
15O 
3.4.1.7 Control ??:.gins. The margin of control power remaining a t  any t ime 
dwiq autorotation entry and steady state autorotation shall not b e  less than tha t  
Yaw 
< V ~ i n  RID 
1 oO 
1 o0 
30° 
Roll 
5O 
1 o0 
15O 
- 
Level 
1 
2 
3 
* 
Pitch 
50 
lo0 
15O 
specified in Table 3.1-8 for speeds within the  Hover and Law Speed Region and shall 
no? b e  less than  tha t  specified in Tables 3.2-14 and 3.2-16 for speeds within the  Forward 
Flight Region. 
3.4.1.8 Control force  variations. Control force variations during t h e  transition 
from powered flight to autorotat ive flight shall not exceed the  maximums specified in 
Table 3.3-1. 
3.4.1.9 Rotor speed control in autorotation. During unaccelerated autorotationa! 
flight, t he  pilot shall be able to maintain rotor speed between t h e  upper and lower 
power OFF autorotational limits. This requirement must be  met  within the  operatiom1 
envelope and loading envelope without special rigging modifications in the  collective 
control and main rotor blade a q l e  relationship. 
3.4.1.10 Dynamic Stability in steady autorotation. The longitudinal, lateral and 
directional dynamic stability requirements of either 3.1 or 3.2 shall apply in autorotation 
depend ix  on the airspeed. 
3.5 GROUND HANDLING, TAKEOFF AND LANDING 
3.5.1 S t a r t i m  and stopping rotor 
It shall be possible while on t h e  ground or other landing surface t o  s ta r t  
and stop the  rotor blades in the environment specified in 3.9 with the  wind from the 
most a i t i c a l  azimuth relative t o  the  nose of t h e  rotorcraft.  
3.5.2 Holdim ground position 
It  shall be possible without wheel chocks t o  maintain a fixed positlon on 
a level paved surface with normal rotor speed, prior t o  lift-off. This requirement 
applies for  all normal states and those failure s ta tes  for which take-off capability is 
required. The requirement applies throughout the  ranges of al t i tude and temperature 
for  which operation is required and in t h e  environmental conditions specified in Section 
3.9. 
3.5.3 Holdiqz deck position on movim ship. It shall be possible, with the  aid 
of hold-down devices, t o  maintain a fixed position on the  deck of a ship a t  sea in the  
sea s t a t e  and wind environment specified in 3.9 with normal rotor speed, prior t o  lift-off. 
3.5.4 Ground handlirg. It  shall be  possible t o  perform all required maneuvers 
including, taxiing and pivoting, without clamage t o  rotor stops and without contact 
between the  main rotor or ta i l  rotor blades and any part of t he  helicopter structure. 
3.5.5 Directional Control on the  ground. Directional control shall be sufficiently 
powerful t ha t  i t s  use in conjunction with other  controls will permit rotorcraft equi;ped 
with wheel landirg gear t o  perform required taxiing maneuvers at all  allowable rotor 
speeds. The following ground handling conditions shall be met  with t h e  cyclic controller 
in  t he  position required for maintaining the  desired taxi speed. 
3.5.5.1 Maintain straight path. It shall be possible, without the  use of brakes, 
to maintain a straight tax i  path in t he  ground operating environment specified in 3.9 
with t h e  wind from any direction relative t o  the  nose of the  rotorcraft.  
3.5.5.2 T v n s  through 360°. It  shall be possible t o  make 360 degree turns in 
either direction by pivoting on either main landing gear in the  winds specified in 3.9. 
3.5.6 Vertical Takeoff and Landiw Capability 
The r o t o r a a f t  shall be capable of making satisfactory vertical takeoffs 
and vertical landings in t he  environments defined in 3.9. 
Running Takeoffs 
From a level paved surface, it shall be  possible t o  make satisfactory, safe  
running takeoffs up to ground speeds of a t  least  45 KT. 
Landirg from autorotation 
It shall be possible to  repeatedly make safe, power OFF, autorotational 
landings a t  speeds of 15 KTAS, or less. This capability is required in calm air ar 
design gross weight (less jettisonable stores) a t  4000 feet in 35% air temperature at 
the end of a stabilized autorotational descent. 
3.5.9 Control effectiveness in takeoff 
The effectiveness of the longitudinal, lateral and directional controls shall 
not restrict the  takeoff performance of the rotoraaft  and shall be sufficient to prevent 
over-rotation to undesirable attitudes following lift-off or while in ground effect over 
uneven surf aces. 
3.5.10 Control effectiveness in landing 
The effectiveness of the longitudinal, lateral and directional controls shall 
not restrict the landing performance of the rotorcraft and shall be sufficient to perform 
flare maneuvers, required for autorotational or running landings, and to control the 
rotorcraft when in flight over uneven surfaces. 
3.5.1 1 Control force limits in takeoff and landing 
With the trim setting optional but fixed, the control forces required for 
takeoff or for landis  shall not exceed one half the limits specified in Table 3.3-1. 
3.6 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
Controller freeplay and dead zone 
The free play and dead zone associated with each controller shall not 
result in objectionable flight characteristics. Free play is defined as controller 
displacement that is not resisted by control system inertia, damping, friction or spring 
forces. Dead zone is defined as controller displacement that does not cause displacement 
of the control surface in flight. 
Control centering and breakout forces 
The lo%itudinal and lateral cyclic controller should exhibit positive 
centering in flight at any normal trim setting. The rudder pedal controller should 
exbibit positive centerirg in the Forward Flight Region. Although absolute centering 
is not required, the  combined effects of centering, breakout ;orce, stability and force 
gradient shall not produce objectionable fllght characteristics, such as poor tracking or 
permit large departures from trim conditions with controllers free. Breakout forces, 
includiw friction, preload, etc., shall be within the limits specified in Table 3.6-1. The 
limit values refer t o  controller force requued t o  start  movement of the control surface 
in flight. 
Table 3.6-1 
LIMIT CONTROL FORCES FOR BREAKOUT 
INCLUDING FRICTION (POUNDS) 
*May be measured with adjustable function set. 
3.6.3 C~nt ro l l e r  force-displacement gradients in the Hover and Low Speed Flight 
Controller 
Longitudinal cyclic 
Lateral cyclic 
Rudder Pedals 
Collective 
Region 
The force-displacement gradients of the  cockpit controllers shall be within 
the range specified in Table 3.6-2 throughout the Service Fligin Er~velope associated 
with Flight Phases in the  Hover and Low Speed Flight Region. In addition, the gradient 
near trim shall be such that the total force required to  produce one inch of controller 
displacement shall not be less than twice the breakout force. For the  remaining travel, 
the local gradients shall not change by more than 50 percent in one inch of travel. 
Level 3 
Max. 
5 
4 
20 
10 
Level 2 Level 1 
Min. 
0.5 
0.5 
* 3.0 
* 1.0 
Min. 
0.5 
0.5 
*3.0 
* 1.0 
Max. 
3 
3 
14 
6 
Max. 
1.5 
1.5 
7.0 
3.0 
Table 3.6-2 
C3NTROLLER FORCE-DISPLACEMENT GRADIENTS 
FOR HOVER AND LOW SPEED (POUNDS PER INCH) 
3.6.4 Adjustment of controllers 
Th t  cyclic and collective cockpit controls need not be adjustable. The 
pedals shall be adjustable and t h e  control characteristics which a r e  defined in 3.6.1, 
3.6.2 and 3.6.3 shall refer t o  t h e  median adjustment. A force  referred t o  any other 
adjustment shall not differ by more than 10 percent from the  force a t  t he  median 
adjustment. 
i3ontroller 
Longitudinal Cyclic  
Lateral Cyclic 
Rudder Pedals 
- 
3.6.5 R a t e  of control displacement 
The ability of t he  rotorcraft t o  opera te  in t h e  turbuience environment 
specified in 3.9 and t o  perform the  maneuvers required by the  operational missions 
shall not be limited by the  ra tes  of control deflection or operation of auxiliary control 
devices nor shall t he  r a t e s  of operation of either primary controls or awil iar iy devices 
result in obix t ionable  flight characteristics. 
Level 3 
Max. 
8 
6 
2 1 
Level 2 Level I 
3.6.6 Mechanical cross-coupli ng 
Min. 
0.5 
0.5 
2.0 
Min. 
0.5 
0.5 
2.0 
Displacement of one cockpit controller shall not produce objectionable 
forces or displacements at any of t he  other cockpit controllers. 
Max. 
5 
4 
14 
Max. 
3.0 
2.0 
7.0 
3.6.7 Dynamic characteristics 
The controller deflection shall not lead the applied control force for  any 
frequency or fo rce  amplitude. Time delay and lag in t he  command channels from the  
loqi tudinal  cyclic, la teral  cyclic, rudder pedal and collective controllers t o  t he  ro torcraf t  
control surfaces shall b e  kept to  a minimum t o  prevent degraded flying q u a l ~ t i e s  and 
pilot induced oscillations. The  requirements in 3.1.2.1, 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.10.1 shall apply. 
3.6.8 Control system d a m p i q  
All coctrol  system oscillations shall be  well dam?ed, unless they a r e  rf 
such an amplitude, frequency, or phasirg that  t he  cockpit-controller or a i r f r ame  
oscillations resulting from abrupt maneuvers or flight in atmospheric disturbances a r e  
compatible with t h e  required level of f l y i ~  qualities as determined in 2.4. 
3.6.9 Augmentation systems 
Normal operation of stability augmentatjion and control augmentation 
systems and devices shall not introduce any objectionable f!ight or ground handling 
characteristics. 
3.6.10 Performance of augmentation systems 
Any degradation of t h e  performance of augmentation systems during flight 
in a severe atmospheric d i s tubance  environment consistent with t he  operationill missior 
or because of ,Lructural vibrations, shall b e  taken into account in demonst 
compliance with t h e  required Level of flyirlg qualities. In addition, any limits on the  
authority of augmentation systems or saturation of equipmer4 shall not produce flying 
characteristics inconsistent with t he  required Level of flying cls l i t ies .  
Flight Control System F a i l u e s  
Special p rov i s i~ns  shall be  incorporated t o  preclude any a i t i c a l  single 
failure of t h e  flight control system includiw trim devices or stability augmentation 
system which may result in flying qualities which a r e  dangerous or intolerable. Failure- 
induced transient motions and tirm changes resultirg ei ther  immediately a f t e r  failure 
or upon subsequent transfer t o  a l te rna te  control modes shall be small and gradual 
enough ttlat dangerou.5 f l y i s  qualities will not result. In addition, the  crew member 
concerned shall b e  provided with immediate and easily interpreted indications whenever 
failures occw in the  flight control system. 
3.6.17 Control force  to  suppress transients 
Without retrimming, the  cockpit control forces required t o  suppress 
transients following a failure in any part of t he  flight control system shall not exceed 
one-half the  Level I limit control force values in Table 3.3-1. 
3.6.13 Transients and trim changes 
This requirement applies t o  all R o t o r a a f t  S ta te  changes made under 
conditions representative of operational procedure by activation of the  rotorcrat t  S t a t e  
selectors and controls available t o  the  pilot. With t h e  rotorcraft initially trimmed at 
a fixed operating point, the  peak pitch, roll, and yaw control forces required to  suppress 
the transient rotorcraft moticrls resulting from the  change and t o  maintain the  desired 
heading, attitude, altitude, r s t e  of climb or descent, or speed without use of the  
trimmer control, shnll not exceed one-third of the appropriate limit control force  in 
Table 3.3-1. This applies for a t ime  interval of a t  least 5 seconds following completion 
of the  pilot action initiating the  change. The magnitude and r a t e  of trim change a f t e r  
tnis period shall be such that  the forces c l n  be trimmed as required in 3.6.15. There 
shall be no objectionable buff?ting or oscillations of t he  c o ~ t r o l  device during the  change. 
3.6.14 Transfer t o  al ternate control modes 
The transients and tr lm changes caused by the  intentional engagement or 
disengagement of any portion of the  flight control system consistent with normal service 
use, such a s  selection of a particular augmentation mode, shall not exceed the  following 
limits for a t  least 2 seconds following the  transfer. These limits apply for controls f ree  
in t he  Operational Flight Envelope; +O.lg normal or +.05g lateral acceleration 23  degrees 
per second roll rate. 
Trim system 
At all  steady flight conditions within the  Operational Flight Envelope, t h e  
trimming devices shall be capable o:f rcdilci~;,q t he  pitch, roll, and yaw control forces 
t o  zero for Levels 1 and 2. A: a11 steady flight conditions within the  Service Flight 
Envelope, the untrimmable cockpit control :orces shall not exceed 10 pounds pitch, 5 
pounds roll, and 20 pounds yaw. For Leitei 3., t he  untrimmed cockpit control forces 
shall not exceed 10 pounds pitch, 5 pounds roll, and 20 pouods yaw. The failures to 
be considered in applying the Lcvel 2 and 3 requirements shall include t r im sticking 
and runaway i n  either direction. It is permissible to meet the Level 2 and 3 requirements 
by providing the pilot with alternate t r im mechanisms or override capability. 
Rate of tr im operation 
Trim devices shall operate rapidly enough to enable the pilot to maintain 
the pitch and roll control forces less than one-third of the appropriate l inl i t  Xorces in 
Table 3.3-1 during any maneuver consistent with service use, but not ever to  operate 
so rapidly as to cause oversensitivity or tr im precision difficulties. There shall be no 
uncommanded control oscillations or abrupt movements following and during activation 
or deactivation of the force tr im device. Stick "jump" when trim is actuated is 
unacceptable. 
3.6.17 Trim system irreversibility 
Al l  trimming devices shall maintain a given setting indefinitely unless 
changed by the pilot, by a special automatic interconnect, or by the operation of an 
augmentation device. I f  an automatic interconnect or augmentation device i s  used in 
conjunction with a t i lm  device, provis;on stall be made to ensure the accurate return 
of the device to  its init ial t r im position on completion of each interconnect or 
augmentatior. operation. 
3.6.18 Collective irreversibility 
The collective controller shall not tend to vary from i t s  tr im position 
under any operati% conditions. 
3.7 SPECIFIC FAILURES 
General 
No single failure of any componellt or system shall result in  dangerous or 
intolerable f ly i rg qualities, Special Failure States 2.1.5.4 are excepted. 
3.7.2 Failure W a r n i w s  
The crew members concerned shall be  provided with i~:lmediate and easily 
interpreted indications whenever failures occur that  require or limit any flight-crew 
action or decision. 
3.7.3 Loss of t a d  rotor thrust 
Loss of tail  rotor thrust with t h e  rotorcraft operating at the  most cr i t ical  
combination of airspeed, gross weight and center  of gravity shall not cause the  r o t o r a a f t  
to  pitch or roll uncontrollably and it shall b e  possible t o  perform a safe  power OFF 
landicg a t  a touchdown -,.meed no greater  than 35 KTAS, on a paved surface, without 
exceeding a sideward drift of 6 KTAS at sea level standard day conditions. 
3.7.4 Emine  and primary electrical failure. Total ergine failure, primary 
eiectrical subsystem failure, or both, shall not result in loss of flight control system 
operation. 
3.8 hlISCELLANEC'JS REQUIREMENTS 
3.8.1 Approach t o  dangerous flight conditions 
If dangerous conditions exist wnerc :kc I .:rorcraf; should not be flown, it 
shall be possible by clearly disc-ern&ls means for the  pi!ot t o  recognize the  approdch 
to the i m p e r d i s  dangers and t o  take preventive action. Final determination of the  
adequacy of all warning of impending dangerous flight conditions will be made by t h e  
procurirlg activity, cons ide r i s  functional effectiveness and reliability. Devices may be  
used to prevent entry t o  dangerous conditions only if t h e  cr i ter ia  for their design, and 
the specific devices, a r e  approved oy the  procuring activity. 
Warning and indication 
Warning or indication of approach to a danger045 condition shall be  clear 
and unambiguous. If a warning or indication device is required, functional failure of 
the device shall be indicated t o  the pilot. 
3.8.3 Prevention of L rlgerous conditions 
Dangerous-condition-prevention devices shall perform their designated 
function whenever needed, but shall not limit flight in t he  Operational Flight Envelope. 
Hazardous operation of these devices, normal or inadvertent, shall never be possible. 
For Lesel 1 and 2, neither hazardous nor nuisance operation sha:l be possible. For Level 
hazarrsus inadvertent operation shall not be possible. 
3.8.4 Pilct Induced Osc'.lations 
There shall be no tendency for a sbstained or uncontrollable oscillation 
resulting from efforts  of t h e  pilot t o  maintain steady flight or t o  perform t h e  maneuvers 
required by t h e  Flight Phase. 
3.8.5 Residual Oscillations 
-
The rotorcraft and control systems shall be f ree  of residual oscillations 
and limit cycle oscillations for Level I .  Small amplitude residual oscillations and limit 
cycles a r e  permitted for Level 2 provided t h e  oscillations do not inhibit performing 
tasks required for  the Flight Phase. Residual oscillations and l i m ~ t  cycles a r e  permitted 
for Level 3 provided flight safety is not affected by :he oscillations. 
Buffet 
Within the  boundaries of t he  Operational Flight Er::elope, there shall be 
no objectionable buffet which might detract  from the  effectiveness of the  r o t o r a a f t  
in executing i ts  intended missions. 
3.8.7 Release of stores 
The intentional release of any stores shall not result in objectionabie flight 
characteristics for Levels I and 2. Moreover, t he  intentional release of stores shall 
never result in dangerous or intolerable flight characteristics. This requirement applies 
for all flight conditions and s tore  loadings at which normal or emergency s tore  release 
is structura!ly permissible. 
3.8.8 Effects of armament delivery and special equipment 
Operation of movable parts such as bomb bay doors, cargo doors, armament 
pods, refueling devices, rescue equipment, or firing of weapons, release of bombs, or 
delivery or pickup of cargo shall not cause buffet, trim changes, or other characteristics 
which impair the  tactical effectivness of the  aircraft under any pertinent flight condition. 
These requirements shall be met for Levels 1 and 2. 
3.8.9 Cross-coupled effects 
Control inputs or rotorcraft motions about a given rotorcraft axis shall 
not induce objectionable control forces or rotorcraft motions about any other axis. The 
ratio of the maximum amplitude of roll ra te  (pitch rate) t o  pitch ra te  (roll rate) 
following a rapid longitudinal (lateral) control command shall satisfy the requirements 
of Table 3.8-1 for at least 3 seconds fo lk  wing initiation of the  control input. 
Table 3.8-1 
PITCH-ROLL ANGULAR RATE COUPLING RATIOS 
Gyroscopic effects 
Flight Phase 
Category 
XIX 
XOX 
Gyroscopic moments caused by rotating components shall not result in 
ob jecionable flight or ground handlirg characteristics. In flight, the  elimination of 
the crosscoupled response during the maneuvers required t o  demonstrate compliance 
with this specification shall require lesr than LO percent of the maximum control 
moment available about the  cross-cou~ling axis for Level 1, and less than 20 percent 
for Level 2. 
Maximum ratio less than 
Level 1 
0.3 
0.5 
Level 2 
0.5 
0.7 
Level 3 
1.0 
1.0 
3.8.11 Inertial and aerodynamic cross-coupling 
The application of any cockpit control input necessary to  meet  any pitch, 
roll or yaw performance requirement of this  specification shall not result in any 
objectionable rotorcraft at t i tudes or angular rates *out t h e  axes  not under consideration. 
In addit ion, undesired changes shall be minimal. 
Vibration characteristics 
Throughout t he  Operational Flight Envelope, t he  aircraft  shall be f ree  0' 
objectionable shake, vibration, or roughness. In addition, throughon the  O p e r a t i ~ n ~ l  
Flight Envelope the  aircraft  shall not exhibit mechanical or  aeroelastic instabilities 
(i.e., ground resonance, flutter,  etc.) that  degrade t h e  flying qa l i t i e s .  
3.9 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Unless otherwise specified by the  procuring activity for a specific 
procurement, t he  environmental conditions defined in this section describe t h e  
environments in which t h e  r o t o r a a f t  must be designed t o  operate. These environmental 
conditions will be used to evaluate t he  flying qualities through analysis, simulation and 
flight test.  
Continuous turbulence models 
Two model forms for d e s a i  bing continuous random turbulence a r e  defined. 
Either model may be used in the  process of designing and evaluating the rotorcraft 
flyirg qualities. The von Karman form of t he  spectra for the  turbulence velcoities is: 
The Dryden form of the  spectra for the turbulence velocities is: 
wherz: fl &/vT and vT is True Airspeed but not less than 
35 Knots 
3.9.1.1 Scale l e w t h s  The scale lengths for u=e in the continuous random 
turbulence models of 3.9.1 are defined as functions of altitude. 
von Karman Model 
Above h = 2500 f t  Lu = 2 L, = 2 L, = 2500 feet 
Below h = 2500 f t  L, = 2 Lv = 184 h1I3 ieet 
2 L, = h feet  
Dryden Model 
Above h = 1750 f t  L, = 2 L,, = 2 L, = 1750 feet 
Below h = 1750 f t  Lu = 2 L, = 141 h1I3 ieet  
2 L, = h feet 
3.9.1.2 RMS intensities. The root-mean-square intensities uu = uv to be used in 
the  continuous random turbulence models of 3.9.1 are defined in Table 3.9-1. 
Table 3.9-1 
q, AND u, INTENSITES 
The magnitude of at, is a function of oi, and the scale length definitiom as follows. 
von Karman Model Dryden' Model 
Environment h < 2500/1750 f t  h > 2500/1750 f t  
Operational = 6 ftlsec % = 6 ft/scc 
Most Severe q, = 10 ft/sec q, = 20 ft lsec 
Below h = 2500 ft. for the von Karman model and below h = 1750 f t .  for the Dryden 
model, the magnitude of % is a function of altitude. 
L 
von Karman Model Dryden Model 
h < 2500 feet h < 1750 feet 
3.9.1.3 Application of the disturbance model in analyses. The gust and turbulence 
velocities shall be applied to  the rotorcraft equations of motion through the aerodynamic 
terms only, and the direct effect on the aerodynamic sensors shall be included when 
such sensors are part of the rotorcraft augmentation system. When using the discrete 
gust model, all significant aspects of the penetration of t h e  gust by the rotorcraft shall 
be incorporated in the analyses. Application of the distrrbance model depends on the 
range of frequencies of concern in the analyses of the rotorcraft. When structural 
modes are  significant, the exact distribution of t v bulence velocities should be considered. 
For this purpose, it is acceptable t o  consider ug and v as being one-dimoisional g 
functions only of x, but wg shall be considered two-dimensional, a function of both x 
and y, for the evaluation of aerodynamic forces and moments. 
When structural modes are  not significant, rotorcraft rigid-body responses 
may be evaluated by considering uniform gust or turbulence immersion along with linear 
gradients of the  disturbance velocities. The uniform immersion is accounted for by 
"g, vg , and wg defined at the  rotorcraft center of gravity. The angular velocities due 
t o  tubulence a re  ecpivalent to the  aerodynamic effect  of rotorcraft angular velocities. 
A ~ r o x i m a t i o m  for these angular velocities are defined (precisely at very low frequencies 
only) as follows: 
The spectra of the  ?ngular velocity disturbances due t o  turbulence a re  then given by: 
where b = wing span or the  rotor diameter whichever is greater. The turbulence 
components, ug, vg, wg, and pg shall be considered mutually independent (uncorrelated) 
in a statistical sense. However, qg is correlated with wg, and rg is correlated with 
For the discrete gusts the  linear gradient gives angular velocity perturbations of 
the  form: 
For the  lowalt i tude model, the turbulence velocity components, ug, vg, and wg a r e  t o  
be taken along axes with ug aligned along the  relative mean wind vector and wg vertical. 
3.9.2 Discrete gust model. 
The discrete gust model may be used for any of the  three gust-velocity 
components and, by derivation, any of the three angular components. 
The discrete gust has t h e  "1-cosine" shape given by: 
d a distance,  x ,  f t .  
The discrete gust above may be  used singly or in multiples in order t o  assess rotorcraft 
response to, or pilot control of, large disturbances. Step function or lienar ramp gusts 
may also be used. 
3.9.2.1 Gust lengths. - Several values of dm shall be used, each chosen so tha t  
t h e  gust is tuned t o  each of t he  natural frequencies of t he  rotorcraft and i t s  flight 
control system (higher-frequency structural modes may be excepted). For t he  Severe 
intensities, modes with wavelengths less than the  t u ~  bulence scale length may be 
excepted. 
3.9.2.2 Gust magnitudes. The g u n  magnitudes ug, vg, and wg shall be determined 
from Figure 3.9-1 using values of dm from 3.9.2.1 and values of a,, Cv and a, 
from 3.9.1.2. Microbursts or downbursts, i.e. short-lived vertical downdrafts can occur 
at altitudes below 300 feet.  These may be represented by a full !I-cos) function with 
Vm = -30 f t l s ec  and dm = 1800 ft  where dm is horizontal distance. 
3.9.3 Mean wind model 
The mean wind speed variation with altitude, above the  ground, is defined 
by the  following equation 
Vw = Vo + C h  o < h < 300 fee t  
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The surface wind Vo is defined in Table 3.9-2. 
Table 3.9-2 
SURFACE WIND MAGNITUDE 
The wind speed is relative t o  the  ground. The directions headwind, crosswind and 
tailwind refer t o  desired ground track. In vertical flight a t  zero ground speed, the 
wind directions refer t o  rotorcraft heading at zero altitude. 
Environment 
Operational 
Most Severe 
The wind gradient with altitude is defined in Table 3.9.2a. 
Table 3.9 2a 
WIND GRADIENT 
'J 0 
Environmen; G ft/sec Per Foot 
Operational 
Most Severe .34 
Tree-line wake 
Tailwind 
0 ftlsec 
0 f t l sec  
Headwind 
50 ftlsec 
76 ftfsec 
The mean wind speed variation wit9 altitude in the lee of a line of closely 
spaced trees is defined in Figure 3.9-2. The wind direction is perpendicular to  the 
t ree  line. The wind speed a t  140 feet altitude is specified in Table 3.9-3. 
Crosswind 
50 ftlsec 
50 ft/sec 
Table 3.9-3 
WIND SPEED AT 140 FT ALTITUDE 
Most Severe I24 ft/sec 
The surface wind Vo is defined in Table 3.9-2. 
Table 3.3-2 
SURFACE WlND MAGNITUDE 
v 0 
Environment Headwind Crosswind Tailwind 
Operational 50 ft lsec 50 !t/scc 0 ftlsec 
Most Severe 76 ft lsec 50 ftlsec 0 f t lsec 
The wind speed is relative to  the ground. The directions headwind, crosswind and 
tailwind refer to desired ground track. In vertical flight a t  zero ground speed, the 
wind directions refer t o  rotorcraft heading at zero altitude. 
The wind gradient with altitude is defined in Table 3.9.2a. 
,. , 
Table 3." 23 
WlND GRADIENT 
Environment 
Operational 
Most Severe 
Tree-line wake 
C fttsec Per Foot 
.I4 
.34 
The mean wind speed variation with altitude in the lee of a line of closely 
spaced trees is defined in Figure 3.9-2. The wind direction is perpendicular to the 
tree line. The wind s p e d  at 140 feet  altitude is specified in Table 3.9-3. 
Table 3.9-3 
WIND SPEED AT 140 FT ALTITUDE 
Environment 
Operational 
Most S e v e n  

3.9.5 Ship airwake models 
Airwake models for 00-963 an  DE-I052 class ships have been defined in 
References 3.9-1 and 3.9-2. These airwake modcls, or improved verisons, shall be used 
for design and evaluation of the  flyinq qualities of rotorcraft required t o  takeoff and 
land on this class ship or t o  perform other Flight Phases in close proximity t o  this 
class ship while under way at sea. The ship airwake environment is specified in 
Table 3.9-4. 
Table 3.9-4 
SHIP AIRWAKE AND SHIP MOTION 
Environme~? Condition* 
Operational 
Moat Severe 
0 The condition numbers refer t o  Table 11 of 
Reference 3.9- 1. 
3.9.6 Rainfall model 
The rainfall ra te  environment is specified in Table 3.9-5. 
Table 3.9-5 
RAINFALL RATE ENVIRONMENT 
3.9.7 Atmospheric t e m ~ e r a t w e ,  pressure and density 
The variation of air tgmpaature ,  pressure and density with altitude is 
specified in Tabie 3.9-6. 
Table 3.9-6 
Standard 
Ambient light 
Ambient light conditions a r e  defined a s  follows. 
Day-direct bright sunlight I x lo4 foot candles 
Night-low light level 2.5 x foot candles 
Dark No light 
3.9.9 Surf ace slope-takeoffllandiryg 
The surface slope conditions for which the rotorcraft must be designed t o  
perform takeoff and landing operatiom are  specified in Table 3.9-7. 
Table 3.9-7 
SURFACE SLOPE-TAKEOFFILANDING 
3.9.10 Ship motion models 
# 
Environment 
Operational 
Most Severe 
Ship motion models for the DD 963 class ship are  defined in Zef. 3.9-1. 
These ship motion mcdels, or improved versiorrs, shall be used for desigr! . nd evaluation 
of the flying qualities of rotorcraft required t o  takeoff and land an this class ship. 
The ship rrrorion environmer:r I S  specified in Table 3.9-4. 
Slope 
lo0 All azimuth angles relative to nose 
15O Side-to-side 
3.9. I 1  Flight deck environment 
The flight deck configuration, size, visual landing aids and acc-ssories of 
aviation facility ships deL led in References 3.9-6 and 3.9-1 shall be used for design 
and evaluation of the flying qualities of rotorcraft required to takeoff and land on or 
otherwise operate in conjunction with aviation facility ships. 
19-1. Fortenbaugh, R.L., "Mathematical Models for the Aircraft C2erationa1 
Environment of DD-963 Class Ships," Vought Corp. 2-55830/8R-35F0 26 
3.9-2 Fortenbaugh, R.L., "A Math Model For The Airwake of a DE-1052 Class 
Ship," Vought Repcr t 2-5330017R-3397, 13 May 1977. 
3.9-3. St. Denis, M.; W.J. Pierson, "On the Motions of Ships in  Confused Seas," 
Transaaions of the Society -f Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, 
Val. 61. p ~ .  280-357, 1953. 
3.9-4. Brown, R.G.; F.A. Camaratta, "NAVAIRENGCEN Ship Motion Computer 
Program," NAEC Report NAEC MISC-9C3-S, 1978. 
19-5. Baitis, A.E., W.G. Meyers; T.R. Applebee, "A Nun-Aviation Ship Motion 
Data Base for the DD 963, CGZG, FF 1052, FFC 7, and the FF I040 Ship 
Classes." DTNSR 3C Report STD-738-01, Dec 1976. 
3.9-6. Anonymous, "Helicopter Facilities Bulletin No. lC, NAEC 91 122, 31 March 
1976. 
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Section 1 
SPECIFICATION STRUCTURE AND PHILOSOPHY 
The structure proposed for the  mission-oriented flying qualities 
specification for military rotorcraft is broadly similar t o  the  structures of MIL-F-8785C 
and MIL-F-%3?0, however, there are  significant differences in the  classifications, 
categorizations and definitions which will better facilitate achieving the  goal of 
developing mi= on-oriented f l y i s  qualities requirements. 
The specification structure requires that  the  operational missions for which 
the retorcraft is to be designed must be divided into segments which a re  identified as 
Flight Phases. Each Flight Phase is assigned t o  one of ~ i g h t  Flight Phase Categories 
on the basis of required maneuver capability, precision of space position control and 
whether or not target tracking is required. The Flight phases a re  also assigned t o  
Operational Capabaility Classes on t h e  basis of the  visual conditions under which the  
Flight Phase is required to  be performed and the  number of crew members. In addition, 
the  Flight Phases are  assigned t o  Flight Regions on the  basis of speed, acceleration, 
power and ground contact. 
Initially, the flying qualities requirements will be separately stated for 
each of the four Operational Capability Classes. After the  entire specification document 
has been drafted, the requirements for each Operational Capability Class will be reviewed 
to  determine whether the  separate sets of requirements can be combined t o  reduce 
the volume of the specificaiion document. Within each Operational Capabaility Class, 
the requirements are separately stated for each Flight region. The Levels concept is 
used in the  requirement statements and the  individual requirements ;e applied t o  Flight 
Phase Categories or groups of Flight Phase Categories as appropriate for each 
requirement. 
There are  no classification categories based on mission, size, weight or 
configuration factors. It is believed that  the flying qualities requirements should be 
independent of configuration factors and that tk, -. adopted structure permits adequate 
accommodation of size, weight and mission factors. 
Definitions of Rotorcraft States are  introduced along with definitions of 
Flight Envelopes and Operating Environments. The combinations of these factors for 
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which degraded flying qualities will be permitted are defined in the specification 
structure. 
In the following paragraphs, each element of the specification structure 
is introduced, amplified and disrxlssed. 
Requirement 
1 .O SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATIONS 
DISCUSSION 
This section contains the major definitions which establish the framework 
of the specification. Further discussion follows. 
This specification contain% the requirements for the flying and ground 
handling qualities of U.S. military rotorcraft. 
DISCUSSION 
This statement identifies the general type of aircraft to which the 
specification is intended to apply. Rigorous definition of :he term rotorcraft is not 
attempted. Application of the specification in specific prscurements is left to the 
discretion of the procuring activity. 
1.2 03ERATIONAL MISSIONS AND FLIGHT PHASES 
The procuring activity will specify the operational missions to be considered 
by the contractor in designing the rotoraaft to meet the requirements of this 
specificatiorl. The operational missions considered should include the entire spectrum 
of intended operational usage. The contractor shall divide each operational mission 
into segments which will be identified as Flight Phases. Each Flight Phase shall be 
assigned to the appropriate Flight Region of 1.3. Operational Capability Classification 
of 1.4 and Flight Phase Category of 1.5. 
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The procuring activity is charged with responsibility for deficing the 
operational missions that the contractor must consider in designing the rotorcraft. The 
procuring activity is advised to consider the entire spectrum of inter~ded operational 
usage. Although it is often argued that it is not possible to foresee how an aircraft will 
be used by operational units, or, that an aircraft is seldom used for the purpose for 
\-phi& it is procured, these arguments do not negate the need to define the intended 
application so that the contractor can perform the design effort with defined goals. 
The contractor is charged with responsibility for dividing each operational 
mission into segments that are desisnated as Flight Phases. The Flight Phases are 
defined as segments of the operational missions for which the piloting task is fairly 
specific and for which the rotorcraft state, operating condition and flight environment 
are relatively constant. The number of segments into which t h e  operational missions 
should be divided is a compromise between the  desire to tailor and optimize the flying 
qualities throughout each operational mission and the cost required to do so with 
consideration given to the  degree of improvement that results. The intent of t h e  Flight 
Phase concept is to permit writing flying qualities requirements that are specific to 
the piloting tasks to be accomplished and which serve to focus the design effort. 
1.3 FLlGHT REGIONS 
The flying and ground handling requirements of this specification are 
separately stated for each of the following Flight Regions. 
1.3.1 Hover and Low Speed 
Flight in hover or at speeds less than the speed for minimum power 
required. Includes forward, rearward, and sideward flight relative to the air mass. 
1.3.2 Forward Flight 
Forward flight at true airspeed greater than the speed for minimum power 
required. 
Accelerating and Decelerating Transition 
Accelerating or decelerating transitions between Hover and Low Speed and 
Forward Flight. 
1.3.4 Autorotation 
Flight with engine at Flight Idle w Failed. 
1.3.5 Takeoff and Landing 
Takeoff from the  landing surface and return to the landing surface. 
1.3.6 Ground Handling 
Operation of the rotorcraft while on the ground, water or other landing 
s ~ r f  ace. 
DISCUSSION 
By stating the flying qualities requirements separately for each of the 
Flight Regions defined in paragraph 1.3 it is possible to tailor the requirements and to 
focus the design task to consider the following factors in each Flight Region. 
1.3.1 Hover and Low Speed 
The degrees of freedom and controls are mainly coupled as follows in 
hover and Icw speed flight. 
CONTROLS 
U 
- W- 9 - e L - v Coil Pitch - Yaw Roll 
U X - X - - - X - - - 
W - X - - - - X - - - 
q X - X - - - X - - - 
v - - - X X - - - X - 
P - - - X x - - - X - 
r - - - - - x - - - x 
The aerodynamic characteristics of t he  fuselage and the  rotors a r e  
unirjiie in t h e  hover and low speed region 
Piloting tasks and control techniques a re  unique in the  hover and 
low speed region. 
Forward Flight 
In the  forward flight region, t h e  primary coupling between t h e  
degrees of freedom and controls for rotorcraft is different from 
hover and more similar t o  tha t  of fixed wing aircraft.  
CONTROLS 
U 
- W 9 ! P r - ROII Pitch Coll --- Yaw -
X X X - - - X X - - 
X X X - - - X X - - 
X X X - - - X X - - 
- - - X X X - - X X 
- - - X X X - - X X 
- - - X X X - - X X 
The aerodynamic characteristics of the fuselage and t h e  rotors a r e  
different from the  characteristics in hover. 
a Piloting tasks and control techniques are  different from the  
techniques used in hover. 
Accelerating and Decelerating Transition 
The resulting speed changes cause dynamic pressure changes. 
Changes in control laws may be scheduled a s  speed changes occur. 
Control system gains may be scheduled with speed or dynamic 
pressure 
Automatic configuration changes may be scheduled to  occur such 
as tai l  plane incidence changes with speed and collective setting. 
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Autorotation 
Reduced power or failed engines 
Rotor operating state 
Use of energy stored in rotor rotational state 
1.3.5 Takeoff and Landim 
Landing gear loads and dynamic characteristics impose constraints 
and alter the dynamic system. 
Piloting task and operating constraints are unique. 
Ground effects are of significance to task performance and can be 
detrimental. 
Hauidown loads alter the dynamic system, impose constraints and 
impact the pilot control technique. 
1.3.6 Ground Handling 
The control tasks and the control techniques required for operation 
on the ground are different from those uscd i n  flight. 
Gear loads and dynamics are involved. 
Surf ace c~nditions are of significance. 
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION 
The procuring activity will designate the conditions of external visibility 
in which each Flight Phase defined in  1.2 must be performed. The procuring activity 
will assign each Flight phase to one of the four cells of the following matrix based 
on whether mission requirement is for operation in the Flight Phase only when external 
visual cues are available to the unaided eye w whether the mission requirement is for 
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operaticrr in the  Flight Phase even when external v isw;  cues a re  not available to the 
unaided eye. 
Class Is, Ils, IfIs, IVs designates tha t  t h e  rotorcraft must be designed for 
operation in the  Flight Phase by one crewman. 
DISCUSSION 
Even When 
Position and 
Velocity Cues 
are Not Available 
Class I1 
-l 
Class IV 
f 
External Visual 
Conditions in 
Which Operational 
Capability is 
Required 
Only when 
Angular Orientation 
Cues are Available 
Even when 
Angular Orientation 
Cues are Not Available 
Designation by the  procuring activity of an Operational Capability 
Classification other than Class I for  a Flight Phase can have a great impact on t h e  
sensors, computers, control servos, information displays, vision aids, degree of 
augmentation and/or automation that  must be incorporated in t h e  rotorcraft. In Tables 
1.4-1 through 1.4-4, examples a re  given t o  illustrate how the  Operaticrnal Capability 
Classification impacts t h e  sensor, actuation and display equipment required and t h e  
degree t o  which i t  must be integrated and automated to provide t h e  desired Operational 
capability. 
Only When 
Position and 
Velocity Cues  
Are Available 
Class I 
Class I11 
Table 1.4-1 
IMPLICATIONS OF OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION TO 
INFORMATION DISPLAYS AND STABILIZATION REQcjlRED 
Class I Flight with Visual References 
Displays Status information (Airspeed, Altitude, Compass, Rotor RPM, 
Engine, Fuel etc.) is required. 
Guidance, Navigation, Weapon aiming as required by 
application. 
Stabilization Workload reduction 
Class ll Fligtn over water, aba-..* clouds, featureless plane. 
Displays Status Information is Required 
Horizontal Situation information is required 
Accuracy depends on Flight Phase acd Mission 
Stabilization Workload reduction 
Class III Flight near obstacles in low visibility 
Displays Status Information required 
Vertical Situation information is required for Task 
Performanc~. AD1 
Integrated Electronic Dispiay Workload reduction 
Stabilization Required for some Tasks 
Command-Hold Modes Workload reduction 
Table 1.4-1 (Cont.) 
IMPLICATIONS OF OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION TO 
INFORMATION DISPLAYS AND STABILIZATION REQUIRED 
Class I V  Fiight without visual references (cont.) 
Displays Vertical and Horizontal situation displays required 
Vision aids required for some Tasks 
Integrated electronic display workload reduction 
required for some tasks 
Stabilization Required for performance of most tasks 
Command-Hold modes Required for some tasks 
Maximum use should be made of sensor data for controls and displays. 
Table 1.4-2 
EXAMPLES OF OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION 
Class I Extreme Example Army Owl Team 
US. Army Aviation Digest V20 t 3  Mar. 1974 
Night NOE at Hunter Liggett 
Rugged terrain and tall t rees 
Two aew,  highly trained 
Dark adapted, high currency required 
OH-58 & AH-IG. No displays. No augmentation other than angular ra te  
damper in AH-LC. 
Low light l w e l  2.5 x foot candles 
Class Il Examples Mine sweeping, Bomb drop from above clouds, ASW search, 
Navigation over water or cloud deck. Guidance accuracy and display 
media is function of task. Augmentation alleviates workload. 
Class Ill Example Flight near ship in fog or haze and sea state, Flight near hill 
side in fog, HLH mission. 
Attitude Gryo and display or stabiiization is almost "required" equip. 
Class IV Example Blind flight, very dark night, flash or laser shutters closed. 
Flight in clouds. NOE operation in dark. Automa:Ic Terrain following. 
Attitude, Altitude, Speed, Guidance required. 
Vision Aids required for some tasks 
Stabilization, automation required 
Table 1.4-3 
HOW PAST PROGRAMS AND HELICOPTERS RELATE TO THE 
OPERATIONAL CAPABILKY CLASSIFlCATIONS 
Class I All 
Class U Depends on Flight Phase and Accuracy Required 
Cross Country above Clouds 
UH-I, Any helic. equipped with Nav. Aids 
Mine Sweep 
H-53 
ASW Search 
H-53, SH-ZF, SH-60 
Air Rescue 
H-50 Nighthawk, H-53, Coast Guard Dauphine 
Class I11 S h i p b c ~ d  landing ASW Sonar dunk 
H-53, SH-2F, SH-60, SH-3 
Assult 
H-47, H-53 
Slung load Pickup and Deliver 
H-47, H-53, H-60 
Class IV Many jobs Assult, Attack, Cargo handling 
TAGS H-47, Model 347 HLH Demo., AH-64 
ClassWs LHX 
ORIGINAL T;.".EZ !5 
POOR QUALITY 
Table 1.4-4 
SENSORS USED N HELICOPTER CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEMS 
CATEGORIZATION OF FLIGHT PHASES 
The Flight Phases of 1.2 shall be characterized and categorized by the  
contractor subject to  the approval of the  procuring activity. The contractor shall 
characterize each Flight Phase using t h e  following characteristics and characterizations. 
Flight Phase Categories are  defined as the folowing combinations 
of the  characterizations of the  characteristics. 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Maneuvering Required 
M 
Precise* Flight Path 
or Space Position 
Control Required P 
Target Tracking 
Required T 
M P T Examples 
Ground Attack 
Terrain Avoidancc, NO€ 
Air-Air Combat With Missiles 
Missile Avoidance 
Hover Bob-Up & Target /\cquisiti 
External Load Placement 
Missile Launch 
Loiter 
> 
CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Wuantitative definitions of precise flight path or space 
position control must be made by the procuring activity for 
certain Flight Phases in specific procurements. Examples are  
Rapid 
1 
Y e s  
I 
Y e s  
1 
External load positioning accuracy required. 
Minimum bisual range and minimum descent altitude 
required for approach to landing operations. 
Gradual 
0 
No 
0 
No 
0 
Quantitative definitions of the precision or accuracy required 
in specific Flight Phases will determine the  accuracy of 
sensors and guidance systems a d  may influence the  need for 
stabilization and/or gust alleviation. 
DISCUSSION 
There is potentially a very large number of Flight Phases that could be 
defined if one considers all possible operational missions. Because this is the case, it 
is. necessary to use a characterization and categorization scheme to reduce the large 
number of individual Flght Phases to a smaller number of Flight Phase categories for 
which it may be feasible to state flying qualities requirements. 
The contractor is charged with rtvponsibility for characterizing each Flight 
Phase using two characterizations for each of the three characteristics called out in 
the table in paragraph 1.3. Eight Flight Phase Categories are defined by the various 
possible com binat ions of the two characterizations of t h e  three charactenstics. 
The Flight Phase Categorization scheme is diagrammed in Figure 1.5- 1. 
Two exampies are to be traced through the Flight Phase Categorization decision tree 
in Fig. 1.5-1. 
Example Flight Phases: 
I. Terrain Following 
Maneuvering - Rapid 
Precise Flight Path or Space Position Control - Yes 
Tar@ Tracking - No 
2. Loiter 
Maneuvering - Gradual 
Precise Flight Path or Space Position Control - No 
Target Tracking - No 
EXAMPLE EXAMPLE 
TERRAIN 
FOLLOWING LOITE R 
RAPID 
t MANEUVERING 
YES PRECISE* FLIGHT NO YES PRECISE' FLIGHT NO PATH OR SPACE I.I PATH OR SPACE 
POSITION CON1 ROL 0 
f t 'I ? 
YES TARGET NO YES TARGET NO YES TARGET NO YES TARGET NO 
TRACKING 7 7 TRACKING 7 1 TRACKING TRACKING 
4 A . 
7 'I 
1-1-1 
'I 
1-14 10-1 1-09 0.1-1 0-1.0 0-0-1 0-0-0 
T ERRAIN LOITER 
FOLLOWING 
*QUANTITATIVE DEFINITIONS OF PRECISE FLIGHT PATH OR SPACE 
POSITION CONTSOL MUST BE MADE BY THE PROCURING ACTIVITY FOR 
INDIVIDUAL FLIGHT PHASES. 
8.g - 50 11 < TERRAIN CLEARANCE < 200 FT 
Figure 1.5-1 FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIZATION SCHEME 
Quantitative definitions of precise flight path or space position control 
must be made by t h e  procuring activity for individual Flight Phases. For example, 
mine countermeasures and cruise along an airway a t  al t i tude above a cloud layer a r e  
both Category 010 Flight Phases but differ substantially in t he  precision of velocity 
and flight path control required. These differences should be  recognized in the  s tatement  
of precision required and could lead t o  totally dif f w e n t  complements of 
navigationlguidance sensors, information displays and augmentation systems for t h e  two 
Flight Phases. In Paragraph 1.5 t h e  t e rm targe t  tracking i s  employed as opposed t o  
orientation control because it is intended tha t  this characterization relates t o  t he  
capability t o  aim weapons or designators at ground o r  airborne targets. In general, 
this capability is determined not only by the  angular orientation dynamics but also by 
t h e  flight path dynamics of t he  vehicle. 
As can be seen from t h e  tabulations in Paragraph 1.5, with two choices 
for each of the control task attributes, i t  is possible that  eight separate parameter 
values may be required for each requirement. For this situation t o  be t rue,  however, 
implies that  the  requirements for maneuvering, space positioning and tracking are  all 
dependent which is not necesssrily t he  case. For example, t he  difference between 
rapid and gradual maneuvering may be only in t h e  force  or momerit control power 
required, independent of the  s t a t i c  and dynamic stability. Requirements specifying 
control power, therefore, need only be directed a t  Flignt Phases on the  basis of 
required maneuveing capability. This can be done by using the  designators IXX and 
OXX in t h e  requirement s tatement ,  where t h e  X notations means the  requirement applies 
independent of t he  precision of flight path control or whether ta rge t  tracking is involved. 
A given requirement can be designated to apply to any combination of Flight Phase 
Categories by s~mpiy  listing the  category designators o r  by grouping them under a new 
symbol such as Croup A - 111, 110, 101, 011; Group B - 100, 010, 001,000. In summary, 
t he  breakdown of categories for flight Phases i s  considered t o  be sufficiently broad to  
allow tailoring of flying qualities requirements t o  representative jerational requirements 
but not so "fi ne-grained1' that  t he  derivation of nrpropriate requiren,ents becomes an 
unmanageable task. 
Application of Paragraphs 1.2 - 1.5 
AL this point in t h e  discgssion of t h e  specification structure it is appropriate 
t o  apply the definitions in 1.2 - 1 . 3  to  several specific Flight Phases in order t o  
demonstrate tha t  the  s tructure has been conceived in a format which will be useful, 
t o  both the  procuring activity and the  contractor, in defining the  design problem. The 
following four Flight Phases a re  addressed in Tables 1.5-1 through 1.5-4. 
1. High speed terrain fo!lowing 
2. Pick-up and precise placement of MILVAN on transporter. 
3. Landing approach 
4. Air-ground weapon delivery 
Paragraphs 1.2 and 1.5 require identifying, characterizing and categorizing 
rhe Flight Phases. Included in this process is a requirement t o  define the  meaning of 
precise flight path or space position control in t he  context of t he  Flight Phase. 
Paragraph 1.3 requires identifying t h e  Flight Region in which the  Flight Phase will be 
performed. Paragraph 1.4 requires specification of t he  Operational Capability 
Classification. Each of these steps a r e  illustrated in Tables 1.5-1 through 1.5-4. Also 
included in the  tables a r e  definitions of the operating environment and commentary on 
the  design implication of the  assembled information. 
The example in Table 1.5-1 i s  for high speed terrain avoidance. The 
performance standard specified and the requirement that  the  Flight Phase must be 
performed without external visual cues combine t o  require sensors, stored terrain 
features, computer<, ridvigation equipment, displays, augmentation and/or automation of 
the  flight control system. 
The example in 'Table 1.5-2 is for pick-up and precise placement of a 
MILVAN on a transporter. The performance standard and the  designation of Operational 
Capability Class 111 combine t o  require special sensors t o  determine location of the 
transporter and the  MILVAN and t o  stabilize the rotorcraft.  The performance standard 
and the  environment may determine t h e  need for gust rejection stabilization. Information 
and director displays may be required. The heavy lift helicopter was designed with a 
special control station and controller installation which permitted the  load controlling 
crewman to keep the  MILVAN and transporter in view during operations. 
The example in Table 1.5-3 is for landing approach. The requirement is 
for a capability t o  make approaches t o  a landing area  at a speed within the  Forward 
Flight Region in bad weather. Operational Capability Class I V  is required t o  within 
I/& mile visual range and 200 ft ceiling conditions. If t h e  da ta  in Figures 1.5-2 and 1.5- 
3 a re  valid. t he  choice of guidance equipment would be limited t o  either Airborne radar 
and radar altimoter or a miaowave  landing system with distance measuring equipment. 
A 3 cue flight director and stability augmentation may be required for Level 1 flying 
qualities. 
The example In Table 1.5-4 is for air-ground weapon delivery. Designation 
of Operational Capability Class IVs together with the  performance standard specified 
creates a demanding technological challenge which would require integration of a number 
of subsystems such as those listed in Table 13-4. The weapon delivery system developed 
under t he  Integrated Flight and Fire Control System program for  t he  fixed wing F-15 
airplane is conceptually described by t h e  illustrations in Figure 1.5-4. Two cone, pts  
a r e  outlined in Figure 1.5-4. In one concept, the  pilot is a series link in t h e  system 
and task performance i s  dependent on the  pilot's ability t o  interface with the  displays 
and the  flight control system and t o  manage t h e  weapon system. In the  second concept, 
a limited authority automatic  system is put in parallel with the  piloted system and the  
role of the  piloted is changed t o  be that  of target acquisition and tracking within a 
larger window while t he  automatic  system performs the  precision tracking and automatic  
weapon release. 
The example i~ Table 1.5-4 has been included in this discussion t o  emphasize 
that there a re  multiple design approaches t o  tasks as complex as air-ground weapon 
delivery. The flying qualities specification mast not inhibit design solutions. 
Table 1.5-1 
EXAMPLE - HIGH SPEED TERRAIN AV9IDANCE 
F tight Phase 
- High Speed Terrain Avoidance 
Flight Region 
1.3.2 Forward Flight 
Operational Capability Classification 
CLASS IV Outside visual cues unavailable to un.;ided eye 
Flight Phase Category 
1-1-0 Rapid maneuvering 
Precise* flight path control 
No target tracking 
"Precise Maximum altitude 200 ft, Minimum altitude over peaks 50 ft. Speed 
130 Kt 
Environment Winds 50 kt, turbulrtnce 6 ft/sec RMS 
Terrain WestCiermany, RegensburgGapor FuldaGap 
Implications 
Terrain sensors required, stored map recall with feature correlation, Navigation 
System, Flight path calculation, command calculation, displays for pilot, automatic 
control of flight path, flight control augmentation. 
Table 1.5-2 
EXAMPLE - PICK-UP AND PRECISE PLACEMENT 
OF MILVAN ON TRANSPORTER 
Flight Phase 
Pick-up and Precise Placement of MILVAN on transporter. 
Flight Region 
1.3.1 Hover and Low Speed 
Operational Capability Class 
CLASS 111 Low visibility 
Flight Phase Category 
0- 1-0 Gradual maneuvers, Precise* position control, no target tracking. 
"Precise - Place load within - + 1 inch of lock pins. Accomplish with less that1 1 
minute !lover time. 
Environment Load placement in wake of tree line with wind velocity of 70 ft/sec at 
h = 140 ft. and tubulence of 6 ft/sec rms. 
Implications 
Position Sensors, Inertial Velocity Sensors 
Accelerations, angular rates, attitudes, heading 
Altitude. Cable angle, Cable Tension/length 
Gust rejection stabilization 
Augmentation and stabilization necessary 
Table 1.5-3 
EXAMPLE - LANDING APPROACH 
Flight Phase 
Landing Approach 
Flight Region 
1.3.2 Forward Flight 
Operational Capability Classification 
CLASS IV 
Flight Phase Category 
0-1-0 Gradual Maneuvers, 
Accurate* Flight Path Control, 
No Target Tracking 
*Accurate Guidance to minimum breakout conditions of 200 ft  altitude and 
114 mile visuai range 
Environment Wind 50 ftlsec, cross wind 50 ftlsec, wind shear , I4  ftlsec per ft., 
turbulence 6 ftlsec rms, Obstacles 50 ft. tower one quarter mile left of approach 
path, Rain 50 mm/Hour. 
Implications 
Guidance Sensors Airborne radar, radar altimeter or MLS and DME 
Flight director Probably 3 Cue for Level 1 
Augmentation Rate augmented maybe attitude stabilized. 
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Table 1.5-4 
EXAMPLE - AIR-CROUND WEAPON DELIVERY 
Flight Phase 
Air-Ground Weapon Delivery 
Flight Region 
1.3.2 Forward Flight 
Operational Capability Classification 
Class IVs Outside visual cues not available to the unaiczd eye. Single 
crewman. 
Flight Phase Category 
1- 1- 1 Rapid maneuvering 
Precise* flight path and space position 
Target tracking 
*Precise Release Conditions: 
V = 175 kt, 7 = -20°, Range 3000 f t  
Weapon delivery accuracy: 
CEP L 10 ft 
Environment Winds 50 k t ,  turbulence 6 ft/sec rms, visibility 112 mile, ceiling 200 f t  
Implications 
Fire control radar, sensorltracker 
Head-up display, Flight F i r e  Control Coupler 
Augmented/Automated Flight Control System 
Weapon System/Fire Control System 
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Figure 1.5-4 EXAMPLE OF TWO DESIGN APPROACHES FOR AIR-GROUND WEAPON DELIVERY 
LEVELS OF FLYING QUALITIES 
Three Levels of flying qualities a r e  defined as follows: 
Level 1: Flying qualities clearly satisfactory for t he  mission Flight 
Phase. 
Level 2: Flying qualities adequate t o  accomplish the  mission Flight 
Phase, but some increase in pilot workload or degradation in 
mission effectiveness, or both, exists. 
Level 3: Flying qualities such that  the  rotorcraft can be controlled 
safely, in t h e  mission Flight Phase, but pilot workload is 
excessive or mission effectiveness is inadequate, or both. 
Where possible, t h e  requirements of Section 3 have been s ta ted  in te rms 
of three values of flying qualities parameters. Each value specified is a minimum 
condition t o  meet one of t he  defined levels of flying qualities. Ideally, values of the 
flying qualities parameters required for eac! level should be s ta ted  for each Flight 
Phase and Flight Environment for which t h e  rotorcraft is t o  be designed. Available 
data docs not permit this degree of specification. Some of t he  requirements, therefore, 
are qualitative or  define a required operational capability. In these requirements, flying 
qualities parameters are not defined. It must be noted that  while any flying qualities 
requirement or group of requirements may be necessary conditions for good flying 
qualities, meeting all  t he  specified requirements may not be sufficient t o  ensure that  
t h e  desired Level of flying qualities is achieved. The final decision as t o  whether or 
not t he  rotorcraft is approved will therefore depend on assessment of the overall 
char act e r  ist ics. 
DISCUSSION 
The concept of specifying flying qualities in te rms of Levels was introduced 
during the development of MIL-F-87853 (ASG). This concept is included in the  rotorcraft 
flying qualities specification in a slightly modified form. The modification consists of 
"pwif ying" t he  Level definitions by eliminating all reference t o  application. The 
conditions for which Level 1 flying qualities a r e  required and the  conditions under which 
Level 2 and Level 3 flying qualities will be permitted a re  specified in 2.4. 
8- 30 
The Level definitions are intended to relate to the  Cooper-Harper pilot 
rating scale (Figure 1.6-1) when this rating scale is used in the  context defined in 
NASA TN 0-5153. This context requires that evaluations be based on performing the  
tasks associated with a Flight Phase in either the  Operational Environment specified 
ot the Most Severe Environment specified. Task performance standards must be defined 
for the  Flight Phase and these performance standards must be applied by the  pilot 
during evaluation of the r o t o a a f t  for the  Flight Phase. Under these conditions, the 
following association between Levels and pilot ratings is intended. 
Level 1 PR d 3.5 
Level 2 3.5 C PR 6.5 
Level 3 6.5 < PR d 9 
The flying qualities data base existing in the  literature, however, does not 
always satisfy these conditions. In the process of formulating flying qualities 
requirements, it is necessary t o  examine the  context in which data se ts  were generated 
and t o  exercise judgement in using the  available data base to define the  Level boundaries 
for the  flying qua!ities parameters used in the  specification. 
In the last paragraph of 1.6 i t  is recognized that the  set of flying qualities 
requirements contained in the  specification are probably not sufficient t o  ensure the 
desired flying qualities will be attained in a given procurement. I t  is therefore necessary 
to  base the  final acceptance decision on assessment of the overall characteristics. 
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2 DEFINITIONS AND APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
DEFIF.ITIONS OF THE ROTORCRAFT 
2.1 .I L oadi ngs 
The contractor shall define the  envelopes of center  of gravity and 
corresponding weights that will exist for  each Flight Phase. These envelopes shall 
include t h e  most forward and aft center-of-gravity positions as defined in MIL-W-25140. 
In addition, t he  contractor shall derermi ne the  maximum center-of-gravit y excursions 
at tainable through failures in systems or components, such as fuel sequencing, hung 
stores, etc., for  each Flight Phase t o  be considered in the  Failure States  of 2.1.4.2. 
Within these envelopes, plus a growth margin t o  be specified by the  procuring activity, 
and for the  excursions ci ted above, this specification shall apply. 
Moments of Inertia and Products of Inertia 
The contractor shall define the  momemts of inertia and products of inertia 
associated with all loadings of 2.1.1. The requirements of this specification shall apply 
for all moments of inertia and products of inertia SO defined. 
External Stores 
The requirements of this specification shall apply for all combinations of  
external stores and all methods of attachment of external stores required by t h e  
operational missions. The Effects  of external  stores on t h e  weight, moments of inertia, 
center-of-gravit y position, and aerodynamic characteristics of the  combined rotor c raf t  
and external s tores sPsU be considered for each mission Flight Phase. When the  s tores 
contain expendable loads, the  requirements of this specification apply thorughout t h e  
range t;f store loadings. The external  stores and s tore  combinations t o  be considered 
for flyirtg qualities design will be specified by t h e  procuring activity. In establishing 
external s tore combinations t o  be  investigated, consideration shall be given t o  asymmetric  
as well as to symmetric combinations, and t,) variations in mass distribution within 
external stores. 
The loading of a rotorcraft is determined by what is in (internal loading), 
and attached to (external loading) the rotcrcraft. The parameters that define diff erem 
characteristics of the loading are weight, center-of-gravity position, and moments and 
products of inertia. External stores affect all these parameters and also affect 
aerodynamic coefficients. 
The requirements apply under all loading conditions associated with the 
operational missions. Since there is an infinite number of possible internal and external 
loadings, each requirement generally is only examined at the critical loading with 
respect to the requirement. Only permissible center-of-gravity positions need be 
coclsidered for Rotorcraft Normal States. But fuel sequencing and transfer failures or 
malperformance that get the center of gravity outside the established limits are expressly 
to be considered as Rotorcraft Failure States. The worst possible cases that are not 
approved Special Failure States (2.1.5.4) must be examined. 
Since the requirements apply over the full  range of service loadings, effects 
of fuel slosh and shifting should be taken into account in design. Balance, controllability, 
and airframe and structural dynamic characteristics may be affected. For example, 
takeoff acceleration has been known to shift the c.g. embarrassingly far aft. Rotorcraft 
attitude may also have an effect. Other factor to consider are fuel sequencing, in- 
flight refueling if applicable, and all arrangements of variable, disposable and removable 
items required for each operational mission. 
The procuring activity may elect to specify a growth margin in c.g. travel 
to allow for uncertainties in weight distribution, stability lekel and other design factors, 
and for possible future variations in operational loading and use. 
In determininq the range of store loadings to be specified in the contract, 
the procuring activity should consider surh factors as store mixes, possible points of 
attachment, and asymmetries-initial, after each pass, and the result of failure to 
release. The contractor may find it necessary to propose limitations on store loadi~g 
to avoid excessive design penal ties. 
The designer should attempt to assure that there are no restrictions on 
store loading, within the range of design stores. However, it is recognized that 
occasionally this goal will be impracticable on some designs. It may be impossible to 
avoid exceeding rotorcraft limits, or excessive design penalties may be incurred. Then, 
insofar as considerations such as standardized stores permit, it should be made physicallv 
impossible to violate necessary store loading restrictions. If this too should not be 
practicable, the contractor should submit both an analysis of the effects on flying 
qualities of violating the restrictions and an estimate of the likelihood that the 
restrictions will be exceeded. 
Conf, gurations 
The requirements of this specification shall apply for all configurations 
required or encountered in the applicable Flight Phases of 1.2. A (crew-) selected 
configuration is defined by the positions and adjustments of the various selectors and 
controls available to the crew (except for the primary longitudinal, lateral, yaw, thrust 
magnitude, and trim! controls), for example, flap setting, R.P.M. setting, thrust vector 
setting, stability-augmentation-system (SAS)-selector setting, etc. The selected 
configurations to be examined must consist of those required for performance and 
mission accompiishment. Additional configuratior~s to be investigated may be defined 
by the procuring activity. 
DlSCU SSION 
The settings of configuration controls (e.g. pylm tilt angle, tail plane 
angle, external stores, speed brakes, landing gear) are related uniquely to each rotor craft 
design. The specification requires that the configurations to be examined shall be those 
required for performance and mission accomplishment. The position of roll, pitch, yaw 
controls, trim controls and the collective or thrust magnitude control are not included 
in the definition of configuration since the positions of these controls are usually either 
specified in the individual requirements or determined by the specified flight conditions. 
Where a distinction is required, the requirements are stated for Fligbt 
Phases, rather than for rotorcraft cmfigurations, since the flying qualities should be a 
function of the job to be done rather than of the configuration of the rotorcraft. 
However, the designer must define the configuration or configurations which his 
rotorcraft  will have during each Flight Phase. 
S t a t e  of the  Rotorcraft 
The Sta te  of t he  rotorcraft  is defined by the  selected configuration together 
with the functional s tatus of each  of t he  aircraft  components or systems, thrust 
magnitude, weight, moments of inertia,  center-of-gravity position, and external s tore 
complement. The trim setting and t h e  positions of t h e  longitudinal, lateral,  and yaw 
cont ro!~  a re  not included in t h e  definition of Rotorcraft S ta te  since they a r e  often 
specified in t h e  requirements. The position of the  thrust magnitude control shall not 
be considered an  element of t h e  Rotorcraft  S t a t e  when the  thrust magnitude is specified 
in a requirement. 
Rotorcraft Normal S ta tes  
The contractor shall define and tabulate all pertinent i tems t o  describe 
the Rotorcraft Normal (no component or system failure) State(s) associated with each 
of the  applicable Flight Phases. Certain items, such as weight, moments of inertia, 
center-of-gravity position, thrust magnitude and thrust angle control settings, may vary 
continuously over a range of values during a Flight Phase. The contractor shall replace 
this continuous variation by a limited number of values of t he  parameter in question 
which will be t reated as specific States, and which include t h e  most critical values 
and the extremes encountered during the  Flight Phase in qu~s t ion .  
2.1.5.2 Rotorcraft Failure S ta tes  
The contractor shall define and tabu1a.e all Rotorcraft Failure States, 
which consist of Rotorcraft  Normal States  modified by one or more malfunctions in 
rotorcraft components or systems; for example, a discrepancy between a selected 
configuration and an actual configuration. Those malfunctions that  result in center- 
of-gravit y positions outside the  center-of -gravit y envelope defined in 2.1.1 shall be 
included. Each mode of failure shall be considered. Failures occurring in any Flight 
Phase shall be considered i n  all subsequent Flight Phases. 
2.1.5.3 Rotorcraft  Specific Failure States  
Requirements a r e  included which limit t he  e f fec ts  of specific failures. 
These requirements shall be met on the   asi is that the Specific Failure h a  occurred, 
regardless of its probability of occurence. Consideration of a failure as a Specific 
Failure does not exempt tha t  same failure from consideration on a probability basis 
according t o  2.3.3 
2.1.5.4 Rotorcraft Special Failure S ta tes  
Certain components, systems, or combinations thereof may have extremely 
remote probability of failure during a given flight. These failure probabilities may, in 
turn, be very difficult t o  predict w;:b any degree of accuracy. Special Failure States  
of this type need not be considered in complying with the  requirements of Section 3 
if justification for considering t h e  Failure States  as Special is submitted by the  contractor 
and approved by :he procuring activity. 
DISCUSSION 
Normal States  
These paragraphs introduce the  Rotorcraft S t a t e  terminology for use in 
the requirements. The contractor is required t o  define the  Rotorcraft Normal States  
for each applicable Flight Phase. The position or operating condition of any feature 
which can ef fec t  flying qualities should be tabulated. Initially, variable parameters 
should be presented in discrete s teps small enough t o  allow accurate interpolation t o  
find the most critical values or combinations !or each requirement. Then those critical 
cases shorrld be added. As discussed under 2.1.1 - 2.1.3, center-of-gravity positions 
that  can be attained only when prohibited, failed, or malfunctioning fuel sequencing 
need not be considered for Rotorcraft Normal States. 
Failure S ta tes  
There is more t o  determining Failure States  than just considering each 
component failure in turn. Two other types of e f f ec t s  must be considered. FirsJ[, 
faiiure of one component in a certain mode may itself induce other failures ir, t he  
system,  so fa i lure  propagation must be  investigated. Seco  ~ d ,  one event may cause loss 
of more  than  one  part  o f  t h e  system. Events of "unlikely" origin f rom recen t  flight 
exper ience a r e  listed as illustrations: 
a Failure of one  bracket  that  held lines f rom both hydraulic systems 
led t o  i u ~ j  of integr i ty  of both systems. 
a An extinguishable f i r e  t h a t  burned through lines f rom al l  hydraulic 
systems, t h a t  w e r e  routed through t h e  s a m e  compartment .  
a Spilled c o f f e e  on t h e  pilots' console t h a t  shor ted ou t  all  e lectr ical  
systems; lightning s t r ikes  might do this, too. 
a A loose nut (too thick a washer was  used, so t h e  self-locking threads 
were  not ergaged)  which shorted a l l  t h r e e  stabili ty augmentat ion 
channels of a t r iply  redundant system. 
a Unde tec ted  impurities in a batch of pot t ing compound used in 
packaging s tabi l i ty  augmentat ion system components; a l l  a f fec ted  
channels SI .  - . ted out at t h e  high t e m p e r a t u r e s  of supersonic flight, 
a f t e r  passing ground checkout.  
a Complicated ground checkout equipment  and lengthy procedures t h a t  
w e r e  impract ical  t o  use very f requent ly  on t h e  flight line, resulting 
in long flight t i m e s  between flight control  system electronics  checks. 
The insidioirs na tu re  of possible t roubles  emphasizes t h e  need for caut ion in design 
application. 
In discussing redundant systems, it is ax iomat ic  t h a t  t h e  whole system 
must b e  redundant. However, a recen t  design used multiple-redundant SAS, but required 
environmental control  for  t h e  e lec t ron ic  components;  t h e  envirormental  cpntrol system 
was not redundant. Thus t h e  complex multiple-redundant SAS could have  bee;^ put out 
of act ion by any fa i lure  of t h e  air  conditioning equipment.  
When considering the necessity of redundancy, attention should not be 
focused on the control system to the exclasion of 311 else. For example, it may be 
necessary to tiuplicate certain essential irrstrumentation. The SV-5 had an extrernel y 
narrow angle-of -attack corridor during re-entry, but had only one angle-of -attack   en sing 
vane and display. In such a case, where the information is so essential, redundancy 
may be warranted. 
Regardless of the degree of redundancy, there remains a finite probability 
that all redundant paths will fail. A point of diminishing returns will be reached, 
beyond which the gains of additional channels are not worth the associated penalties. 
Specific Failure States 
The format of the specification permits designation of Specific Failure 
States that mest be considered regardless of the probability associated with the 
occurrence of such a failure. In a particular procurement, tne procuring activity m?.y 
choose to ensure the operati~g integrity of the rotorcraft by extending and tailoring 
the list of Speciiic Failure States that the contractor must consider in desigcing the 
rotorcraft. 
Special Failure States 
Several categories of Special Failure States can be C~stinguished. Certain 
items might be approved more or less categorically: 
Control-stick fracture 
Basic airframe or contrci-surface ,tructlxal failue 
Dual mechanical failures in general 
In most cases, a considerable amount of engineering judgment will influence 
tk procuring activity's decision to allow or disallow a proposed Rotorcraft Special 
Failure State. Probabilities that are extremely remote are exceptionally difficult to 
predict dccurately. Judgments will weigh consequences against feasibility of 
improvement or alternatives, and against projected ability to keep high standards 
throughout design, qualification, production, use and maintenance. Meetirig other 
pertinent requirements: MIL-F-9490, MIL-A-8860, etc., should be considered, as should 
experience with similar items. Generally, Special Failure S ta tes  should be brought t o  
t he  attention of those concerned with flight safety. 
Note that the  approval of Rotorcraft Special Failure S ta tes  is at the  
discretion of t h e  procuring act ivi ty . In conjunction with certain requirements tha t  must 
be nie* regardless of component or equipment status, gr?nting or refusing approval can 
be gsed as desired to require a level of stability for t he  basic airframe, t o  rule cut  fly- 
by-wire control systems, t o  demand corlsideration of vulnerability, or even to rule obt 
a type of configuration. For example, a rotor pitch link f a i l v t  will result in loss of 
control; clearly no requirements can then be met, and the  configuration is excluded, 
unless the  pitch link control failure is al!owed as a special failure. The procuring 
activity should s t a t e  the  conside:ations to be imposed, as completely as possible at the  
outset; but i t  is evident that  many decisions must be made subj?ctively and many will 
be influenced by t h e  specific design. 
DEFINITION OF FLIGHT ENVELOPES 
2.2.1 Operational Flight Envelopes 
The 3perational Flight Envelopes define the  boundaries in terms of speed, 
altitude, and load factor  within which the  rotorcraft must be capable of operating in 
order t o  accomplish the operational missions for which it is being procured. Additional 
envelopes in terms of parameters such as r a t e  of descent, flight-path angle, stress in 
critical components. and side velocity may also t; specified. Envelopes for each 
applicable Flight Phase shall be established wirh the  guidance and approval of the  
procuring activity. 
2.2.2 Service Flight Envelopes 
For each Rotorcraft Normal S t a t e  (but with thrust varying as required), 
the contractor shall establish, subject t o  t he  approval of t he  procuring activity, Serbice 
Flight Envelopes showing com binations of speed, altitude, and load factor  derived from 
r o t o r a a f t  limits as distinguished from mission requirements. Additional envelopes in 
terms of parameters such as r a t e  of descent, flight-path angle, and side velocity may 
aiso be specified. 1 certain set or range of Rotorcraft Normal S ta tes  generally will 
be einployed in the conduct of a Flight Phase. The Service Flight Envelope for these 
States, taken together, shall at least cover t h e  Operational Flight Envelope for t h e  
pertinent Flight Phase. 
Operatiqg Limitations 
The Operating Limitations shall encompass all  regions in which operation 
of t he  rotorcraft is allowable. These a r e  t h e  boundaries of flight conditions which t h e  
r o t o r a a f t  is capable of safely encountering. Transient load factors, power settings, 
rotor speed, and emergency thrust settings may be representative of such conditions. 
GENEP 4L DISCUSSION 
The definition and use of Flight Envelopes is an  a t tempt  t o  restrict 
application of t he  requirements t o  regions in which compliance is essential. This ,  i t  
is hoped t o  avoid t h e  performance, cost and complexity penalties t ha t  might be associated 
with overdesign t o  provide excellent flyin? qualities at al l  flight conditions. Just as 
important, t he  Flight Envelopes should Ensure that  flying qualities will be acceptable 
wherever the r o t o r a a f t  is operated. In generti ,  t he  boundaries of these envelopes 
should not be set  by ability t o  meet t he  flying qualities requirements. Other factors  
will normally determine t h e  boundaries unless specific deviations a re  granted. The 
rationale for each type of Envelope is presented later  in t he  discussion of each paragraph; 
but here it is in order t o  discuss procedures in constructing and using the  Envelopes. 
The procuring activity must set  down t h e  capability i t  wants for primary 
and al ternate missions, including maneuverability over the  speed-a1 t i t  ude range. These 
a re  the  minimum requirements cn  the  Operational Flight Envelopes. At this s tage the  
Flight Phases will be known. In response t o  these and other requirements, a contractor 
will design t h e  rotorcraft .  For tha t  design t h e  contractor can relate  t h e  Flight Phases 
t o  R o t o r a a f t  Normal States, then: 
Further define the  Operational Plight Fnvelope for each Fligh? 
Phase, based on t h e  associated R o t o r a a f t  Normal States ,  
Construct t he  larger Service Flight Envelope for the Rotorcraft 
Normal S t a t e  associated with each Flight Phase, and 
Similarly define Operational Limitations or b ..rdaries, beyond which 
operation i s  not allowed. 
Each Envelope must include the  flight conditions related to  any pertinerrt performance 
guarantees. 
Construction of Flight Envelzpes for compound r o t o r a a f t  and V/STOL 
aircraft requires tha t  consideraticn be Llven t o  configuration variables. At a particular 
altitude, a compound r o t o r a a f t  will be able  t o  perform the  maneuvering requirements 
corresponding to a given speed and altitude at a range of configurations (wing tilt  
angle, duct angle, nozzle setting, etc.). Thus an additiona! dimension which depends 
on the  configuration is introduced into the  Flight Envelope. For a r o t o r a a f t  with a 
single configuration variable A , there  would be a range of speeds over which the  
rotorcraft car, be safe$ fiown at t h e  al t i tude being considered. The extremes of this 
range define t h e  maximum and minimum service speeds for tha t  configuration. Also 
at each A there i s  a range of speeds over which t h e  operational requirements of a 
particular Flight Phase can be satisfied at this altitude. The extremes of this range 
define t h e  maximum and minimum operational speeds for that  particular configuration; 
they a re  NOT necessarily Vomax and VOmin for the particular Flight Phase. Conversely, 
at a given speed there  is a range of configurations at which t h e  operational requirements 
of the  Flight Phase can be satisfied. 
The requirements of t h e  s~ec i f i ca t ion  apply a t  al l  points within the  three- 
dimensional volume (speed, al t i tude a n i  normal load factor ,  and possibly additional 
parameters such as r a t e  of descent, flight path angle or side velocity) of the  Flight 
Envelope, and also within the  range of configurations. Hence, in e f fec t ,  t he  requirements 
apply t o  a four-dimensional volume (or more if there  i s  more than one independent 
configuration variable, e.g., wing t i l t  angle and flap angle would be two variables unless 
uniquely related). In picking t h e  conditions within this four-dimensional space a t  which 
to  determine compliance, consideration should be given to the  critical flight conditions 
and how the  rotorcraft will be flight tested. 
Some Flight Phases will invo!ve the  same,  or  very similar, Rotorcraft 
Normal States; so one set of Flight Envelopes may represent several Flight Phases. 
Each Flight Phae will involve a range of loadings. Generally it will be convenient t o  
represent this variation by superimposing boundaries for discrete loadings, or  possibly 
by bands denoting extremes. If different external s tore  complements a f fec t  the Envelope 
boundaries significant ! y, it may be necessary t o  construct several sets of Envelopes for 
each Flight Phase, each set representing a family of stores. Hopefully a manageably 
small to ta l  number of Envelopes should result. It  i s  apparent tha t  t he  Flight Envelopes 
.nust and can be refined, as t he  design is further analyzed and defined, by agreement 
between the  contractor and t h e  procuring activity. 
Flight tests will be conducted t o  evaluate t he  rotorcraft against 
requirements in known Flight Envelopes. Generally, flight tes t s  \ ~ i i ~  c m e r  the  Service 
Flight Envelope, with specific tests (stalls, dives, etc.) t o  t he  Operational limits. The  
same test procedures usually apply in both Service and Operational envelopes; only t h e  
numerical requirements and qualitative levels differ. If, :or example, speed and al t i tude 
a r e  within the  Operational Flight Envelope but normal load factor is between t h e  
Operational and Service Flight Envelope boundaries, t he  requirements for t he  Service 
Flight Envelope apply. Ideally, t he  flight test  program should a:so lead t o  definition 
of Flight Envelopes depicting Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries. These Level boundaries 
should aid the  using commands in tact ical  employment, even long af te r  t h e  procurement 
contract has been closed out. 
Separate Flight Envelopes a r e  not normally allowed for Rotorcraft Failure 
States. It is rational t o  consider most failures throughout t he  Flight Envelopes associated 
with Rotorcraft Normal States. There may be exceptions (such as a thrust ti l t  angle 
failure that  necessitates a partially converted landing) that  a r e  peculiar t o  a specific 
design. In such cases the  procuring activity may have t o  accept  some smaller Flight 
Envelopes for specific Failure States, making sure that  these Envelopes a re  large enough 
for safe operation. 
A sketch in Figure 2.2-1 illustrates t he  specification nomenclature for the 
Service and Operational Flight Envelopes. 
Figure 2.2-1 DEFINITION OF FLIGET ENVELOPE TERMS 
DISCUSSION OF OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELCPES 
Operational Flight Enve lope  a r e  regions in speed-alt itude-load fac tor  space 
(additional parameters such as r a t e  of descent,  flight path angle and side velocity may 
also be specified) where it is necessary for the  rotorcraft,  in the  configurations and 
loading associated with a given Flight Phase, t o  have very good flying qualities, a s  
opposed t o  regions where it is only necessary to  ensure that  t h e  aircraft  can be 
COB trolled without undue concentration. The Operational Flight Envelopes are intended 
t o  permit the design task t o  be more closely defined. As a result, t h e  cost and 
complexity of t he  rotorcraft and possibly t h e  cost and t ime required for flight testing 
should be appreciably, but logically, reduced. The required size of t he  Operational 
Flight Envelopes for a particular r o t o r a a f t  should, t o  t he  extent  possible, be  given in 
the  detail specification for t he  rotorcraft,  but some boundaries will only be delineated 
during design of the  weapon system. In defining the  speed-altitude-load factor  
combinations t o  be encompassed, t h e  following fac tors  should be considered: 
(a) The  Operational Flight Envelope for a given Flight Phase should 
initially be considered t o  be  as large a portion of the  associated 
Service Flight Envelope as possible, t o  permit t h e  greatest  freedom 
of Lse of t he  rotorcraf t  by the  using command. 
(b) I f  design trade-offs indicate that  significant penalties (in te rms  of 
performance, cost,  system complexity, o r  reliability) a r e  required 
t o  provide Level 1 flying qualities in t h e  large Envelope of (a) 
above, consideration should be given t o  restricting t h e  Operational 
Flight Envelope toward the  minimum consistent with t h e  
requirements of t h e  Flight Phase of t h e  operational mission under 
consideration. 
Information on the intended use of the rotorcraf t  (required operational 
capability) should faci l i ta te  s tat ing precise definitions of the various limits. Figure 
2.2-2 illustrates possible c - - r a t i ona l  Flight Envelopes fo r  a Flight Phase in the  Hover 
and Low Speed Flight Reg~on and for a Flight Phase in the Forward Flight Region. 
Side velocities resulting from the capability of translating at 35 knots in any direction 
are indicated on the V - n diagram. 
For rotorcraf t  requiring a particular descent capability, additional envelopes 
of V - r or V - h should be presented. Such envelopes may in any event be requested 
by the  procuring activity. The procuring act ivi ty should also ensure that  t h e  Operational 
Flight Envelopes encompass t he  flight conditions a t  which all appropriate performance 
guarantees will be demonstrated. 
DISCUSSION OF SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
The Service Flight Envelope encompasses t he  Operational Flight Envelopes 
for the  same Flight Phase and Rot.7rcraft Normal State. I ts  larger voll;me denotes 
t h e  extent of flight conditions tha t  can bc encountered without fear  of exceeding 
rotorcraft limitations (safe margins should be determined by simulation and flight test). 
A least Level 2 handling qualities a r e  required for normal operation. This allows a pilot 
to accomplish t he  mission Flight Phase associated with t h e  Rotorcraf t  Normal S ta te  
although nlission effectiveness or pilot workload, or both, may suffer somewhat. 
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This Envelope is a l so  intended t o  insure t h a t  any deter iorat ion of handling 
qualit ies will b e  gradual  as flight progresses beyond t h e  l imits of t h e  Operat ional  Flight 
Envelope. This se rves  t w o  purposes. I t  provides some degree of mission effect iveness  
for possible unforeseen a l t e r n a t e  uses of t h e  ro to rc ra f t ,  and i t  also ~ l l o w s  for possible 
inadvertent  flight outside t h e  Opera t io  la1 Flight Envelope. 
DISCUSSION O F  OPERATING LI?JITATIONS 
F G ~  e a c h  Rotorcraf t  S t a t e ,  t h e r e  will be  operat ing limitations which must 
b e  observed f o r  sa fe ty  of flight. Examples  a r e  speed, load fac to r ,  sideslip angle, rotor  
rpm, col lect ive  pitch, s t ruc tura l  loads, f a t igue  loads e tc .  These Operating Limitat ions  
must be defined through analysis, simulation and flight res t  as t h e  ro to rc ra f t  design, 
development and test program progresses. The  Operat ing Limitations defined by this  
process should be included in t h e  Pilot 's  Handbook. 
2.3 DEFINITIONS O F  THE ENVIRONMENT 
The  environments  in which t h e  mission Flight Phases must be accomplished 
a r e  defined in paragraphs 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Detai l  f ea tu res  and mathemat ica l  models of 
t h e  environment a r e  defined In t h e  paragraphs of 3.9. 
2.3.1 Operationa! Environments 
Operat ional  Environments def ine t h e  s e t s  of environmental  cor~di t ions  (in 
t e rms  of a tmospheric  conditions, ambient  light and te r ra in  character i t ics) ,  in which t h e  
rotorcraf t  must b e  capable  of operat ing in order  t o  accomplish t h e  operational missions 
for which it i s  being procured. Operational Environments fo r  each  of t h e  following 
Flight Regions: Hover and LOW Speed 
Forward Flight 
Takeoff and Landing 
Ground Handling 
shall be  established by t h e  procuring act ivi ty .  In t h e  absence of specif ic  guidance, t h e  
contractor  shall use t h e  representat ive  conditions of paragraph 3.9 for t h e  applicable 
Flight Regions. 
2.3.2 Most Severe Environments 
The Most Severe Environmental conditions define the  se ts  of environmental 
conditions (in te rms of atmospheric conditions, ambient light and terrain characteristics) 
in which the  r o t o r a a f t  mdst be capable of s a fe  operation. The Most Severe 
Environmental Conditions for each of the  following Flight Regions: 
Hover and Low Speed 
Forward Flight 
Takeoff and Landing 
Ground Handling 
shall be established by t h e  procuring activity. In t h e  absence of specific guidance, t he  
contractor shaU use t h e  severe environment conditions of paragraph 3.9 for the  applicable 
Flight Regions. 
DISCUSSION 
These paragraphs require t he  procuring activity t o  define se ts  of 
environmental conditions for the contractor t o  use in t he  design process. The first set  
defines the environmental conditions in which it must Se possible t o  perform the  
operational mission F tight Phases with desired or adequate performance. The second 
set  of environmental conditions defines the  most severe conditions that  t he  contractor 
is required to consider in the  design process and for which the primary requirement is 
flight safety in t h e  context of the  Flight Phase. 
The environment in which a Flight Phase must be performed has a major 
influence on t h e  stability and control characteristics and information displays that  will 
be required t o  provide good flying qualities and t h e  capability t o  perform the  Flight 
Phase. The most benign environment is probably clear, calm, cool air over level but 
well-textured terrain. A likely degradation in this environment is wind, windshear and 
turbulence. These air motions cause force and moment d is tubances  t o  be applied t o  
the  rotorcraft which complicate t h e  pilot's job of stabilizing and guiding the flight of 
the rotorcraft relative t o  the ground. Wind also complicates the  control problem 
because the  lift  periormance a t  low speed is dependent on airspeed, which is difficult 
t o  determine, and not ground speed which is more easily observable. 
Light conditions are a major factor of the environment that effects the 
ability to operate rotorcraft. Conditions can vary from bright sunlight to total darkness 
with varying degrees of light intensity caused by sun and moon locations together with 
cloud conditions. The availability of artificial light sources such as city lights, fires 
or light patterns designed to aid flight operations are also a significant factor of the 
environment. Independent nf light conditions, the visibility can be restricted or obscured 
by haze, rain, fog, snow and dust. 
The Flight Phase environment has still more dimensions, for example, the 
performance capability is influenced by density altitude, humidity and the accumulation 
of ice. For takeoff, landing and NOE or terrain following operations, the characteristics 
of the landing area and the terrain have an effect on the chaiscteristics that the rotx  
craft must have for successful operation. Landing surfaces may be varied in nature 
and degree of levelness and firmness. In Navy oeprations the landing surface may be 
in constant motion with the amplitude and character of the motion dependent on ship 
type and sea state. The difficulty involved in performing NOE and terrain following 
or avoidance operations is related to the terrain contours and presence of obstacles 
such as trees, towers, cables, structures and enemy defenses. The agility required is 
related to these features and the speed at which the rotorcraft is operated. Wind, 
windshear and turbulence are often correlated with terrain features, also, the wind- 
over-the-deck and the wake turbulence from ship strdcturzs can result in severe 
disturbance environments, for rotorcraft operations from small ships. 
The wording of 2.3 is such that the procuring activity is charged w~th 
responsibility for defining the environmental conditions in which the rotorcraft is to 
be design to operate. These conditions are to be defined for each Flight Phase. During 
the process of defining the environmental conditions, the procuring activity should 
consider the mission requirements for the particular procurement. Section 3.9 of the 
specification contains a c~talog of models, parameter magnitudes and references which 
can be used by the procuring activity as background information when developing the 
Operational and Most Severe Environment definitions for a specific procurement. In 
the event the procuring activity does not provide specific guidance, the contractor is 
directed to use :he environment definitions of 3.9 to design and evaluate the rotorcraft. 
2.4 DEFINITION OF CONDITIOh15 FOR WHICH DEGRADED FLYING 
QUALITIES ARE PERMITTED 
2.4.1 Applications of Levels  
Levels of flying qualit ies as indicated in 1.6 a r e  employed in realization 
of t h e  possibility t h a t  t h e  r o t o r c r a f t  may be required t o  o p e r a t e  under abnormal 
codnitions. Such abnormalit ies t h a t  may occtlr (as a result  of e t h e r  flight outside t h e  
Operational Flight Envelope, t h e  fa i lure  of ro to rc ra f t  components,  or flight in a severe  
environment) a r e  permit ted to comply with t h e  degraded Level  of flying qualit ies as 
specified in  2.4.2 through 2.4.3. 
DISCUSSION 
This paragraph identifies t h e  conditions under which degradat ion of flying 
qualit ies will be  permitted. T h e  conditions involve 
Flight Envelopes - Operat ional  o r  Service  
Rotorc ra f t  S t a t e s  - Normal or Fai lure  
Environments - Operat ional  o r  Most Severe  
The  concept of permit t ing degraded flying qualit ies for  flight outside t h e  Operat ional  
Flight Envelope and for Failure S t a t e s  was incorporated into MIL-F-8785BlASG) and 
MIL-F-83300. This concept is  intuitively and technically consistent in t h e  sense tha t  
flight outside t h e  Operat ional  Flight Envelope may result  in changes in stabili ty 
derivatives or dynamic pressure tha t  result  in flying qualit ies parameters  t h a t  a r e  no 
!onger Level I .  Also, failures may resul t  in changes of t h e  quant i ta t ive  flying qualit ies 
parameters  such t h a t  they a r e  no longer Level I. In t h e s e  situations,  changes in  t h e  
rotorcraf t  stabili ty and control  pa ramete rs  result  in degraded flying qualit ies pa ramete rs  
which correla te  with degraded pilot r a t ing  and degraded flying qualit ies Levels. 
Flight in a severe  environment ,  however,  presents  a significantly d i f fe ren t  
situation because encounter  of the  more severe  environment  may have no  e f f e c t  on 
the ro to rc ra f t  stabili ty and control  pa ramete rs  and yet  the  pilot ra t ing may be degraded 
because the  workload is increased or the  pilot's abili ty t o  perform the tasks required 
by the Flight Phase is decreased. This situation is  i l lus t ra ted conceptually in Figure 
2.4-1 which shows pilot ra t ing a s  a function of turSulence rms intensity for two 
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Figure 2.4-1 HYPOTHETICAL VARIATION OF PILOT RATING WITH TURBULENCE 
INTENSITY 
hypothetical configurations evaluated for a given Flight Phase. This example is 
constructed w*ch that both configurations receive PR 3.5 for the turbulence intensity 
defined as the Operational Environment. Configuration 2, however is more responsive 
to turbulence than Configuration 1 and for the turbulence intensity designated as the 
Most Severe Environemtn, Configuration 2 has a PR > 9 and Configuration 1 has a PR r 9. 
If we had a thorough data base relating pilot rating to turbulence intensity 
for all Flight Phases and a range of rotorcraft characteristics, it would be possible to 
formulate quantitative flying qualities requirements which would limit the responses of 
the rotoraaft to the more severe tlabulence environments. Unfortunately, such a data 
base does not exist and therefore it is not pc 'ble to write substantiated requirements 
in this area. The desired goals, however, arc ,mown and can be stated i.1 terms of 
pilot ratings or Levels that should be achieved in piloted simulations or through piloted 
evaluations of the rotoraaft in flight. 
The turbulence intensity designated by the procuring activity as the 
Operational Environment can be a major factor in the design of the rotorcraft and 
flight control system. This effect is indicated conceptually in Figure 2.4-2 wilere 
hypothetical rela tionships be tween required augmentation and turbulence rms intensity 
are suggested for two rotorcraft designs. In Figure 2.4-2 it is hypothesized that as 
the designated Operational Environment becomes more severe it will be necessary to 
progressively add rate damping, attitude stabilization, and force alleviation in order to 
maintain Level I flying qualities. This progression occurs at lower turbulence intensities 
for Configuration 2 than for Configuration I because Configuration 2 was assumed to 
have higher sensitivity to one or more componeqts of the turbulence environment, The 
specification is deficient in quantitative requirements which would provide guidance to 
the designer or permit quantitative evaluation of proposed designs to ensure that Level 
1 flying qualities are achieved in the designated Operational Environment. 
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2.4.2 Requirements  for Rotorcraf t  Normal S t a t e s  
The minimum required flying quali.ics for Rotorc ra f t  Normal S t a t e s  
(2.1.5.1) a r e  a s  shown in  Table  I. 
Tab le  I 
LEVELS FOR ROTORCRAFT NORMAL STATES 
DISCUSSION 
Operational 
Envirorlmeqtal 
Mos: Sever? 
E n v i r o ~ n e n t  
- 
Table  1 def ines  t h e  minimum required flying qualit ies for Rotorcraf t  
Normal States .  The  tab le  includes consideration of Flight Envelope, environment and 
Flight Phase. For Flight in t h e  Operat ional  Environemnt,  Level 1 flyi . tg qualit ies a r e  
required in t h e  Operational Envelope and Level 2 flying qualit ies a r e  required in t h e  
Service Flight Envelope. Level 2 flying qualit ies a r e  required for  t h e  Landing Flight 
Phase for  flight in t h e  Most Severe  Environment applicable t o  t h a t  Flignt Phase. Level 
3 flying qualit ies a r e  required fo r  all  o ther  Flight Phases  in t h e  Most Severe  Environment 
applicable to  each  Flignt Phase. Because t h e r e  is not an  adequa te  da ta  base t o  define 
quant i ta t ive  flying qualit ies pa ramete rs  for flight in  severe  e ,~v i ronments ,  t h e  minimum 
Levels designated in Table 1 fo r  flight in t h e  Most Severe  Environment refer  t o  t h e  
basic definitions ~f 1.6 and not to t h e  Level 2 or Level 3 magnitudes of pa ramete rs  in 
t h e  quant i ta t ive  requirements. As was discussed under 2.4.1 and il lustrated in Figure 
2.4-2, "increased" values of quant i ta t ive  paramete rs  such a s  damping ra t io  or natural  
freq.lency may be required t o  maintain ; Level  of acceptabi l i ty  when the severity of 
the  environment is "increasedt. I t  is possible, therefore ,  t h a t  providing Level 2 flying 
qualities for Landing in the  Most Severe Environment could require "higher" magnitudes 
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Operat ional  Flight 
Envelope 
Level 1 
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Service  Flight 
Envelope 
Level 2 
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Landing Flight Phase 
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All Other  Flight Phases 
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Capabili ty 
Not Required 
of quan t i t a t  !e paramete rs  than would Se required to  provide Level I for Landing in 
t h e  Operat ional  Environment. A hypathet ical  examples  has  been cons t ruc ted  In Figure 
2.4-3 t o  i l lus t ra te  this ~ o i n t .  In the example,  a "higher" paramete r  valve would be 
required t o  provide Level 2 in t h e  Most Severe Environment than would be required t o  
provide Level I in t h e  specif ied Operational Environment. It should be noted t h a t  pilot 
ratings and Levels a r e  uniquely t ied together  by definit ion, the  stabili ty and control  
parameter  values tha t  provide a gi-ten Level of flying qualit ies are Flight Phase and 
environment dependent. No requirement  is  specified for flight in the  Most Severe 
Environment while outside the  Operat ional  Flight Envelope. 
2.4.3 Requirements for  Rotorc ra f t  Failure S t a t e s  
When Rotorc ra f t  Failure S t a t e s  exis t ,  a degradat ion in flying q ia l i t i e s  is  
permit ted only if the  probability of encountering a lower Level than specified in 2.4.2 
is  sufficiently small. At Intervals during the  design process,  the  designer shall determine,  
based on the most  a c c u r a t e  available data ,  the  probability of occurrence of e a c h  
Rotorcraf t  Fai lure  S t a t e  per flight and the  effect of t h a t  Failure S t a t e  on the flying 
qualities within the Operational and S e r r i c e  Fl ight  Envelopes. These determinat ions  
shall be made under the following acsumptions: (3) al l  ro to rc ra f t  components  and 
systems a r e  a s s l ~ m e d  to be operat ing for  a t ime period, per flight, equal  t o  the longest 
operational mission time to  be considered by the  designer in designing the ro to rc ra f t ,  
and (b) each s k o c ~ f i c  f a ~ l u r e  is assumed to  be present a t  whichever point in the Flight 
Envelope being considered is most  c r i t i ca l  (in the  flying qualit ies sense). From these 
Failure S t a t e  probabilities and e f fec t s ,  the designer shall determine tile overall 
probability, r - r  f l ight,  tha t  one o r  more  flying qualit ies a r e  degraded to Level 2 because 
of one or more failures. The designer shall a lso determine the probability t h a t  one or 
more flying qualities a r e  degraded to  Level 3. These ,,robabilities shall be less than 
the values shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11 
LEVELS FOR ROTORCRAFT FAILURE STATES 
In no case shall a Failure S ta t e  (except an approved Special Failure State)  degrade any 
flying quality outside t h e  Level 3 limit. 
Probability of 
Encountering 
Level 2 a f t e r  failure 
Level 3 af te r  failure 
DISCUSSION 
The trend in ro t a raa f t  flight control is toward application of sensors, 
com puters, powered controls and electronic or optical signal transmission methods. This 
trend leads t o  increased control system complexity, and t h e  necessity t o  face the  
problem of equipment failures in a realistic manner. The Level concept is directed at 
the achievement of adequate flying qualities without imposing undue requirements tha t  
could lead to  unwarranted system complexity or decreased flight safety. Without 
actually requiring a good basic airrrame, t he  general specification provides: 
Within Operational 
Flight Envelope 
10-2 per flight 
lo-@ per flight 
a High probability of good flying qualities where the  r o t o r a a f t  is 
expected t o  be used. 
Within Service 
Flight Envelope 
10-2 per flight 
Acceptable flying qualities in reasonably likely, yet infrequently 
expected, conditions. 
A floor t o  assure, t o  t h e  greatest extent  possible, at least a flyable 
r o t o r a a f t  no matter  what failures occur. 
A process t o  assure tha t  al l  the  ramifications of reliance on powered 
controls, stability augmentatijon, etc., receive proper attention. 
In short, a systems approach t o  the  requirement specification is used. The following 
paragraphs discuss this concept in some detail. 
T h e  Level approach is s t ra ightforward in concept.  The  requirements  
specified for normal operat ion (no system failures) provide desirable  flying qualities. 
Equipment failures,  however, e i t h e r  in t h e  flight control  sys tem or  o ther  subsystems, 
c a n  cause  a degradat ion in flying qualities. The emphasis in t h e  specif icat ion is on 
t h e  e f f e c t s  of failures,  r a ther  than  t h e  fa i lures  themselves.  Limited degradat ion of 
flying qualit ies (e.g., Level 1 to Level 2) i s  accep tab le  if t h e  combined probability of 
such degradation i s  small. If t h e  probability is high, then  no degradat ion beyond :he 
Level required for  Normal S t a t e s  is  a c c e p t a b l e  a f t e r  t h e  fa i lu re  occurs.  Another way 
of s ta t ing this  is t h a t  in t h e  Operat ional  Envelope t h e  probabili ty of encountering Level 
2 any t i m e  at all  on a given flight must not exceed  lo-*, a ~ d  t h e  probability of 
encountering Lcvel 3 on any portion of t h e  flight must  not exceed  loe4. Somewhat 
reduced requirements  a r e  imposed for flight within t h e  Service  Flight Envelope, for 
both Normal and Fai lure  States .  Outs ide t h e  S e r \ ~ c e  Flight Envelope, most of t h e  
requirements of t h e  Specification do not apply. 
Numerical Probabili t ies 
The numerical values can,  of course,  b e  changed by t h e  procuring a g e l c y  
t o  ref lect  specif ic  requirements  for  a given weapon system.  The  procuring act ivi ty  
engineer should, as a m a t t e r  of course ,  confer with both t h e  using command 
representat ive  and t h e  reliability engineers t o  assure  t h a t  t h e  probabilities associated 
with t h e  Levels a r e  consistent wi th  t h e  design goals. The values glven in Table  11 
were  mitally proposed in MIL-F-87858 (ASC). Limited substant ia t ion was developed in  
AFFDL-TR-69-72. 
Implementation 
Implementation of t h e  Level  concep- lnvolves both reliability analyses ( to  
predict fa i lure  probabi!ities) and fa i lure  e f f e c t  analyses ( t o  insure compliance with 
requirements). Both types  of analyses a r e  in direct  accord  w ~ t h ,  and in t h e  spirit o f ,  
MIL-STD-756A (reliability prediction) and MIL-S-38130A (sa fe ty  engineering). These 
re la ted specifications a r e ,  in tu rn ,  mandatory for use by al l  Depar tments  and Agencies 
of the  Department  of Defense. Implementation of t h e  flying qualit ies specification is, 
for t h e  most pa r t ,  a union of t h e  work required by these  re la ted  specifications with 
normal stabili ty and control analysis. 
Failure S ta tes  influence t h e  rotorcraf t  configurations, and even the  mission 
Flight Phases, t o  be considered. All failures must be examined which could have 
occurred previously, as well as all  failures which might occur during t h e  Flight Phase 
being analyzed. For example, failure of ti l t ing rotors  to t i l t  up during descent would 
require consideration of a rotors-down landing tha t  otherwise would never be  encountered. 
There a r e  failures tha t  would always result in an aborted mission, even in a war 
emergency. The pertinent Flight phases a f t e r  such failures would be those required t o  
complete t h e  aborted (rather than t h e  planned) mission. For example, failure of t he  
rotors t o  ti l t  down af te r  takeoff might mean a landing with the  rotors a t  t he  takeoff 
setting, with certain unexpended external  stores; but cruise would be impossible. If 
the  mission might be e:ther continued or aborted, both contingencies need t o  be  examined. 
The following general discussion is taken from MIL-F-83300 and MIL-F- 
87858 (.ASC). Although the  terminology is for  airplanes, the  concept is  valid for 
ro to raa f t .  Additional discussion of failure analysis and implementation of t h e  Levels 
concept is contained in AFFDL-TR-72-4 1. 
A typical approach (but not t h e  only one) for t he  system contractor  is  
out lined below: 
Initial Design: The basic a i r f rame is designed for a Level I "target" in 
respect t o  most flying qualities in t h e  Operational Flight Envelope. It may quickly 
become apparent that  some design penalties would be inordinate (perhaps t o  provide 
sufficient aerodynamic damping of t he  short -period and Dutch-roll modes a t  high 
altitude); in those cases the  basic-airframe "target" would be shifted t o  Level 2. In 
other cases it may be relatively painless t o  extend some Level 1 flying qualities over 
the wider range of the  Service Flight Envelope. Generally the  design will result in Level 
1 flying qualities in some regions and, perhaps, Level 2 or  Level 3 in others. 
Augmentaticn of one form or another (aerodynamic configuration changes, response 
feedback, contrcl feedforward, signal shaping, etc.) would be incorporated t o  bring flying 
qualities up t o  Level I in t h e  Operational Flight Envelope and t o  Level 2 in t h e  
Service Flight Envelope. 
Initial Evaluation: The reliability and failure mode analyses a r e  next 
performed t o  evaluate t he  nominal system design evolved above. All a ircraf t  subsystem 
failures that  a f f ec t  flyinc qualities a r e  considered. Failure r a t e  da ta  for these analyses 
may be those specified in the  related specifications, other data  with supporting 
substant:stion and approval as necessary, or specific values provided by the  procuring 
agency. Prediction methods used will be in accordance with related specifications. 
The results of this evaluation will provide: 
a a detailed outline of design points that  a r e  critical from a flying 
qualitieslflight safety standpoint, 
b) quantitative predictions of t h e  probability of encountering Level 2 
in a single flight within the  Operational Envelope, Level 3 in the  
Operational Envelope, and Level 3 in t h e  Service Envelope, and 
c)  recommend airframelequipment changes to  improve flying qualities 
or increase subsystem reliability to meet t he  specification 
requirements. 
It should be noted that  the  flying qualities/flight safety requirements a r e  
concerned with failure mode effects ,  while other specifications provide reliability 
requirements per se (all failures regardless of failure effects). In the  event of a 
conflict, the  most stringent requirement should apply. 
Re-Evaluation: As the  system design progresses, t h e  initial evaluation is 
revised at intervals. This process continues throughout t he  design phase. The results 
of the analyses of vehicle flying qualitieslflight safety may be used to: 
a )  establish flight test points that  a r e  critical and should be emphasized 
in the  flight test  program, 
b) establish pilot training requirements for t h e  most probable, and 
critical, flight conditions, and 
c )  provide guidance and requirements for other subsystem designs. 
Proof of compliance is, for the  most part,  analytical in nature as fa r  as 
probabilities of failure a re  concerned. However, some equipment failure r a t e  data may 
become available during final design phases and during flight test, and any data from 
these or other tes t  programs should be used t o  further demonstrate complia:,ce. Stability 
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and control da ta  of t h e  usual t y p e  (e.g., predictions, wind tunnel,  flight t e s t )  will a lso 
be used t o  demons t ra te  compliance. Finally, t h e  resul ts  of all  analyses and t e s t s  will 
be  subject t o  normal procedures of procuring agency approval. 
In summary,  t h e  Level concept  was evolved i n  recognition of t h e  obvious 
f a c t  t h a t  flying qualit ies,  flight safety ,  and sys tem reliability a r e  a l l  very much re la ted  
in t h e  development of current  piloted a i rc ra f t .  This interrelationship is  being exploited 
to improve a i r c r a f t  in  t e r m s  of overall  effect iveness .  
Special Failures 
Note  t h a t  c e r t a i n  Speci? '  Fai lure  S t a t e s  (2.1.5.4) may bz approved; these  
Fai lure  S t a t e s  need not be consic ed  I ,  determining t n e  probability of encountering 
degradation t o  Level 3. This allows e a c h  c ~ t a s t r o p h i c  fa i lure  possibility t o  be considered 
on i t s  own. Requiring approval for  e a c h  Special Fai lure  S t a t e  gives t h e  procuring 
ac t iv i ty  a n  opportunity t o  examine al l  t h e  pertinent survivability and vulnerability 
aspec t s  of each design. Survivability and vulnerability a r e  importzifl considerations, 
but i t  has not ye t  been possible t o  r e l a t e  any specif ic  flying qualit ies requirements  t o  
them. 
Specif ic  Failures 
There  a r e  some specif ic  requirements  pertaining to failure of t h e  engines 
and t h e  flight control  system (e.g., 3.7). For  t h e s e  requirements  t h e  specif ic  fa i lure  
is assumed t o  occur (with a probability of I), wi th  o ther  fa i lures  considered at their 
own probabilities. For all  o ther  requirements ,  t h e  ac tua l  probabilities of engine and 
flight control system failure a r e  t o  be accounted for in t h e  s a m e  manner as for other  
failures. 
Feedback from engineers in t h e  Air Force  Aeronautical Systems Division 
who have exper ience in using MIL-F-878SB indicates  a t rend  toward  satisfying t h e  Level 
requirements  for fa i lure  s t a t e s  by specif ic  fa i lure  analysis, i.e., assume a fa i lure  will 
happen if it pssibly can. Furthermore,  fa i lures  a r e  assumed t o  occur at t h e  most 
cr i t ical  flight condition, and in t h e  most a i t i c a l  way. Selection of fa i lure  s t a t e s  is 
based on preliminary analyses and t h e  associated design considerations a r e  d ic ta ted  by 
t h e  System Program Office.  This approach may b e  ex tended  to a t t a c h  +cif ic  probability 
l imits t o  Levels 1, 2 and 3, reaching agreement  with t h e  reliability and flight sa fe ty  
people along t h e  lines that :  
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Satisfactory mission performance demands Level 1 flying qualities 
in the  Oper~ t iona l  Flight Cnvelope. I)etcrior.stion t o  worse than 
Level I flying qualities will be considered t o  preclude mission 
accomplishment. (Although some mission capability remains a t  Level 
2, t ha t  capability is degraded). 
Flight safety demands Level 3 cr better  flying qualities. Any 
deterioration t o  worse than Level 3 flying qualities will be included 
as i contributor t o  flight safety unreliabilit y. (For landing, consider 
Level 2). 
Effects of failures on flying qualities will be accounted for in this 
manner for calculation of mission accomplishment reliability and 
flight safety reliability for comparison t o  the  overall requirements. 
Questions arising with regard t o  mission capability or flight safety 
in the  event of any particular failur - or combination of failures 
will be referred to  t he  procuring activity's flying quali -= pecialists 
for resolution. 
Additionally, t h e  flying qualities specification may (will) list specific 
failure cases for which a specified Level of flying qualities is 
required. 
Thks alternative relieves the flying qualities people of the  chore of 
reliability calculation. Vith proper interorganizational liaison, it should work where 
mission accomplishment and flight safety reliability are separately specified. The 
probability failure analysis has t h e  appearance of being scientific (even if the numbers 
used result from art),  whereas the  specific failure analysis has the  appearance of being 
simple (even if supported by involved analytical efforts). In t ruth,  both approaches 
require sound engineering judgement backed by whatever da ta  and analysis is available. 
T5e critical failure s ta tes  and flight conditions must be identified, together with their 
impact on flying quaiities. The end product should still be an  aircraft  in which t h e  
effects  of failures a re  consistent with the  mission requirements. 
2.4.4 Explanatory Notes Concerning Application of Lcvels 
2.b.4.l Conceptual Diagrs~ns  of Dcsign E,raludtion Process 
The design evaluation process is  illustrated by the conceptual diagrams 
shown in Figures 2.4-4 and 2.4-5. 
2.4.4.2 Theoretical Compliance 
Part  of t h e  intent of 2.4.3 is  t o  ensure t ha t  t he  probability of encountering 
significantly degraded flying qualities because of component or subsystem failures is 
small, 
To determine theoret ical  compliance with t h e  requirements of 2.4.3, t h e  followirlg s teps 
must be performed: 
a )  Identify those Rotorcraft Failure S ta tes  which have a significant 
e f f ec t  on flying qualities (2.1.5.2). 
b) Define t he  longest flight duration t o  be encountered during 
operatonal missions. 
c )  Determine t h e  probjbility of encountering various Rotorcraf t  Failure 
States ,  per flight, based on the  above flight duration (2.4.3). 
d) Determine t h e  degree of flying qualities degradation associated with 
each Rotorcraft Failure S t a t e  in te rms  of Levels as defined in t h e  
specific requirements. 
e) Determine t h e  most cr i t ical  Rotorcraft Failure States  (assuming t h e  
failures a r e  present at whichever point in t h e  Flight Envelope being 
considered is most cr i t ical  in a flying qualities sense), and compute 
t he  total  probabiliiy of encountering Level 2 flying qualities in t h e  
Operational Flight Envelope, etc .  
f )  Compare  t h e  computed values above w ' t h  t h e  requirements  in 2.4.3. 
An example  which i l lus t ra tes  a n  approximate  e s t i m a t e  of t h e  
probabili t ies of encounter  follows: if t h e  fa i lures  a r e  a l l  statist icsl!y 
independent,  de te rmine  t h e  sum of t h e  probabilities of encountering 
a l l  Rotorc ra f t  Fai lure  S t a t e s  which degrade flying qualit ies t o  
Level 2 in t h e  Operat ional  Envelope. Tbis sum must be less than  
10-2 per flight. 
I f  t h e  requirements  a r e  not met ,  t h e  designer must consider a l t e r n a t e  
courses such as: 
a )  Improve t h e  ro to rc ra f t  flying qualit ies associated t h e  more  
probable Fai lure  S ta tes ,  or 
b) Reduce t h e  probability of encountering t h e  more probable Faiiure 
S t a t e s  through equipment redesign, redundancy, etc. 
Regardless of t h e  probability of elkcountering any given Rotorcraf t  Failure 
S ta tes  (with t h e  except ion of Special Fai lure  S ta tes )  t h e  flying qualit ies shall not 
degrade below Level 3. 
2.4.4.3 Definitions of Level Regions 
T o  de te rmine  t h e  degradation in flying qualit ies pa ramete rs  for a given 
Rotorcraf t  Failure S t a t e  t h e  following definit ions a r e  provided: 
a )  Level 1 region is be t t e r  than  or  equal  t o  t h e  Level I boundary, or 
number , given in t h e  design cr i ter ia .  
b) Level 2 region is worse that] Level 1, but no worse t h a n  t h e  Level 
2 boundary, or number. 
c )  Level 3 region is worse than  Level 2, out no worse t h a n  t h e  Level 
3 boundary, or number, 
When a given boundary, or number,  is identified as Level 1 and Level 2, 
this means tha t  flying qualit ies outside t h e  boundary conditions shown, or worse than  
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the  number given, a r c  at best Level 3 flying qualities. Also, since Level 1 and Level 
2 requirements a r e  the same, flying qualities must be within this  common boundary, 
or number, in both t4e Gp~ra t iona l  and Service flight Envelopes for Rotorcraft Normal 
States (2.4.2). Rotorcraft Failure States  that  do not degrade flying qualities beyond 
this common boundary a r e  not considered in meeting t h e  requirements of 2.4.3. 
Ro to raa f t  Failure States that  represent degradations t o  Level 3 must, however, be  
included in the  corn putation of t h e  probability of encountering L eve1 3 degradations in 
both t h e  Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. Again degradation beyond t h e  Level 
3 boundary is not permitted regardless of component failures. 
2.4.4.4 Com putational Assumpt~ons 
Assumptions a )  and b) of 2.4.3 a r e  somewhat conservative, but they 
simplify the  required computations in 2.4.3 and provide a se t  of workable ground rules 
for theoretical predictions. The reasons for these assumptions are: 
a )  "...components and systems a r e  ... operating for a t ime period per 
flight equal to t h e  longest operational missian t ime  ...". Since most 
component failure da ta  a r e  in te rms  of failures per flight hou-, 
even though continuous operation may not Se typical (e.g., yaw 
h m p e r  ON during hovering flight only), rdilure probabilities must 
be predicted on a per flight basis using a "typical" t o t a l  flight time. 
The "lcagest operational mission time" as "typical" is a natural 
res ':. If acceptance cycles-to-failure reliability da ta  a r e  available, 
these ciata may be used for prediction purposes based on maximum 
cycles per operational mission. In any event ,  compliance with t h e  
requirements of 2.4.2 is based on t h e  probability of encounter per 
flight. 
b) "...failure is assumed ?c: be present at whichever point ... is most 
critical ...". This assumption is in !<eeaing with t h e  requirements 
of 2.1.5.2 regarding Flight Phases subsequent to t h e  actual  failure 
in question. In cases that  a re  unrealistic from the  operational 
standpoint, the  specific Rotorcraft Failure S ta tes  might fall in t h e  
R o t o r a a f t  Special Failure S t a t e  classification (2.1.5.3). 
2.5 APPLICABLE DO(:~!hIENTS 
FLYING QUALITIES REQUIRElIENTS FOR CLASS I 
Requirzments  for Operat ional  Capabili ty Class  1 3 r e  included in Appendix 
A, however, Background Information and Users Guide tnateria! to  support t!lese 
requirements  was not  prepared under the  Calspan Phase I c o n t r a c t  e f fo r t .  
3.9 ENY IRONXIENTAL CGNDITIONS 
Unless otherwise specified by the  procuring a c t i f i t y  for a specif ic  
procurement,  the environmental conditions defined in this section describe the  
environments in which the ro to rc ra f t  must  '3e designed to operate .  These environmental  
conditions will be used t o  eva lua te  t h e  flying qualit ies through analysis, simulation and 
fli&t test. 
DlSCU SSION 
The wording of 2.3 is such tha t  the  procuring act ivi ty  is charged with 
responsibility for defining the  en.rironmenta1 conditions in which the ro to rc ra f t  i s  to 
be designed to operate .  These conditions a r e  to  be defined for each  F l i sh t  Phase. 
During the process of defining the environmental conditions, the  pr0cilrir.g act i t r i ty  
should consider the  mission requirements  for t h e  par t icular  procurernent. 5ection 3.9 
of the s ~ e c i f i c a t i o n  contains  a ca ta log  of models, pa ramete r  magnitudes and references  
which can  be used by the  procuring ac t iv i ty  a s  background information \\hen developing 
the Operational and I lost  Severe En .~ i ronment  definitions tor s spec l f i i  procurernent. 
In the  event  the procuring act ivi ty  does not  provide specif ic  guidance, the  con t rac to r  
is di rected to use the  environment definit ions of 3.9 t o  design and eva lua te  the  rotorcraf t .  
3.9.1 Continuous turbulence models 
Two model forms for describing continuous random turbulence a r e  defined. 
Either model may be used in tlw process of designing and evaluating the rotorcraft 
flying qualities. The .Ion Karman form of the spectra  for the turbulence velocities is: 
The Dryden form of t h e  spec t ra  for t h e  turbulence velocities is: 
where: Q = CLI IVT and VT is True Airspeed but not less than 35 Knots 
DiSCU SSION 
Continuous turbulence models of the Von Karman and Dryden form a r e  
defined. These models a r e  of the basic form introduced in Ref. 0-1 & 6-2. The 
definitions of parameters in the models Save Seen revised as  recommended in Ref .  B- 
3. This revision is necessary to  make the turbulence models of the one-dimensional 
spectra  satisy a l l  the mathematical  requirements for isotropic atmospheric turbulence. 
Far  isotropic turbulence, the characteristics of the one-dimensional spectra a r e  related by 
- 6 2 ,  q,: - u"2 - 2 
- uw 
and 
In isotropic turbulence, the three longitudinal scales a r e  a11 equal, the six lateral  scales 
are a l l  equal, and the longitudinal scales equal twice the lateral  scales. Longitudinal 
and lateral here refer to the gust field, not the aircraft.  When considering one- 
dimensional spectra, there is one longitudinal scale in the direction of the spatial 
frequency (L,), and the other tw3 scales (Lv and L,) a r e  lateral  scales. This point is 
frequently confused. T k equation= defining the Von Karman and Dryden turbulence 
spectra presented in 3.9.1 are  derived from those introduced in Ref. 6-1 by substituting 
2 Lv for Lv and 2 L, for  L,. The numerical values of the terms will remain the 
same because the definitions of Lv and L, presented in 3.9.1.1 also involve a factor  
of two. 
3.9.1.1 Scale lengths. The scale lengths for use in the continuous random 
turblllcncc models of 3.9.; .we defined as functions of altitude. 
von Karman Model 
Above h = 2500 f t  Lu = 2 L,, = 2 L, = 2500 feet 
&?low h = 2500 f t  L, = 2 L, = 184 h'13 feet 
2 I.,,, = h f ee t  
Dryden Model 
Above h = 1750 f t  - - 2 L,, = 2 L, = 1750 f e e t  
L~ - 
Below h = 1750 f t  L, = 2 L, I 145 h1I3 feet 
2 L, = h feet  
DISCUSSION 
The scale length definitions are taken from Ref. 0-3. The definitions are 
basically those introduced in Refs. 0-1 & 8-2 except L, and L ,  are replaced by 2 L, and 
2 Lw. 
3.9.1.2 RMS intensities. The root-mean-square intensities oi, = a,, to  be used in 
the continuous random turbultqce models of 3.9.1 are defi~lea i;r T a b l e  3.9-1. 
Table  3.9-1 
a, AND a- INTENSITIES 
The  magni tude of a, is a func t ion  of uu and t h e  s c a l e  length definit ions as follows. 
von K a r m a n  Model Dryden Model 
h J 
Environment h < 250011750 ft h > 2500/1750 ft 
Operat ional  c; = 6 f t / s e c  uu = 6 f t l s e c  
Most Severe  = 10 f t l s e c  a,, = 20 f t l s e c  
Below h = 2500 ft.  f o r  t h e  von K a r m a n  model and below h = 1750 ft .  for  t h e  Dryden 
model, t h e  magni tude of a, is a funct ion of a l t i tude.  
1 
von K a r m a n  5lodel Dryden Model 
h < 2500 f e e t  h < 1750 f e e t  
DISCUSSION 
Although the Von Karman and Dryden fo rms  of the  spec t ra  for turbulence 
velocities a r e  used in Ref 's  8-1 through 8-6. The definitions of the RMS turbulence 
intensities in the  various documents  a r e  significantly dif ferent .  The differences  in the  
RMS intensities specified a r e  not only a result  of di f ferent  choices  for se lect ing the  
magnitude of one of the  components  (e.g. Ref. B-l specifies a, in a plot a s  a function of 
.\littucfc; I \ t s f .  O-'4 sl)ccific\ (1," to hc 10 percc~lit of tlic nrcB;ln wirrd speed ,it 20 I t  
altitude but dlso the interisities are interrelated through the scale ler~gth definitions 
and t l~c  equations relating scale length and the RLIS intensities. Examples of the 
definitions of scales and intensities specified in Ref. 8-4, 0-6 and the Calspan 
recommendation for MIL-H-8501 are shown in Figures 8-1. The comparison shows that 
there are factors of 2 and n i n  the definitions of parameters and that the parameters 
are different function of altitude in the different references. The variation of the 
R5rS intensities with altitude are illustrated in Figure 8-2. MIL-F-8785C has 6, 
constant with altitude aqd Uu = a, incr~ase as the ground is approached. This seems 
counter to the boundary constraint that the vertical velocity should decrease to zero 
at the runway surface. The MIL-STD Draft and the Calspan proposal have Uu specified 
independent of altitude and the magnitude of uw decreases as a cubic function of 
altitude. The MIL-STD Draft has 6, = 0 ru rather than a;, = as in the 
Calspan proposal. The n f a c t o r  results from different definitions of the scale lengths 
in  the Calspan Proposal and the MIL-STD Draft. It is believed that the Calspan proposal 
for MIL-H-8501 has the "correct" definitions of scales. 
and the "correct" relationship between scales and RMS intensities; e.g. for the Dryden 
m ode l 
Thus 
when the definitions of scales 
are applied. 
SCALES AN0 RMS INT ENSlTlES 
0, = o.lu20 
uu = Q, = 
"a" 
BELOW 1000 F t  
(0.177 + .OO0023hPA 
MIL-ST0 
uU = 5 FT/SEC 4. MODERATE 
u = .rr7n1" f lu 10<h<1750 FT 
CALSPAN 
Figure 8-1 DRYDEN MODEL 
*r MIL-STD DRAFT 
6 - 
o,, = 5 FTJSE C - MODERATE 
- -  - 
Figwe 8-2 DRYDEN MODEL RMS INTENSlTlES 
In the Calspan proposal, the 6, = av RMS is specified for the Operational 
Environrnerit and for the Most Severe Environ~nent. A larger value of 6, is specified 
for the Most Severe Environment when altitude is greater than 2500 feet for the Von 
Karman model and greater than 1750 feet for the Dryden hlodel. The higher RMS is 
specified for :he Most Severe Environment at  the higher altitude because it was 
considered that the probability of encountering thunderstorm activity is higher above 
2500 or 1750 feet altitude. 
The choice of magnitude of one of the RMS velocity components to use 
in the specification should be a function of the intended operational use of the rotorcraft 
for each procurement. This choice will be based on statistical data developed to 
describe the characteristics of the atmosphere during different seasons, weather 
conditions, terrain fea, ~ r e s  etc. Terminology and magnitudes of RMS velocities ~ s e d  
to characterize turbulence in previous specification documents are presented in Figure 
3 The values of 0, selected by Calspan for the Operational and Most Severe 
Environments are related to data defining the relative frequency distribution of R M S  
gust ./elocities in Figure 9-1 and to exceedance probabilities i l l  Figure 8-5. Figures 8-4 
& 8-5 are taken from Ref. 8-2. 
MI LaF8tsSB LOW ALTITUDE 
CLEAR AIR 0 = 8.7 FTmC 
1 HUNDERSTORM = 21 FTBEC 
MI L.F-8735C LOW ALTITUDE 
0 ,  = -1 U20 o w  
LIGHT (WIND) 2.53 FTESE C 
MODERATE 5.07 
SEVERE 7.61 
BRITISH AvP97Q 
LIGHT 0 = 3FTISEC W 
MODE RATE 5 
HEAVY 10 
EXTREME 20 
CALSPAN hCl7SO FT 
ENVIRONMENTS O "  
OPERATIONAL 6 FTBEC 
MOST SEVERE 10 
MEDIUMMIGH ALTlT UDE 
o w  A = 10 KFT 
s f TBEC 
10 
MIL-ST0 DRAFT 
LIGHT 0,- El FT/SEC 
MODERATE 5 
SEVERE 10 
EXTREME 24 
Figure 8-3 RMS TURHULENCE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Figure 8-4 RE1.ATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 3 F  RMS GUST VELOCITY FROM 
6-66 LOW-LEVEL LEVEL PROGRAM 
ROOT-MEAN-SOUARE INTENSITY, Ow *FT/SEC 
Figure 0-5 EXCEEOANCE PROt3ABILITY 
3.9.! .3 Application of  the disturbance model i~ analyses. The gust and turbulence 
velocities shall be applied t o  ?he r o t o r u a f t  equations of motion through t h e  aerodynarnic 
terms only, and the  direct e f fec t  on the  aerodynamic sensors shall be included when 
such sensors a r e  part of t h e  rotorcraft  augmentation system. when using the  discrete 
gust model, all significant a s p c t s  of the  penetration of t h e  gcst by t h e  rotorcraft  shall 
be incorporated in the  analyses. Application of t h e  disturbance model depends on t h e  
lange of frequencies of concern in t he  analyses of t n e  rotorcraft.  When structural 
modes a r e  significant, t h e  exac t  distribution of turbulence velocities should be considered. 
For this purpose, i t  is acceptable to consider ug and v as being one-dimensional g 
functions only of x, b~ . t  w shall be considered two-dimensional, a function of both x g 
and y, for t h e  evaluation of aerodynamic forces and moments. 
When structural modes a r e  not significant, r o t o r a a f t  rigid-body responses 
may be evaluated by considering uniform gust or turbulence immersion along with linear 
gradients of t h e  disturbance velocities. The  uniform immersion i s  accounted for by 
ug, vg, and w defined at the  ro'orcraft center  of gravity. The angu1a.- velocities due  g 
t o  twbulence are equivalent to the aerodynamic ef fec t  of r o t o r a a f t  angular velocities. 
Approximations for tl,dse angular velocities a r e  defined (precisely a t  very low frequencies 
only) is follows: 
a uq a 0, a L', 
- 6  - - - - Y 
9 - q3 ax u $7 ax a y  r = - -  , P o - - -  
The spectra of t h e  angular velocity disturbances due t o  turbulence a r e  then  given by: 
where b = wing span or t h e  rotor diameter whichever is greater.  The turbulence 
components, ug, vg, 'ag, and pg shall be considered mutuzllly independent (uncorrelated) 
in a statistical sense. However, qg is correlated with wg, and rg is correlated with 
vg. FOI the  discrete gusts t he  linear gradient gives angular v e l ~ i t ;  perturbations of 
the  form: HZ 
P9 = pmSin z- O s x i d  nr m 
For  the  low-altitude model, the lrbulence velocity components,  ug, v,, and wg a r e  to 
0 
be t aken  dlong a x e s  with ug aligned along the re la t ive  mean wind vector  and wg vertical. 
OlSCU SSION 
This requirement  i s  essentially t h e  s a m e  a s  t h a t  in Ref. B-2 with notation 
c o r t r i t i o n  i.1 the  expression f o r  @ pg. Discussions of fac to rs  t o  consider dur.ng 
application of the disturbance models in analysis and simulation a r e  contained in 
Reference: 8-2, 8-3, 8-5 and 8-6. Also s e e  the  discussion of Environment Models in 
Section 4-1 of this report. 
3.9.2 Discrete ~ u s t  model 
The discrete gust model [nay be used for any of the three gust-velocity 
components and, by derivation, any of the tljree angular components. 
The d i s a e t e  gust has the "I-cosine" shape given by: 
v = O  , X C O  
d 
a dis tance ,  x, f t .  
Tile d i s a e t e  gust above may be used singly or in multiples in order t o  assess ro to raa f t  
response to, or pilot control of, large disturbances. Step function or lienar ramp gusts 
may also be used. 
3.9.2.1 Gust lengths. Several values of dm shall be used, each chosen so that  
the gust is tuned t o  each of the  natural frequencies of the  ro to raa f t  and its flight 
control system (higher-frequency structural modes may be excepted). For the  Severe 
intensities, modes with wavelengths less than the  turbulence scale length may be 
excepted. 
3.9.2.2 Gust magnitudes. The g u n  magnitudes ug, vg, and wg shall be determined 
from Figure 3.9-1 using values of dm from 3.9.2.1 and values of Ou, a,, and Uw 
from 3.9.1.2. Microbursts (K downbursts, i.e. s70t-t-lived vertical downdrafts can occur 
at altitudes below 300 feet. These may be represented by a full (I-ms) function with 
V, = -30 ft /sec and dm = 1800 ft where dm is horizontal distance. 
J d d 
NOHMAl.1 ZliD DISCHliTli  GUST I.ENCT((, -E , -A A I,,, 2LL ' 2L', 
Figure 3 . 9 - 1  MAlN'l'liNANCE 01: DISCRETE CUSIS 
The (I-cosine) discrete gust model was introduced in Refs. 8-1 and D-2. 
The form was changed in Reference 8-4 and 8-5 to  permit approximations to "stepw 
gusts as well as "pulse" gusts. The Reference B-4 !crm of the discrete gust model is 
adopted by Cslspan for the ro torcrs f t  >pecification. Ndtation char;ges resu!ting from 
the scale definitions have been incorporated in Figure 3.9-1. The discussion: relating 
to this requirement in Ref's 3-2 and 8-5 a r e  a p p t o p r i ~ t e  background information. 
Paragraph 3.9.2.2 contains a definition of a rnicrotursr c r  downdraft 
typical of vertical wind profiles under thunderstorms. The magnitude of the peak 
downdraft velocity and the horizontal dimension of the downdraft is based on da ta  
contained in Ref. 0-7. In reality, the air  motions a s s i x ~ n t e d  with microbursts and 
thunder storm downbursts a r e  more complex and involve air velocities along the three 
coordinate axes. Further  description of a i r  velocities measured in the Joint Airport 
Weather Studies (JA!VS) project a r e  contained in Ref. 8-8. 
Mean wind model 
The mean wind speed variation with altitude, above the ground, is defined 
by the following equation 
V w  = Vo + C h  0 4 h < 300 fee t  
The surface wind Vo is defined in Table 3.9-2. 
Table 3.9-2 
SURFACE WIND MAGNITUDE 
The wind speed is relative to t h e  ground. The directions headwind, crosswind and 
tailwind refer t o  desired ground track. In vertical flight a t  zero  ground speed, the 
wind directions refer  t o  rotorcraft heading at zero altitude. 
Environment 
Operational 
Most Severe 
C 
The wind gradient with al t i tude is defined in Table 3.9.2a. 
Table 3.9-2a 
WIND GRADIENT 
"0 
1 
Environment C hlsec Per Foot 
Operational 
Most Severe 
H eadw i nd 
50 f t / sec  
76 f t l s e c  
Crosswind 
50 ft/sec 
50 ftlsec 
Tailwind 
0 f t / sec  
0 f t l s ec  
DISCUSSION 
Rotorcraft are frrequently operated a t  low altitude with the flight path 
referenced to the ground and obstacles fixed to the ground. The motion of the air 
mass relttive to the ground is of importance to the performance and flying qualities 
of the rotorcraft. Parag,-aph 3.9.3 contains a definition of the mean wind and wind 
gradient a t  altitude less than h 300 ft for the Operational and Most Severe 
Environments. The mean wind magnitudes in Table 3.9-2 are consistent with the 
probabilitiy of exceedance data for mean wind speed a t  20 ft. altitude contained in 
Figure 26 of Reference 0--:. The wind gradient magnitudes in Table 3.9-2a are based 
un wind shear measurements or estimates which were extracted from the following 
periodica Is. 
Source 
"Wind Shear: The Mystery of the 
Vanishing Airspeed" 
The AOPA Pilot, November 1975 
"Wind Shear Detection" 
Flight C , p  rations, February 1976 
Accident Investigation 
Aviation Week, 14 April 1975 
Description 
Wind Shear studies in Texas and Florida 
indicate: 
4 kt1100 ft average gradients 
Low-level shear 
10-15 kt1100 ft are not unusual. 
35 kt1100 ft have been observed. 
Measured wind shear which occurred a t  
JFK on 4 January 1971 and caused nine 
aircraft to execute missed approaches. 
Tail wind of 70 kt a t  3000 ft. 
Cross wind of 25 kt a t  1000 ft. 
Head wind of 10 kt a t  surface. 
Iberian DC-10 Flt. 933 crash at Logan 
International on 17 December 1973. 
18 k t  tail wind changed to 3 kt 
headwind 
23 kt cross wind decreased to 3 kt. 
Occurred between 500-300 ft in time 
interval of 20 sec. 
7.1 kt1100 ft longitudinal, 6.3 
kt/100 ft lateral. 
"Wind Zhear, The Super Hazard" 
Business and Commercial Aviation 
August 1976 
"Wind Shear on Approach" 
Shell Aviation News, 1971 
Iberian DC-10 Flt. 933, wind at LOO0 f t  
was 35 k t  from 1910. It rotated clock- 
wise 8 k t  from 3150 at the surface. 
Between 500-200 ft  the headwind 
component increased 21 I<t or an average 
shear of 7 kt1100 ft. 
Wind shears average 3-5 kt1100 f t  with 
extremes of 30 kt1100 ft. 
Low altitude wind shears appear to have a 
variety of characteristics. Some 
representative examples (Figure I) and 
their general characteristics are as 
follows: 
(a) iarge magnitude shears up to 40 
kt  or more occurring over an 
altitude range from ground level 
to several hundred feet above the 
ground. Maximum rates of shear 
are on the order of 12 k t  per 100 
feet, and are highest near the 
ground. Many shears of lesser 
magnitudes will also have these 
general characteristics. 
Tree-line wake 
The mean wind s p e d  variation with altitude in the lee of a lille of closely 
spaced trees is defined in Figure 3.9-2, The wind direction is perpendicular to the 
tree line. The wind speed at 140 feet al t i tude is specified in Table 3.9-3. 
Tab!e 3.9-3 
WIND SPEED AT 140 FT ALTITUDE 
Environment V, at h = 140 f t  
Operational 70 f t l sec  
Most Severe I24 f t l sec  
DISCUSSION 
Wind tunnel tests  have been performed t o  determine air  velocity profiles 
near the edge of a forest. These tests  have been performed as part oE studies to 
determine how smoke acd bacterial agents  would be carried into a wooded area  by the 
ambient wind. Tests  have been performed on model  boards with scaled trees. Figure B- 
6 is based on data In Ref. B-9. The tests  have shown tha t  thc t ree  canopies cause a 
reduction in the horizontal wind velocity and that  a jetting action occurs in the region 
of the t ree  trunks. This phenomena may cause difficulty for rotorcraft operations such 
as vertical takeoffs and descents or pick-up and placement of slung loads. The wind 
speed profile with altitude illustrated in Figure 3.9-2 is based on data in Ref. D-9 for 
a distance 1.7 times the t ree height down streamof the t ree  line. The wind speeds a t  
140 f t  a!titude a re  consistent with the mearr head wind magnitudes defined in paragraph 
3.9.3 for  the Operational and Mast Severe Environments. 
Operational V w  = 50 + .14 (140) 
= 70 f t lsec 
Most Severe V w  = 76 + .34 (140) 
= I24 f t lsec 
Figure 3.9-2 WIND SPEED BEHIND TREE-LINE 
Figure 0-6 NORMALIZED VELOCITY PROFILES NEAR THE EDGE OF A FOREST 
SHaWING THE JETTING ACTION IN THE REGION OF THE TRUNKS TREE 
SPACING = h 
h = HElGHT OF TREE8 
Z = HORIZONTAL DICTANCE DOWNWIND OF EDGE OF FOREST 
Xlh 
2 = )?EIGHT ABOVE FLOOR OF FOREST 2' ah 
u = LOCAL MEAN VELOCITY 
uaR REFERENCE VELOClfV AT RECEnENCE HEIGHT WELL 
ABOVE FOREST CNAOPY 
Ship awake nlodels 
Airwake models for OD-963 and DE-1052 class ships have been defined in 
References 3.9-1 and 3.9-2. These airwake moicls, or improved versions, shall be used 
for design and evlaution of the flying qualities of rotorcraft required to  takeoff and 
land on this class ship or t o  perform other  Flight Phases in close proximity t o  this 
class ship while under way at sea. The ship airwake environment is specified in Table 
3.9-4. 
Table 3.9-4 
SHIP AlRWAKE AND SHIP MOTION 
Environment Condition* 
Operational 
Most Severe 
+The condition numbers re le r  to Table I1 of Reference 3.9-1. 
DISCUSSION 
The air wake behind aviation ships at sea can cause a demanding 
environment for operation of rotorcraft. Wind tunnel tests  of models of the DD-963 
and DE-LO52 class ships have been performed by Boeing Vertol and ship air wake models 
have been developed in References 3.9-1 and 3.9-2. These madels a re  defined for 
combinations of ship speed wind speed, ship direction and wind direction. Table 11 from 
Ref. 3.9-1 lis's thirteen com patible environmental parameter conditions for combined 
sea s ta te  and wind conditions. The conditions listed in Table 11 have been divided into 
two groups and used to  define the Operational and the Most Severe Environments for 
the rotorcraft flying qualities specification. Table I1 from Ref. 3.9-1 is .ncluded here 
a s  Figure 8-7. 
The airwake models defined in Ref. 3.9-1 I n v e  been programmed and 
stored on disk files a t  NASA h m e s  for u x  in ground simulation exper iments  and 
considerable exper ience has been gained in the use of these models for investigation 
of helicopter and VTOL type a i r c r a f t  o p e r a t i o w  near  sinall ships. 
Ongoing e f f o r t s  by the Navy a r e  a imed  a t  extending the d a t a  base and 
techniques fo r  modelling the ship a i rwake environment and revised airwake models may 
be available in t h e  future.  
TABLE I I - SELECTEO COMPATIBLE E!V I RONMENTAL PARAMETER CON0 I T IOYS 
Figure 8-7 TABLE I1 FROM REFERENCE 3.9-1 
8-94 
v w ~ n ~  
( k t )  
25.00 
% 
(dep) 
120 
120 
120 
135 
180 
180 
105 
COND I - 
T I  ON 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
'WIND 
(deg) 
-60 
-60 
-60 
-45 
0 
0 
-75 
V w ~ o  
(kt) 
. 
43.30 
H~ 
( f t )  
1 8  
'MOD 
(deg) 
-30 
-30 
-30 
-30 
0 
0 
-30 
25.00 
20.00 
19.32 
20+24 
20+24 
17.69 
(sec)  
15.13 
105 
105 
90  
120 
180 
180 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 3  
SEA 
STATE 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
V~ 
( k t )  
25 
25 
20 
10 
25 
5 
25 
-75 
-75 
-90 
-60 
0 
0 
43.30 
34.64 1 l2 12 
27.32 12 
45+49 12 
25+29 12 
34.15 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
i 
13.!'? 
13.50 
13.07 
12.07 
11.51 
10.6 
8.8 
8.8 
8.8 
8.8 
8.8 
8.8 
25 
20 
25 
15 
25 
5 
34.15 
27.32 
28.87 
2 5 . 9 8  ' 
3 9 4 3  
1 9+2 3 
I 6.9 4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
-30 
-30 
-30 
-30 
0 
0 
17.68 
14.14 
14.43 
15.00 
14+18 
14+18 
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ACRONYLIS FOR TABLE I1 
Symbols 
Symbols used repeatedly in the text are defined below; symbols used 
infrequently are defined in the text where used. 
Significant Wave Height (ft) 
Modal Wave Period (sec) 
Ship sped (kt) 
Ambient Wind Speed kt or ftlsec) 
Wind Over Deck Speed (kt or ftlset) 
Ship Direction with Respect to Predominant Wave Direction (deg) 
Ship Initial Heading with Respect to North (kg)  
Ambient Wind Direction wi th Respect to Ship Heading (deg) 
Wind Over Deck Direction with Respect to Ship Heading (deg) 
Rainfall ~nodcl 
The rainfall rate environment is specified in Table 3.9-5. 
Table 3.9-5 
RAINFALL RATE ENVIRONMENT 
DISCUSSION 
Rainfall can be a significant environmental factor effecting rotorcraft 
operations an3 ptlot workload. Rainfall effects the pilot's visual range, canopy 
transparency, windshield wiper rates and the performance of electro-optical and infra- 
red sensors. The rainfall models listed in Figure 6-S were collected and presented in 
Ref. 6-5. The rainfall rates identified in Table 3.9-5 for the Operational and Most 
Severe Environments are based on the rainfall rates listed in Figure 3-8 for "Heaviest 
Mile - 1% worst worid wide" and the "Recommended Model Heaviest iMi!eM. 
ETAC General Elodcl 
Recommended Model 
RTCA's SC-il7 Landing 
System Elodal 
1X worst U.S. 
0.1% worst U.S. 
AN/TPN-~~ Instrument 
Worldwide Extreme 
* R - measured ten minute point rainfa lr  
in the locale under consideration 
Figure B-8 COMPARISON O F  RAIN MODELS 
3.9.7 Atmospheric temperature, pressure and density 
The variation of a i r  temperature, pressure and density with al t i tude is 
specified in Table 3.9-6. 
Table 3.9-6 
En i ronmen t  1 .4tmopshere 1 
DlSCU SSION 
I 
Air temperature and density at? significant factors influencing the 
performance of engines and rotor systems. It  is, therefore, necessary to  specify the 
characteristics of the atmosphere which must be used in the design and evaluation 
process. The Standard Day and the  Army Hot Day a re  specified as the Operational 
and Most Severe Environments. I t  is not intended that  these designations should preclade 
incorporation of design requirements for specific combinations of atmospheric parzineters 
other than those implied by the designated atmospheric models. 
Operational 
Most Severe 
Standard 
Army Hot Day 
3.9.8 ,4mbient light 
Ambient light conditions a r e  defined a s  follows. 
Day-direct bright sunlight I x 104 foot candles 
Night-lo . v  light level 2.5 x foot candles 
Dark No light 
Ambient light conditions a re  important to rotorcraft operations because 
they e f f ec t  the pilot's capability to see terrain features and obstacles and the ability 
to read instruments and displays. Both high and low light intensities are of concern. 
The Day-direct bright sunlight condition of I x lo4 foot candles is an accepted design 
standard for readability of electronic displays. The Night-low light level of 2.5 x 1 0 ' ~  
foot candles is taken from Ref. 8-10 and represents the conditions used by the Army 
Owl Team t o  designate !ow light level. It  corresponds t o  a moonless night. 
3.9.9 Surface slope-takeoff/landing 
The surface slope conditions for which t h e  r o t o r a a f t  must be designed t o  
perform takeoff and landing operatiom a re  specified in Table 3.9-7. 
Table 3.9-7 
SURFACE SLOPE-TAKEOFFILANDING 
DISCUSSION 
I 
Environment 
Operational 
Most Severe 
L. 
Military rotorcraft must have a capability to  land and take of: from 
uneven terrain. The surface slope conditions specified in AMC-SS-AAH-HIOOOOA for 
the advanced attack helicopter were 12 degrees with any aircraft orientation relative 
to the slope and IS degrees with the aircraft longitudinal axis oriented 90 degrees 
(sideways) to the slope. Test data for the AH-64 indicated the 12 degree requirement 
to be severe for nose up or nose down the slope. The Operational requirement 
recommended is 10 degrees. 
Slope 
10" All azimuth angles relative t o  nose 
15O Side-to-side 
Ship motion models 
Ship motion models for the DD 9 6 3  class ship are  defined in Ref. 3.9-1. 
These ship motion models, or improved versions, shall be used f o r  design and evaluation 
of the flying qualities of rotorcraft required to takeoff and land on this class ship. 
The ship motion environment is specified in Table 3.9-4. 
DISCUSSION 
The landing deck motions of DD 963  class ships at sea can cause a 
demanding environment for  oepration of rotorcraft. Data taken aboard ships in rough 
seas has been used to develop mathematical  models for computing deck motions. See 
References 3.9-3 - 3.9-5 in Section 3. Table I1 from Reference 3.9-1 lists thirteen 
compatible environmental parameter combinations for combined sea s ta te  ar ' wind 
conditions. The conditions listed in Table I1 have been divided into two groups and used 
to  define the Operational and the Most Severe E~~v i ronmen t s  for the rotorcraft flying 
qualities specification. Table I1 from Ref. 3.9-1 is included here as Figure 8-7. See 
also the discussion of paragrpah 3.9.5. 
3.9.11 Flight deck environment 
The flight deck configuration, size, visual landing aids and accessories of 
aviation facility ships defined in References 3.9-6 and 3.9-1 shall be used for design 
and evaluation of the flying qualities of rotorcraft required to  takeoff and land on or 
otherwise operate in conjunction with aviation facility ships. 
DISCUSSION 
The flight deck environment is defined to facilitate design of the rotorcraft 
and to establish a reference environment for use in evaluation of rotorcraft flying 
qualities. 
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